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Daibochi Berhad

Notice of Annual General Meeting

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Forty-sixth (“46th”) Annual General Meeting (“AGM”) of the Company will
be held at Bunga Teratai, 7th Floor, Ramada Plaza Melaka, Jalan Bendahara, 75100 Melaka on Friday, 13
December 2019 at 11.30 a.m. for the following purposes:

AS ORDINARY BUSINESS:

1.    To receive the Audited Financial Statements for the financial period ended 31 July 2019 together with the
      Reports of the Directors and Auditors thereon.                                         (Please refer to Explanatory Note on Agenda 1)  

2.    To approve the payment of Non-Executive Directors' (“NEDs”) fees amounting to RM107,667.00 for the financial
      period ended 31 July 2019.                                                                                                             (Resolution 1)

3.    To approve and ratify the payment of NEDs’ benefits up to an amount of RM88,000.00 from May 2018 up to
      the date of the 46th AGM.                                                                                                                (Resolution 2)

4.    To approve the payment of NEDs’ benefits up to an amount of RM176,600.00 for the period commencing from
      14 December 2019 until the next AGM of the Company.                                                                 (Resolution 3)

5.    To re-elect Ms. Caroline Ang Choo Bee, an Independent Non-Executive Director, who retires by rotation in
      accordance with Article 103 of the Company’s Constitution and being eligible, offers herself for re-election.
                                                                                                                                                               (Resolution 4)

      Mr. Lim Soo Koon, the Company’s Managing Director, who also retires by rotation in accordance with Article
      103 of the Company’s Constitution has expressed his intention not to seek re-election at the 46th AGM.
      Hence, he will retain office until the conclusion of the 46th AGM.

6.    To re-elect Mr. Heong Mun Foo, an Executive Director, who retires in accordance with Article 94 of the
      Company’s Constitution and being eligible, offers himself for re-election.                                       (Resolution 5)  

7.    To re-appoint Deloitte PLT as Auditors of the Company for the financial year ending 31 July 2020 and to
      authorise the Directors to fix their remuneration.                                                                             (Resolution 6)

AS SPECIAL BUSINESS:

To consider and, if thought fit, to pass the following resolutions:

8.    Ordinary Resolution I                                                                                                                                     
     Retention of Mr. Heng Fu Joe as an Independent Non-Executive Director of the Company

      “THAT, Mr. Heng Fu Joe, who has served as an Independent Non-Executive Director of the Company since
      2 August 2010 and who reached the nine (9) years term limit on 1 August 2019 be and is hereby retained as
      an Independent Non-Executive Director of the Company and to hold office until the conclusion of the next
      AGM pursuant to Practice 4.2 of the Malaysian Code on Corporate Governance (“MCCG”).”        (Resolution 7)

9.    Ordinary Resolution II
      Authority for Directors to Issue and Allot Shares Pursuant to the Companies Act 2016
      
      "THAT, subject to Sections 75 and 76 of the Companies Act 2016, the Company’s Constitution and the
      approvals of the relevant authorities, the Directors be and are hereby authorised from time to time to issue
      and allot ordinary shares in the Company upon such terms and conditions as may be determined by the
      Directors to be in the interest of the Company, provided always that the aggregate number of shares to be
      issued pursuant to this resolution shall not exceed ten percent (10%) of the total number of issued shares
      for the time being of the Company AND THAT the Directors be and are also empowered to obtain approval
      from Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad for the listing of and quotation for the additional shares so issued
      AND THAT such authority shall continue to be in force until the conclusion of the next Annual General Meeting
      of the Company.”                                                                                   (Resolution 8)
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10.  Ordinary Resolution III
      Proposed Renewal of Share Buy-Back Authority 

      “THAT, subject always to Section 127 of the Companies Act 2016 (“Act”), rules, regulations and orders made
      pursuant to the Act, provisions of the Company’s Constitution and the requirements of Bursa Malaysia
      Securities Berhad (“Bursa Securities”) and any other relevant authorities, the Company be and is hereby
      authorised to purchase such amount of ordinary shares in the Company as may be determined by the
      Directors of the Company from time to time through Bursa Securities upon such terms and conditions as the
      Directors may deem fit, necessary and expedient in the interest of the Company PROVIDED THAT:

      (a)    the total aggregate number of ordinary shares in the Company which may be purchased and/or held by
              the Company shall not exceed ten percent (10%) of the total number of issued shares of the Company
              as quoted on Bursa Securities as at the point of purchase, subject to a restriction that the issued share
              capital of the Company does not fall below the applicable minimum share capital requirement of Bursa
              Securities’ Main Market Listing Requirements ("MMLR");

      (b)    the maximum funds to be allocated by the Company for the purpose of purchasing the shares shall not
              exceed the Company’s latest audited retained earnings; 

      (c)    the authority conferred by this resolution will commence immediately upon passing of this ordinary
              resolution and will continue to be in force until:

              (i)     the conclusion of the next Annual General Meeting ("AGM") at which time it shall lapse unless by
                      an ordinary resolution passed at the meeting, the authority is renewed, either unconditionally or
                      subject to conditions;

              (ii)     the expiration of the period within which the next AGM after that date is required by law to be held; or

              (iii)    revoked or varied by an ordinary resolution passed by the shareholders of the Company in a
                      general meeting,

              whichever occurs first.

      AND THAT, the Directors of the Company be and are hereby authorised to cancel all the shares or any part
      thereof so purchased or to retain all the shares so purchased as treasury shares (of which may be distributed
      as dividends to shareholders, resold on the market of Bursa Securities, transferred and/or subsequently
      cancelled), or to retain part of the shares so purchased as treasury shares and cancel the remainder, and in
      any other manner as prescribed by the Act, rules, regulations and orders made pursuant to the Act, Bursa
      Securities’ MMLR and any other relevant authorities for the time being in force.

      AND THAT, the Directors of the Company be and are hereby authorised to take all such steps as are
      necessary or expedient to implement, finalise or to effect the aforesaid share buy-back with full powers to
      assent to any conditions, modifications, variations and/or amendments, as may be required or imposed by
      the  relevant authorities and to do all such acts and things (including executing all documents) as the Directors
      may deem fit and expedient in the best interest of the Company.”                                                   (Resolution 9)

11.  Ordinary Resolution IV                                                                                                                                  
      Proposed Renewal of Shareholders’ Mandate for Recurrent Related Party Transactions of a Revenue
      or Trading Nature ("Proposed Renewal of Shareholders' Mandate") 

      “THAT, subject to the provisions of the Main Market Listing Requirements of Bursa Malaysia Securities
      Berhad, approval be and is hereby given to the Company and/or its subsidiaries (the "Group") to enter into
      the recurrent related party transactions of a revenue or trading nature with the related parties as set out in
      Section 2.8 of the Statement/Circular to Shareholders dated 14 November 2019, which are necessary for
      the day-to-day operations and within the ordinary course of business of the Group, made on an arm’s length
      basis and on normal commercial terms which are those generally available to the public and are not detrimental
      to the minority shareholders of the Company. 
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      AND THAT, such approval shall continue to be in force until: 

      (i)     the conclusion of the next Annual General Meeting ("AGM") of the Company following the general
              meeting at which such ordinary resolution for the Proposed Renewal of Shareholders' Mandate was
              passed, at which time it shall lapse, unless by ordinary resolution passed at that general meeting, the
              authority is renewed; 

      (ii)    the expiration of the period within which the next AGM of the Company after that date it is required to
              be held pursuant to Section 340(2) of the Companies Act 2016 (“Act”) (but shall not extend to such
              extension as may be allowed pursuant to Section 340(4) of the Act); or 

      (iii)   revoked or varied by an ordinary resolution passed by the shareholders of the Company at a general
              meeting,

      whichever is earlier. 

      AND THAT, the Directors of the Company be and are hereby authorised to complete and do all such acts
      and things that they may consider expedient or necessary (including the amendment and/or execution of
      such documents as may be required) to give effect to the Proposed Renewal of Shareholders' Mandate.”        
                                                                                                                                                              (Resolution 10)

12.  Special Resolution
      Proposed Adoption of New Constitution of the Company

      “THAT approval be and is hereby given for the Company to alter or amend the whole of its existing Constitution
      by the replacement thereof with a new Constitution as set out in the Statement/Circular to Shareholders dated
      14 November 2019 with immediate effect AND THAT the Directors of the Company be and are hereby
      authorised to assent to any conditions, modifications and/or amendments as may be required by any relevant
      authorities and to do all acts and things and take all such steps as may be considered necessary to give full
      effect to the foregoing.”                                                                                                                   (Resolution 11)

13.  To transact any other business of which due notice shall have been given in accordance with the Companies
      Act 2016 and the Company’s constitution.  

By order of the Board

Ms. Tung Wei Yen, MAICSA 7062671
Ms. Geetharani Rangganathan, MAICSA 7070549
Company Secretaries

Shah Alam
14 November 2019
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NOTES:

1.   A member entitled to attend, participate, speak and vote at the meeting is entitled to appoint up to two (2)
      proxies to attend, participate, speak and vote in his/ her stead and where a member appoints two (2) proxies,
      he/ she shall specify the proportion of his/ her shareholdings to be represented by each proxy. A proxy need
      not be a member of the Company.

2.   Where a member of the Company is an authorised nominee as defined under the Securities Industry (Central
      Depositories) Act 1991, it may appoint at least one (1) proxy in respect of each securities account it holds
      with ordinary shares in the Company standing to the credit of the said securities account. Where a member
      of the Company is an exempt authorised nominee as defined under the Securities Industry (Central
      Depositories) Act 1991 which holds ordinary shares in the Company for multiple beneficial owners in one (1)
      securities account ("omnibus account"), there is no limit to the number of proxies which the exempt authorised
      nominee may appoint in respect of each omnibus account it holds.

3.   The instrument appointing a proxy shall be in writing under the hand of the appointor or his/ her attorney
      duly authorised in writing or if such appointor is a corporation, under its common seal or the hand of its
      attorney or officer.

4.   The form of proxy must be deposited at the registered office of the Company at No. 9, Persiaran Selangor,
      Seksyen 15, 40200 Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan, not less than forty-eight (48) hours before the time
      appointed for the holding of the meeting or any adjournment thereof.

5.   In respect of deposited securities, only members whose names appear in the Record of Depositors as at 6
      December 2019 shall be regarded as a member and entitled to attend, participate, speak and vote at the
      meeting or appoint proxies to attend, participate, speak and/ or vote on his/ her behalf.

6.   Pursuant to Paragraph 8.29A(1) of the Main Market Listing Requirements of Bursa Malaysia Securities
      Berhad, the resolutions set out in this Notice of Annual General Meeting will be put to vote by poll.

EXPLANATORY NOTES

AGENDA 1

This Agenda is meant for discussion only as the provision of Section 340(1)(a) of the Companies Act 2016 does
not require a formal approval of shareholders for the Audited Financial Statements. Hence, Agenda 1 is not put
forward for voting.

ORDINARY BUSINESS

(i)    Resolutions 1, 2 and 3

      Section 230(1) of the Companies Act 2016 provides amongst others, that “the fees” of the Directors and
      “any benefits” payable to the Directors of a listed company and its subsidiaries shall be approved at a general
      meeting. 

      •       Resolution 1 - The NEDs’ fees were approved by the Board to be recommended to the shareholders
              for approval. 
      •       Resolutions 2 and 3 - The NEDs’ benefits comprise the meeting allowance based on the total number
              of scheduled Board and Board Committees’ meetings, monthly allowance and yearly Audit Committee
              ("AC") allowance in relation to the respective periods.  
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              Particulars of the benefits are as follows:

              Nature of benefits Chairperson Non-Executive Director
                                         (RM) (RM)
              Meeting allowance
             – per meeting    
          Board          500 400
          Board Committees 500 400
              Monthly allowance 6,500 3,000
              Yearly AC allowance 5,000 3,000

      (ii)    Resolutions 4 and 5

              Article 103 of the Company’s Constitution provides that one third (1/3) of the Directors of the Company
              for the time being shall retire by rotation at an AGM of the Company. The Directors shall retire from
              office at least once in three (3) years but shall be eligible for re-election. 

              Ms. Caroline Ang Choo Bee, an Independent Non-Executive Director, retires by rotation in accordance
              with Article 103 of the Company’s Constitution and being eligible has offered herself for re-election. 

              Mr. Lim Soo Koon who also retires by rotation in accordance with Article 103 of the Company’s Constitution
              has informed the Board of his intention to retire as the Managing Director of the Company and will not
              be seeking re-election at the 46th AGM. Hence, he will retain office until the conclusion of the 46th AGM. 

              Article 94 of the Company’s Constitution provides that the Directors shall have the power to appoint
              any person to be a Director as an addition to the existing Board of Directors. The Director who has been
              appointed shall retire from office at the conclusion of the next AGM but shall be eligible for re-election. 

              Accordingly, Mr. Heong Mun Foo who was appointed as an Executive Director of the Company on 4
              April 2019, shall hold office until the 46th AGM and shall then be eligible for re-election pursuant to
              Article 94 of the Company’s Constitution. 

              The Nomination Committee had assessed the performance of the abovenamed retiring Directors and
              the information is set out in the Corporate Governance Overview Statement in the Annual Report 2019.
              Having considered the assessments, the Board had approved the Nomination Committee's recommendation
               for the abovenamed Directors to stand for re-election at the 46th AGM.

              Note: Both the Directors who are standing for re-election had abstained from deliberations and decisions
              on their own eligibility to stand for re-election and will continue to do so at the 46th AGM.

      (iii)   Resolution 6

              The appointment of Deloitte PLT as auditors of the Company shall end at the conclusion of the 46th AGM.
              The AC conducted an annual assessment of the Auditors and the Board endorsed on the recommendation
              of the AC for the re-appointment of Deloitte PLT as Auditors of the Company for the financial year ending
              31 July 2020.
              
SPECIAL BUSINESS 

      (i)     Resolution 7

              The proposed Resolution 7, if passed, will allow Mr. Heng Fu Joe to be retained and to continue acting
              as an Independent Non-Executive Director of the Company and to hold office until the conclusion of
              the next AGM of the Company in line with Practice 4.2 of the MCCG.
              
              Having considered the Nomination Committee’s evaluation, the Board firmly believes that Mr. Heng Fu
              Joe’s independence is not affected by his tenure on the Board as he continues to exercise sound
              independent judgment and demonstrates objectivity in the discharge of his fiduciary duties for effective
              check and balance at the Board and the Board Committees’ (“BCs”) meetings. His extensive accounting
              and finance experience and understanding of the Group’s business enables him to participate actively
              and contribute valuable insights at the Board and the BCs’ meetings. Mr. Heng Fu Joe maintains a
              professional relationship with Board members and is independent from Management. Mr. Heng Fu Joe
              also does not have any interest in the Company and is free from any business/other relationship which
              may interfere with his independent judgment or the ability to act in the best interest of the Company.   
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              The Board values continuity and stability and is confident that Mr. Heng Fu Joe’s integrity, proven
              commitment and competence will continue to add value to the Group. Accordingly, the Board, strongly
              recommends retaining Mr. Heng Fu Joe as an Independent Non-Executive Director of the Company. 

              Note: Mr. Heng Fu Joe had abstained from all deliberations and decisions in relation to his retention as
              an Independent Non-Executive Director of the Company and will continue to do so at the AGM. 

      (ii)    Resolution 8

              The proposed Resolution 8, if passed, will give a renewed mandate to the Directors of the Company,
              from the date of the 46th AGM, to issue and allot ordinary shares from the unissued capital of the Company
              pursuant to Sections 75 and 76 of the Companies Act 2016.

              As at the date of this Notice, no new shares in the Company were issued pursuant to the mandate
              granted to the Directors at the last AGM held on 8 June 2018, which will lapse at the conclusion of the
              46th AGM.

              The Board continues to consider opportunities to broaden the operating base and earnings potential of
              the Company. If any of the expansion proposals involves the issuance of new shares, the Directors
              would have to convene a general meeting to approve the issuance of new shares.

              In order to avoid any delay and costs involved in convening a general meeting to approve such issuance
              of shares, it is considered appropriate that the Directors be empowered, as proposed in Resolution 8,
              to allot and issue shares in the Company, up to an amount not exceeding in aggregate ten percent
              (10%) of the total number of issued shares of the Company for the time being. This authority, unless
              revoked or varied at a general meeting, will expire at the conclusion of the next AGM of the Company.

      (iii)  Resolution 9

              The proposed Resolution 9, if passed, will empower the Company to purchase and/or hold up to ten
              percent (10%) of the total number of issued shares of the Company. This authority unless revoked or
              varied by the Company at a general meeting will expire at the next AGM. Please refer to Part A of the
              Statement/Circular to Shareholders dated 14 November 2019 which is despatched together with the
              Annual Report 2019 for further information.

      (iv)  Resolution 10

              The proposed Resolution 10, if passed, will renew the shareholders' mandate obtained at the Extraordinary
              General Meeting held on 4 October 2019 and allow the Group to enter into recurrent related party
              transactions of a revenue or trading nature as set out in Part B of the Statement/Circular to Shareholders
              dated 14 November 2019.  This authority, unless revoked or varied at a general meeting, will expire at
              the conclusion of the next AGM of the Company.

      (v)   Resolution 11

              The proposed amendments to the existing Constitution of the Company are made mainly to ensure
              compliance with the relevant provisions of the Companies Act 2016 and Main Market Listing Requirements
              of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad. In view of the substantial amounts of proposed amendments to
              the Constitution, the Board proposed that the existing Constitution be altered or amended by the
              Company in its entirety by the replacement thereof with a new constitution. Further information on the
              Proposed Adoption of New Constitution of the Company is set out in Part C of the Statement/Circular
              to Shareholders dated 14 November 2019. 
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Statement Accompanying Notice of Annual General Meeting
(pursuant to Paragraph 8.27(2) of Bursa Securities’ Main Market Listing Requirements)

As at the date of this notice, there are no individuals who are standing for election as Directors (excluding the
above Directors who are standing for re-election) at the 46th AGM.

The profiles of the Directors who are standing for re-election as per Agenda 5 and Agenda 6 of the Notice of 46th
AGM are set out in the Profile of Directors in the Annual Report 2019.

The details of the general mandate for issue of securities in accordance with Paragraph 6.03(3) of Bursa
Securities’ Main Market Listing Requirements are set out in the Notice of AGM under Explanatory Notes on
Resolution 8.
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Profile of Directors

Mr. Heng Fu Joe, a Malaysian, male, aged 39, was appointed to the Board of Daibochi on 2 August 2010. He is an
Independent Non-Executive Director and the Chairman of the Board. Mr. Heng is also the Chairman of the Nomination
Committee, Remuneration Committee and Risk Management Committee and a member of the Audit Committee.

He is a Chartered Accountant of the Malaysian Institute of Accountants, a fellow member of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants Australia, a Chartered member of the Institute of Internal Auditors Malaysia, a Certified
Public Accountant and an Approved Auditor with the Kampuchea Institute of Certified Public Accountants and
Auditors, Cambodia. His past experience includes being the Manager of RSM in Australia and a Finance Analyst
of Goldman Sachs International in London, United Kingdom. Mr. Heng is currently a Partner and the Chief
Operating Officer of Baker Tilly, Malaysia.

Mr. Heng has no family relationship with any Director and/or major shareholder of Daibochi and has no conflict
of interest with the Company. He does not hold any directorship in other public companies and listed issuers. Mr.
Heng has not been convicted of any offence (other than traffic offences, if any) within the past five (5) years or
been imposed with any public sanctions or penalties by the relevant regulatory bodies during the financial period.

He attended all the eleven (11) Board of Directors’ meetings held during the financial period ended 31 July 2019.

Mr. Lim Soo Koon, a Malaysian, male, aged 57, was appointed to the position of Managing Director on 1
February 2005. He is also a member of the Risk Management Committee.   

He holds a degree in Bachelor of Science Industrial Engineering and Management from Oklahoma State
University. He also holds a Master of Business Administration degree from Oklahoma State University. He joined
the Company in 1995 and was the General Manager of the Company from 1999 before his appointment as
Managing Director in February 2005. He has a wide range of experience in management, finance, marketing
and business development.

Mr. Lim has no family relationship with any Director and/or major shareholder of Daibochi and has no conflict of
interest with the Company. He does not hold any directorship in other public companies and listed issuers. Mr.
Lim has not been convicted of any offence (other than traffic offences, if any) within the past five (5) years or
been imposed with any public sanctions or penalties by the relevant regulatory bodies during the financial period.

He attended all the eleven (11) Board of Directors’ meetings held during the financial period ended 31 July 2019.

Mr. Low Geoff Jin Wei, an Australian, male, aged 37, was appointed to the Board of Daibochi on 5 October
2010 as an Executive Director. He is also a member of the Risk Management Committee.

He graduated from the University of Sydney, New South Wales, Australia with a Bachelor of Commerce (Major
in Finance & Marketing). Prior to this, Mr. Low was the Managing Director/Project Director of GlassKote (Malaysia)
Sdn Bhd from 2005 to September 2010.

Mr. Low has no family relationship with any Director and/or major shareholder of Daibochi and has no conflict of
interest with the Company. He does not hold any directorship in other public companies and listed issuers. He has
not been convicted of any offence (other than traffic offences, if any) within the past five (5) years or been imposed
with any public sanctions or penalties by the relevant regulatory bodies during the financial period.

He attended all the eleven (11) Board of Directors’ meetings held during the financial period ended 31 July 2019.
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Ms. Caroline Ang Choo Bee, a Malaysian, female, aged 50, was appointed to the Board of Daibochi on 16 July
2012. She is an Independent Non-Executive Director and the Chairperson of the Audit Committee. Ms. Caroline
Ang is also a member of the Nomination Committee, Remuneration Committee and Risk Management Committee.

She is a Chartered Accountant of the Malaysian Institute of Accountants, a fellow member of the Association of
Chartered Certified Accountants, United Kingdom and an associate member of the Malaysian Institute of
Chartered Secretaries and Administrators.

After obtaining the ACCA qualification, she gained extensive experience while being attached to the Audit and
Corporate Recovery and Insolvency departments of Ernst & Young, Kuala Lumpur. She gained further experience
in finance and business while holding the position of Accountant in Honeywell Engineering Sdn Bhd, a fully owned
subsidiary of Honeywell Inc., a Fortune 100 Public Listed Company in the USA. 

Ms. Caroline Ang also gained experience in the global shared services sector when she held the position of
Senior Accountant in the Global Credit and Treasury Services Department of Honeywell Inc., based in Malaysia.
She is currently a Partner of CW Integrated Consultancy Services, a management firm in Kuala Lumpur. 

She has no family relationship with any Director and/or major shareholder of Daibochi and has no conflict of interest
with the Company. She does not hold any directorship in other public companies and listed issuers. Ms. Caroline
Ang has not been convicted of any offence (other than traffic offences, if any) within the past five (5) years or been
imposed with any public sanctions or penalties by the relevant regulatory bodies during the financial period.

Ms. Caroline Ang attended all the eleven (11) Board of Directors’ meetings held during the financial period ended
31 July 2019.

Mr. Faris Salim Cassim, an Australian, male, aged 45, was appointed to the Board of Daibochi on 1 September
2017 as an Independent Non-Executive Director. He is also a member of the Audit Committee, Nomination
Committee, Remuneration Committee and Risk Management Committee.

He holds Bachelor of Laws and Bachelor of Commerce degrees from the University of Western Australia,
Australia. Mr. Faris Salim Cassim practised as a solicitor in Sydney, Australia specialising in corporate, mergers
and acquisitions law, and then in corporate finance with major financial institutions, also in Sydney, Australia.

Mr. Faris Salim Cassim’s past experience includes working as a Chief Financial Officer and Director for a
healthcare technology start-up. He has extensive experience and knowledge in corporate and mergers and
acquisitions law, corporate finance and equity capital markets. Mr. Faris Salim Cassim is currently a Director of
Novis Pte. Ltd, which is a Private Investment and Business Advisory Services company based in Singapore.

He has no family relationship with any Director and/or major shareholder of Daibochi and has no conflict of interest
with the Company. He does not hold any directorship in other public companies and listed issuers. Mr. Faris Salim
Cassim has not been convicted of any offence (other than traffic offences, if any) within the past five (5) years or
been imposed with any public sanctions or penalties by the relevant regulatory bodies during the financial period.

Mr. Faris Salim Cassim attended all the eleven (11) Board of Directors’ meetings held during the financial period
ended 31 July 2019. 

Mr. Heong Mun Foo, a Malaysian, male, aged 33, was appointed to the Board of Daibochi on 4 April 2019 as
an Executive Director. He was also appointed as the Chief Financial Officer of the Company on 4 April 2019. He
graduated with a Bachelor of Accounting with Honours from National University of Malaysia in 2009 and holds a
qualification from the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants. He is also a member of the Malaysian
Institute of Accountants. Prior to joining Scientex Berhad’s group of companies in 2015, he was attached to
Deloitte from 2009 to 2015 and has experience in the fields of auditing, IPO and liquidation. 

Mr. Heong has no family relationship with any Director and/or major shareholder of Daibochi and has no conflict
of interest with the Company. He does not hold any directorship in other public companies and listed issuers. Mr.
Heong has not been convicted of any offence (other than traffic offences, if any) within the past five (5) years or
been imposed with any public sanctions or penalties by the relevant regulatory bodies since his appointment.

Mr. Heong attended one (1) Board meeting held during the financial period ended 31 July 2019 as he was
appointed to the Board on 4 April 2019.
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Profile of Key Senior Management

Mr. Chang Chee Siong, a Malaysian, male, aged 47, was appointed to the position of General Manager,
Marketing and Sales on 13 January 2014.

He holds a Master in Manufacturing and Production Management from Wawasan Open University and is a
member of the Chartered Institute of Marketing (UK). Mr. Chang joined the Company in 1994 and was
appointed as the Head of Department, Marketing and Sales in 2006. He has extensive experience in sales
and marketing. 

Mr. Chang has no family relationship with any Director and/or major shareholder of Daibochi and has no conflict
of interest with the Company. He does not hold any directorship in public companies and listed issuers. He
has not been convicted of any offence (other than traffic offences, if any) within the past five (5) years or been
imposed with any public sanctions or penalties by the relevant regulatory bodies during the financial period.

Mr. Lai Chin Siong, a Malaysian, male, aged 50, was appointed to the position of General Manager,
Operations on 13 January 2014.

He holds a Bachelor in Accounting and Financial Management from Universiti Sains Malaysia. Mr. Lai joined
Daibochi in 1996 and has been the Head of Production since 2008. He has more than 22 years of working
knowledge and experience in the manufacturing industry.

Mr. Lai has no family relationship with any Director and/or major shareholder of Daibochi and has no conflict
of interest with the Company. He does not hold any directorship in public companies and listed issuers. He
has not been convicted of any offence (other than traffic offences, if any) within the past five (5) years or been
imposed with any public sanctions or penalties by the relevant regulatory bodies during the financial period.

Mr. Mohammad bin Hashim, a Malaysian, male, aged 50, was appointed to the position of Deputy General
Manager, Product Development and Technical on 13 January 2014. He has held the position of Head of
Department, Product Development and Technical since 2000. 

Mr. Mohammad holds a degree in Bachelor of Science (Hons.), majoring in Chemistry from University of
Malaya. He joined the Company in June 1993 as a Production Executive and has been with Daibochi for
approximately 25 years. He has extensive experience in converting technology and is responsible for the
Company's Technical/Research and Development department, which is highly regarded by our key customers.

He has no family relationship with any Director and/or major shareholder of Daibochi and has no conflict of
interest with the Company. He does not hold any directorship in public companies and listed issuers. He has
not been convicted of any offence (other than traffic offences, if any) within the past five (5) years or been
imposed with any public sanctions or penalties by the relevant regulatory bodies during the financial period.
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Chairman’s Statement

Dear valued shareholders,

I am honoured to present to you the Annual Report 2019 of Daibochi Berhad
("Daibochi" or the "Group"), which provides a review of the Group’s operating
environment and performance for the 19-month financial period from 1 January 2018
to 31 July 2019.

The extended timeline of this report results from a change in the Group’s financial
year end from 31 December 2018 to 31 July 2019, in order to coincide with the
reporting period of our parent company, Scientex Berhad ("Scientex").

Economic Review for the 19-month period ended 31 July 2019

Corporations globally faced multiple operating headwinds in 2018, including volatility in
financial markets, trade policy uncertainties, and slowdown in growth by the world’s
second largest economy – China. Despite the challenges, the global economy
maintained gross domestic product ("GDP") growth of 3.7% in 2018 as reported by the International Monetary Fund ("IMF"),
the same pace as in 2017, driven by stronger performance of the United States and various energy-exporting countries.

The IMF, in its World Economic Outlook Update in July 2019, forecasted subdued GDP growth of 3.2% for 2019,
warranted by continued uncertainties in global conditions. The tepid outlook comes on the back of global supply
chain disruptions arising from the trade dispute between the United States and China, uncertainties surrounding
Brexit, and volatile energy prices due to geopolitical tensions.

In Malaysia, the economy registered moderated, albeit encouraging, GDP growth of 4.7% in 2018 according to Bank
Negara Malaysia (2017: 5.9%), supported mainly by resilient household spending in addition to favourable growth in
wages and employment. Meanwhile, GDP growth for Malaysia remained healthy at 4.7% in the first half of 2019,
underpinned chiefly by the services, manufacturing and agriculture sectors.

Corporate Developments

The period under review saw Daibochi marks several momentous achievements in our corporate history, paving the
way for continued growth and enhanced sustainability.

• Becoming a 61.9%-owned subsidiary of Scientex

Daibochi recorded a new milestone as we emerged as a 61.9%-owned subsidiary of Scientex.

The development originated from a share exchange between a group of Daibochi shareholders and Scientex
on 19 February 2019 based on 1 new ordinary Scientex share for every 5.535 Daibochi shares, amounting
to a 42.4% stake in Daibochi. 

This was followed by a Mandatory General Take-over Offer by Scientex for all remaining Daibochi shares
at an offer price of RM1.59 per share, and RM0.01 for every outstanding warrant surrendered. The MGO
was completed on 5 April 2019 with Scientex holding a 61.9% stake in Daibochi. 

The acquisition provides synergistic benefits as it brings together the operational scale and technical
expertise of two leading players in the flexible plastic packaging ("FPP") space. We also look forward to
collaborating in the development of industry-leading sustainable packaging solutions, thereby placing the
Group in an advantageous position to support the environmental safeguard strategies of our clients’ brands.

• Acquisition of the entire stake of Mega Printing & Packaging Sdn Bhd ("MPP")

Daibochi had, on 5 August 2019, completed the acquisition of the entire equity of MPP of 4.5 million ordinary
shares for a total cash consideration of RM125.0 million.

Similar to Daibochi, MPP manufactures downstream FPP comprising roll-form and pre-made pouches with
laminated structures mainly for food and beverage (“F&B”) applications, including confectionery, snacks,
noodles and powdered beverages.

Additionally, by tapping into MPP’s predominantly local clientele, Daibochi is able to further expand our reach
in the domestic FPP market, thus setting a new base in our market share for F&B packaging in the region. 

Chairman, Heng Fu Joe
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Corporate Governance and Sustainability

Daibochi is fully committed in ensuring that best practices are maintained consistently, to ensure compliance with
the highest standards of corporate governance.

Furthermore, we constantly work towards enhancing our business practices towards achieving greater sustainability
and strive to continuously bring a positive and lasting impact to our stakeholders and the communities around us.

In recognition of our efforts towards upholding sound principles of corporate governance, Daibochi received the Best
in Transparency award in the RM500-RM950 Million category at the Best Under Billion Awards 2018 by Focus Malaysia.
Additionally, we won the Excellence Award for Overall Corporate Governance and Performance (Market Cap Between
RM300 Million to RM 1 Billion) at the MSWG-ASEAN Corporate Governance Awards 2018 – an accolade received
since 2016.

Further disclosures on Daibochi’s sustainability measures are outlined in the Sustainability Statement of this Annual
Report.

2020 Outlook

The IMF, in its World Economic Outlook Update in July 2019, estimates that the global economy would register GDP
growth of 3.5% in 2020, improving from 3.2% projected for 2019.

While prospects of major economies such as the United States and the Euro area are expected to remain challenging
in 2020, global growth would be led primarily by emerging and developing countries such as China, India and the
ASEAN region.

Despite the challenging global backdrop, the ASEAN region continues to witness robust economic expansion and is
expected to post GDP growth of 5.0% and 5.1% in 2019 and 2020 respectively. This bodes well for the consumer
FPP industry, especially as consumer spending and population growth remains on the uptrend, while urbanisation
and shifts in consumer behaviour continue to drive higher demand for packaging.

Daibochi is well-positioned to capture these trends, supported by our plants in Malaysia and Myanmar. Additionally,
the acquisition of MPP marks the beginning of a new chapter for the Group. The acquisition will enable us to expand
our manufacturing capacity and capability and enables us to pursue more opportunities.

Against this positive regional outlook, I am confident that conditions are conducive for stronger results in the year ahead.
This would be undergirded by continued efforts to enhance our overall operating efficiency, innovate new products and
strengthen our clientele coverage, thereby reinforcing our position as a leading and preferred regional FPP supplier.

Appreciation

I would like to extend my gratitude to our Board of Directors, management, and employees for your keen efforts
towards the Group’s successes to date. It is through your perseverance and diligence that Daibochi is again making
new headway in the FPP sector not only in Malaysia, but also in the regional markets.

Furthermore, please allow me to extend a warm welcome to our Executive Director, Mr Heong Mun Foo, who was
appointed to the Board of Daibochi on 4 April 2019, in addition to the role of Chief Financial Officer. He brings a
wealth of experience in the fields of auditing, IPO, and liquidation, having had tenure at a prominent international
accounting firm prior to joining Scientex in 2015. 

I would also like to thank Mr Lim Soo Koon, who retires on 13 December 2019, for his immense contributions to
Daibochi. Having joined Daibochi since 1995 and subsequently helming the Group as Managing Director since 2005,
he has been instrumental in steering the Group to its present stature as a highly-regarded FPP player amongst
multinational corporations across the region. The Board wishes him a well-earned and happy retirement.

My deepest appreciation also goes to our business partners, associates, customers and valued shareholders for
your contributions and trust rendered to the Group. We look forward to growing from strength to strength with your
continued support.

Sincerely,

Heng Fu Joe
Chairman
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Management Discussion and Analysis

The Management Discussion and Analysis provides a review of Daibochi’s operations and financial
performance spanning the 19-month financial period from 1 January 2018 to 31 July 2019 (“FPE2019”), and
outlines growth strategies going forward.

The extended timeline covered by this review follows a change in the Group’s financial year end from 31
December to 31 July, to coincide with the financial year end of our parent company, Scientex Berhad
("Scientex").

Notably, the Group achieved several major milestones in addition to strengthening our operational performance,
successfully navigating numerous challenges in the operating environment, and expanding our scale in our
bid for greater accomplishments.

Financial Review

Daibochi achieved revenue of RM699.3 million during the 19-month FPE2019 compared to RM388.6 million for
the 12-month financial year ended 31 December 2017 ("FY2017"). Of total group revenue, exports continued to
make up the largest share at RM379.7 million, representing 54.3% of total Group revenue while domestic sales
contributed the remaining RM319.6 million, representing 45.7% of total Group revenue. 

Group profit before tax ("PBT") amounted to RM24.9 million for the period under review, as the Group faced
volatile key raw material costs, less favourable sales mix and higher operating costs. The Group also
recognised a one-off merger and acquisition ("M&A") related transaction costs amounting to RM6.4 million
during the period, and inventories write-down/off of RM11.4 million.

Group profit attributable to shareholders amounted to RM17.3 million for the 19-month FPE2019, compared
to RM25.9 million for the 12-month FY2017.

Financial Position

Daibochi’s total assets remained relatively unchanged at RM365.1 million at the end of the 19-month period under
review, compared to RM366.1 million at the end of the preceding 12-month FY2017. Notably, inventories declined
to RM62.4 million from RM86.5 million in FY2017 due to better inventory management as well as inventories
written down in line with efficiency improvements undertaken. Trade and other receivables rose to RM89.3 million
versus RM67.8 million in FY2017 mainly due to deposit payment for the acquisition of Mega Printing & Packaging
Sdn Bhd ("MPP") and deposit for new machinery and equipment.

Meanwhile, shareholders’ equity rose slightly to RM206.2 million at the end of the period from RM200.8 million
in FY2017 on account of increase in reserves. Net gearing stood at a comfortable 0.2 times as at 31 July 2019,
providing the Group with the financial sturdiness for future endeavours.

The Group’s total issued number of shares stood at 327,898,483 shares as at 31 July 2019, of which 550,100
shares were held as treasury shares.

Cash Flows and Capital Management

Daibochi’s capital management seeks to maximise returns to shareholders through optimal allocation of debt
and equity, while also ensuring continuity as a going concern. 

The Group recorded healthy cash flow with RM61.3 million in net cash from operating activities for the period under
review. Net cash used in investing activities amounted to RM31.3 million , incurred mainly for the purchase of new
machinery and equipment and deposit payment for the acquisition of MPP.

Net cash used in financing activities amounted to RM28.5 million, with the majority of payments attributed to
the repayment of term loans and payment of dividends.
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Dividends

The Group paid a total of four interim single-tier dividends to shareholders for the period under review,
amounting to a total of 3.35 sen per ordinary share. Total dividend payout amounted to RM11.0 million,
representing 63.4% of net profit attributable to shareholders.

On 14 May 2019, Daibochi announced a revision in dividend policy to distribute not less than 30% of the
Group’s normalised reported annual net profit attributable to shareholders. This revision caters to future capital
requirements as Daibochi embarks on a more aggressive growth path in line with the strategic direction of our
parent company.

Corporate Developments

Daibochi marked a new chapter in the Group’s corporate history with two significant events during the period
under review: by becoming a subsidiary of Scientex i.e a global packaging player and reputable property
developer, as well as acquiring a flexible plastic packaging ("FPP") peer.

• Becoming a subsidiary of Scientex

Daibochi became a subsidiary of Scientex following the acquisition of a controlling 42.4% stake through
a share exchange with a group of Daibochi shareholders on 19 February 2019. Subsequently, Daibochi
became a 61.9%-owned subsidiary following a Mandatory General Take-over Offer for all remaining
shares and outstanding warrants that was completed on 5 April 2019.

Joining the Scientex growth platform, Daibochi would benefit on multiple fronts, namely increased
economies of scale from raw material procurement, centralised corporate services, sharing of technical
resources and collaboration in the research and development ("R&D") of sustainable packaging solutions.

The significantly-larger breadth of resources accorded to Daibochi positions it favourably to scale up
our operations to tap into the fast-growing regional FPP market.

• Acquisition of MPP

Daibochi had, on 5 August 2019, completed the acquisition of 4.5 million ordinary shares representing
the entire equity of MPP for a total cash consideration of RM125.0 million. The purchase consideration
was funded through internally-generated funds and bank borrowings. 

The acquisition would provide Daibochi with a complementary set of FPP products in the food and
beverage ("F&B") sector, across confectionery, snacks, noodles and powdered beverages.

The Group would also see an expansion in clientele in Malaysia to include a diverse range of domestic
F&B players, thus complementing our predominantly multinational clientele in the regional markets at
present.

Together, Daibochi and MPP would build upon multi-location production plants supported by a workforce
of approximately 1,000 people, derive resource synergies and collaborate in product development to
put in place plans for long-term sustainability.

Operational Highlights

In keeping with our intention to maintain our growth momentum, Daibochi remains committed to meeting the
FPP requirements of our F&B and fast-moving consumer goods ("FMCG") customers particularly in the
Southeast Asia (“SEA”) region and Oceania.

With innovation of our FPP products taking centre stage, we have been working towards developing flexible
mono-material laminates that are 100% recyclable, for the use by the F&B and FMCG segments. This industry-
defining achievement is testament to our R&D prowess and forms another key differentiating factor for us in
the region.
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Going forward, we target to commercialise several new sustainable FPP solutions for our multinational consumer
brand customers in the coming financial year, with ongoing trials underway. In addition to our multinational
customers, we also target to commercialise sustainable and fully recyclable FPP for one of our beverage
customers in Malaysia in the first quarter of the coming financial year. 

Furthermore, with Daibochi having become a subsidiary of Scientex recently, we are pursuing further
enhancements to operating capabilities. Ongoing enhancements include strengthening and increasing focus
on our core competency in the converting process, as well as improving process flows and better wastage
control. We have also implemented a just-in-time system to improve efficiency in addition to optimising working
capital utilisation.

Further enhancements would also be reflected in better synergies and complementary product portfolio of the
enlarged Group as well as accelerated innovation and development of high quality and sustainable FPP
solutions. This not only supports the expansion of our market presence and enhances our regional growth
prospects, but also ensures we continuously remain at the forefront of providing latest solutions that satisfy
the requirements of global brand owners.

Growth Strategies

Daibochi’s key thrusts to achieve stronger growth in the future entail the following:

•     Continued expansion in domestic and export F&B and FMCG markets

     Daibochi has garnered significant presence in Malaysia through our industry leading innovation, quality
     and service standards. Today, Daibochi is recognised as one of the leading and preferred suppliers to
     multinational corporations' ("MNC") FPP requirements for F&B and FMCG segments. We continue to
     strengthen our footprint in Malaysia by collaborating with MNCs, as well as with prominent and emerging
     domestic brands in support of their FPP requirements in an increasingly competitive consumer market.

     In the export arena, Daibochi is also making successful inroads regionally, as we increasingly supply
     MNC requirements for their consumer brands in the high growth SEA region as well as Oceania. With
     exports making up more than 50% of Group revenue currently, Daibochi would strive for further
     expansion of market share by serving both MNCs and other home-grown regional brands in the region,
     where consumer affluence and population are on the rise.

•     Developing more innovative and sustainable forms of FPP

     The shift in consumer preference to favour environmentally-friendly products have driven MNCs to
     place increasing demands on their suppliers to meet stringent sustainability standards. Daibochi
     believes that there will be major opportunities available to suppliers that successfully create
     environmentally-friendly solutions that are also cost-effective. 

     Hence, we would continue to uphold our emphasis on R&D to create more innovative and sustainable
     forms of packaging to support our customers’ long-term sustainability objectives. Our past experience
     in collaborating with customers to develop FPP solutions that effectively meet their needs would be a
     key factor in achieving success in this area. Daibochi, together with Scientex, has stepped up our
     engagement with customers towards exploring opportunities beyond our existing coverage of regional
     markets into the supply of their global supply chain.

     The Group is committed to playing its role in developing an ecosystem that facilitates the efficient
     recycling of FPP throughout the product lifespan, thus creating a virtuous cycle for the benefit of all.
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Risks

The Group’s business is subject to several risks, which we continuously monitor and employ mitigating
strategies through effective management. 

•     FOREX fluctuations

     As Daibochi conducts a significant amount of business transactions in foreign currencies including the
     US Dollar, Australian Dollar and Thai Baht, exchange rate differences have an impact on our profitability.
     We manage foreign exchange exposure by matching revenue and costs in the relevant currency, in
     addition to employing certain forward contracts to mitigate this risk.

•     Volatile key raw material costs

     Daibochi also faces volatility in key raw material prices such as films and solvents. To mitigate potential
     cost challenges, we maintain close communication with suppliers and constantly monitor raw materials
     prices to ensure fast and efficient response to such volatility. Furthermore, we are able to leverage on
     shared procurement with Scientex, and pursue improvements to our operational efficiency and supply
     chain management. These efforts would be complemented by technical collaboration with Scientex to
     achieve greater product innovation and efficiency as well as implementation of key performance
     indicators for improving waste and cost controls.

•     Increased competition

     Intense competition could negatively impact our performance. To address this risk, Daibochi will focus
     on R&D to develop higher-value packaging that will more effectively cater to our customers’ needs.
     The Group has a tried-and-tested reputation of undertaking innovation and delivering according to our
     clients’ stringent criteria, thus earning our track record and MNC-dominated clientele over the years.

     We will also continue to enhance operating efficiency by reviewing manufacturing processes to identify
     opportunities for improvement, investing in new machinery and providing training to our workforce to
     enhance productivity and reduce wastage. 

•     Growing global movement to reduce plastic usage

     Governments and their citizens across the world are increasingly concerned about the environmental
     impact from plastic disposal. This could result in Government policies that negatively impact plastics-
     based industries.

     To address this risk, Daibochi will continue its efforts to collaborate with customers to develop more
     sustainable forms of FPP, while encouraging the development of a closed-loop ecosystem to recycle
     plastics-based packaging.

Daibochi remains firmly in a position of strength to capitalise on the vast opportunities in the SEA region and
Oceania, particularly in the fast-growing F&B and FMCG sectors. The Group is optimistic of delivering stronger
performance in the coming years, as we continue to execute our growth strategies, in addition to benefiting
from anticipated growth in orders from our customers.
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Corporate Governance Overview Statement

The Board believes that high standards of corporate governance are essential to the sustainability of the
Group’s business and long term value creation. In achieving this, the Board remains committed in ensuring
that business integrity, professionalism and ethical conduct are observed and practised throughout the Group.

This Corporate Governance Overview Statement presents our governance framework/practices in respect of
the financial period from 1 January 2018 to 31 July 2019 (“Financial Period”/“FPE 2019”) and sets out the
Group’s key focus areas and priorities. This statement is to be read together with our Corporate Governance
Report (“CG Report”) which is available on our corporate website at http://daibochi.com/corporate-governance/
as well as via an announcement on Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad’s (“Bursa Securities”) website at
http://www.bursamalaysia.com.  

PRINCIPLE A - BOARD LEADERSHIP AND EFFECTIVENESS

1. Board Responsibilities 

Roles and Responsibilities

1.1     The Board drives the leadership in governance standards by promoting a strong culture of integrity,
          good business conduct and ethical behaviour. Management is responsible for the implementation
          of best corporate governance practices throughout the entire organisation. There are well-defined
          policies and comprehensive systems to ensure that the Group’s business is properly managed,
          with effective oversight and control.

1.2     The Company is steered by an experienced, dynamic and well-balanced Board comprising six (6)
          competent professionals with diverse expertise in accounting, business, finance, engineering, legal,
          corporate, management, business development and marketing that add value to the Group. 

1.3     The Board has established clear roles and responsibilities and each Director has a fiduciary duty
          to discharge his/her duties in the best interests of the Group at all times. The principal responsibilities
          of the Board include matters pertaining to corporate governance, overseeing the Group’s conduct
          of business, ensuring strategic plan supports long term value creation, succession planning of the
          Board and Senior Management, reviewing the adequacy and effectiveness of risk management
        and internal control systems, maintaining effective communication policies/procedures with
         stakeholders, integrity of the Group’s financial and non-financial reporting or disclosures and
          embedding sound sustainable business practices throughout the Group’s operations. The
          Company’s Board Charter, available at http://daibochi.com/corporate-governance/, sets out the
         Board’s strategic intent and the Board’s roles and responsibilities.

1.4     The Board is supported by four (4) Board Committees (“BCs”), namely, the Audit Committee (“AC”),
          Nomination Committee (“NC”), Remuneration Committee (“RC”) and Risk Management Committee
          (“RMC”) in discharging its duties efficiently. The BCs are chaired by an Independent Non-Executive
          Director (“INED”) of the Company to promote good governance and transparency and their Terms
          of Reference are available at http://daibochi.com/corporate-governance/, to be reviewed from time
          to time. 

Chairman and Managing Director

1.5     The position of the Chairman and Managing Director are held by two (2) individuals with distinct
          functions to ensure an optimal balance of power and increased accountability. The Chairman is
          primarily responsible for the Board’s conduct, effectiveness of its governance process and fostering
          constructive interactions with shareholders at the general meetings. The Chairman also chairs the
          NC, RC and RMC and is the Senior INED of the Board. The Managing Director develops the
          Group’s business in accordance with strategies, policies, budgets and business plans, oversees
          day-to-day operations and provides guidance and leadership to employees of the Company. 
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1.6     The Board has established codes and policies to support our core values and this is reflected in our
          Code of Conduct and Ethics and the Directors’ Code of Ethics which governs the standards of ethics,
          integrity and good conduct expected from employees and Directors respectively. The Company’s
          Whistle-blowing Policy provides an avenue for employees and stakeholders to report genuine concerns
          about unethical behaviour and improper conduct within the Company, in good faith and without fear
          of reprisal. The codes and policy can be accessible at http://daibochi.com/corporate-governance/.
          The Company also adopted an Anti-Corruption and Anti-Bribery Policy in October 2019 in line with
          the Board’s commitment to promote good business conduct.

1.7     The Board, through the AC, reviews related party transactions (“RPT”) (including recurrent RPTs)
          and possible conflict of interest situations on a quarterly basis. This is to ensure that transactions
          are undertaken in the best interest of the Company/Group, fair, reasonable, on normal commercial
          terms and not detrimental to the interests of the minority shareholders. A Director who has an
          interest in a transaction must abstain from deliberating and voting on the relevant resolution, in
          respect of such transaction at the Board meeting and at the general meeting convened to consider
          the said matter. The Company obtained its shareholders’ approval in respect of recurrent RPTs at
          the Extraordinary General Meeting (“EGM”) held on 4 October 2019.

1.8     Directors and Principal Officers of the Company who have access to price sensitive information
          which has not been disclosed to Bursa Securities and the investors, have a duty to maintain the
          confidentiality of information that he/she obtains by virtue of his/her position and are prohibited
          from dealing in the Company’s securities while in possession of this information. During the
          Financial Period, the Company Secretaries advised the Directors and Principal Officers on trading
          restrictions i.e. dealings during and outside closed periods in accordance with Bursa Securities’
          Main Market Listing Requirements (“Listing Requirements”). 
                    
Board Meetings

1.9     Board meetings are convened on a quarterly basis, with additional meetings held, as and when
          necessary, to deliberate particular matters. Directors may convey their views to the Chairman or
          the Company Secretaries or participate by means of audio or visual communication in accordance
          with the 3rd Schedule of the Companies Act 2016 (the “Act”) if he/she is unable to attend in person.

1.10   Board meetings are structured with a pre-set agenda. The Board has a formal schedule of matters
          reserved to it for deliberation and decision, including the approval of annual and interim results,
          major capital expenditure and investments, yearly budget, strategic issues affecting the business
          of the Group and corporate policies/procedures. INEDs also receive briefings from Management
          pertaining to the operational issues and financial performance of the Group. 

1.11    Notices of meetings are sent at least a week prior to the meetings, whilst Board papers/materials
          are circulated in advance of the meetings. Any additional information requested by Directors is also
          made available to them. Prior briefings, if necessary, are conveyed by the Executive Directors
          (“EDs”) to other Board members to ensure the members’ comprehension of Board papers. External
          advisors may be invited to attend Board meetings to advise and/or furnish the Board with professional
          insight and clarification needed on relevant items. These ensure that members are fully apprised
          of matters for constructive discussions and effective decision making at meetings.

1.12   The Board convened a total of eleven (11) Board meetings during FPE 2019 and all the Directors
          attended the meetings, thus fulfilling the requirement stipulated by Bursa Securities. The respective
          Directors also attended all meetings of the BCs. The frequency of Directors’ attendance at the
          Board meetings is also set out in the Profile of Directors in this Annual Report.

1.13   All proceedings/minutes of the meetings are prepared and circulated in a timely manner to reflect
          the decision making process of the Board appropriately. Minutes of Board and BCs meetings are
          circulated to members for their perusal prior to the confirmation at the following meetings and are
          signed by the respective Chairpersons. Minutes of the AC’s proceedings are circulated to all Board
          members for notation.
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1.14   Decisions of the Board and BCs may also be obtained via circular resolutions, where appropriate.
          Key matters requiring the Board or BCs’ approvals are reserved for resolution at the respective
          meetings to facilitate discussions as part of good corporate governance.

Access to Information

1.15   Directors have access to all information and receive timely updates from Management in respect
          of matters pertaining to the Group. They may seek clarification from Management and the Company
          Secretaries as well as independent professional advice at the Company’s expense, if necessary,
          in the furtherance of their duties. 
          
Time Commitment

1.16   Directors are expected to notify the Chairman and Company Secretaries before accepting any new
          directorship, including an indication of time that they will spend on their new appointment. They
          must not hold directorships in more than five (5) Public Listed Companies (“PLCs”). None of the
          Directors held any directorship in other PLCs during the Financial Period. The schedule of Board
          and BCs meetings and general meetings is planned well in advance. This is to facilitate the
          Directors’ time planning and to enable them to fit the meetings into their respective schedules. The
          Board is satisfied with the level of time commitment given by the Directors towards fulfilling their
          roles on the Board and BCs.

Professional Development and Induction

1.17   The Board recognises that training is essential for the Directors to enable them to discharge their
          duties effectively. The Directors are empowered by the Board to evaluate/assess their own training
          needs on a continuous basis. The Directors attended the following professional trainings during
          the Financial Period: 

              Director                               Programmes attended during FPE 2019

              Mr. Heng Fu Joe              “Bursa's Corporate Governance Guide 3rd Edition: Moving from 
                                                         Aspiration to Actualisation-Unravelling the Guide For Application”
                                                       “C-Suite Luncheon Talk – Digital Leadership”
                                                       “Revised Audit Methodology”
                                                       “Updates on MFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts With Customers”
                                                       “Overview of MFRS 9 Financial Instruments"
                                                       “Sustainability Engagement Series for Directors/CEOs”
                                                       “MIA International Accountants Conference 2018”
                                                       “Audit Oversight Board Inspection Findings”
                                                       “2019 Baker Tilly Malaysia Network Conference”
                                                       “Briefing on MFRS 9”
                                                       “Audit Committee Conference 2019”
                                                       “Key differences between MPERS and MFRSs”
                                                       “Updates on MIA By Laws - Partners' Rotation”              
              Mr. Lim Soo Koon            “Sustainability Workshop”

              Mr. Low Geoff Jin Wei      “BFM-Edge General Management Programme 2018”
                                                       “Sustainability Workshop” 

              Ms. Caroline                    “MATRADE's Services Export Fund and Market Development Grant”
              Ang Choo Bee                  “Bursa's Corporate Governance Guide 3rd Edition: Moving from 
              (“Ms. Caroline Ang”)           Aspiration to Actualisation-Unravelling the Guide for Application”
                                                       “Emotional Intelligence for Effective Work Performance”
                                                       “MBRS: The Essentials”
                                                       “Audit Committee Conference 2019”
                                                       “Seminar on SST 2019”

              Mr. Faris Salim Cassim    “Board Evaluation and Board Effectiveness Assessment 2018”

              Mr. Heong Mun Foo         “Mandatory Accreditation Programme”
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1.18   Mr. Heong Mun Foo, who was newly appointed as an ED during the Financial Period, was furnished
          with induction materials to enable him to gain an understanding of the Company’s corporate policies
          and governance matters. 

Company Secretaries

1.19   The Directors have the support of suitably qualified and competent Company Secretaries  to enable
          them to discharge their duties effectively. The Company Secretaries attend to all corporate secretarial
          matters and ensure that the Company complies with its Constitution, corporate laws, regulations
         and the Listing Requirements. The appointment and removal of the Company Secretaries are
          within the purview of the Board. The Board is satisfied with the performance and support rendered
          by the Company Secretaries to the Board during FPE 2019. 

Sustainability

1.20   The Board is mindful that good sustainability practices are integral to the Group’s long term
          business growth. Our sustainability practices are reported in the Sustainability Statement in this
          Annual Report. 

2. Board Composition

Balanced Board

2.1     The Company’s Constitution stipulates that the number of Directors shall not be less than two (2)
          and not more than nine (9). The current Board comprises six (6) Directors, three (3) of whom are 
          INEDs, constituting half of the Board. Mr. Heong Mun Foo was appointed as an ED on 4 April 2019. 

2.2     The Board is of the view that its composition, with an appropriate mix of INEDs and EDs is adequate
          for the effective discharge of its functions and responsibilities. The three (3) INEDs augment the
          Board’s independence and bring objective perspectives/judgment, whilst the EDs provide strong
          operational and financial insights into the business, allowing well considered decisions to be made.

2.3     Independent Directors may over time develop significant insights into the Group’s business and
          operations and can continue to provide valuable contributions to the Board. Hence, the Board believes
          that independence of the INEDs must be based on their professionalism, integrity and objectivity
          and not merely on form i.e. the tenure/number of years that they have served on the Board. 

2.4     Practice 4.2 of the Malaysian Code on Corporate Governance (“MCCG”) provides that if the Board
          intends to retain an independent director beyond nine (9) years, it should justify and seek annual
          shareholders’ approval. Our Chairman’s tenure as an Independent Director had exceeded nine (9)
          years on 1 August 2019 as he was appointed to the Board as an INED on 2 August 2010.

2.5     In compliance with Practice 4.2, the NC undertook the assessment and recommended to the Board
          to seek shareholders’ approval at the forthcoming Annual General Meeting (“AGM”) for Mr. Heng
          Fu Joe to be retained and to continue to act as an Independent Director of the Company based on
          the following justifications:
          (a) the Chairman fulfills the criteria of an Independent Director as defined in the Listing
          Requirements;
          (b) he continues to exercise sound independent judgment and demonstrates objectivity in the
          discharge of his fiduciary duties for effective check and balance at the Board and BCs’ meetings; 
          (c) his extensive accounting and finance experience and understanding of the Group’s business
          enable him to participate actively and contribute valuable insights at the Board and BCs’
         meetings;
          (d) he maintains a professional relationship with the Board members and is independent from
          Management; and
          (e) he does not have any interests in the Company and is free from any business/other relationship
          which may interfere with his independent judgment or the ability to act in the best interest of
          the Company.
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2.6     Having considered the NC’s evaluation, the Board believes that the Chairman can be tasked to
          discharge his duties and responsibilities in an objective manner as his independence has not in
          any way been compromised by his length of service on the Board. The Board values continuity
          and stability and is confident that the Chairman’s understanding of the business, integrity, proven
          commitment and competence will continue to add value to the Group. Accordingly, the Board
          strongly recommends retaining the Chairman as an INED of the Company and will be tabling an
          ordinary resolution to the shareholders at the forthcoming AGM for the said purpose. Mr. Heng Fu
          Joe had abstained from all deliberations and decisions in relation to his retention as an INED of
          the Company and will continue to do so at the forthcoming AGM. 

Board Diversity

2.7     A balanced Board with members from diverse backgrounds can offer different insights which are
          essential to the attainment of the Group’s strategic objectives. Accordingly, the Board has adopted
          a Boardroom Diversity Policy, available at http://daibochi.com/corporate-governance/, which
          outlines our approach to achieving and maintaining diversity on the Board and in respect of Senior
          Management positions.  

2.8     The Board acknowledges that women with the right competencies/skills can contribute to diversity
          of perspectives in the Boardroom and Senior Management. In this regard, there is a female INED
          on the Board, Ms. Caroline Ang and one (1) female senior manager in the Company’s five (5)
          member Senior Management team.  

2.9     The Board is of the view that diversity should be considered more broadly and whilst it is important to
          promote gender diversity, the selection criteria based on an effective blend of competencies,
          experience and skills should remain a priority. The Board is committed to take the necessary
          measures towards promoting gender diversity and appointing the best qualified person based on
          merit when changes in the Boardroom are contemplated in future. The Board’s target is to have at
          least one (1) female Director on the Board as reflected in the Boardroom Diversity Policy.  

Nomination Committee

2.10   The NC comprises exclusively of INEDs and is chaired by the Senior INED. The NC’s authority
          and duties are governed by its Terms of Reference, which is available at http://daibochi.com/
          corporate-governance/. The NC’s functions include recommending the appointment of Directors to
          the Board and BCs and conducting assessments of the Board, BCs and individual Directors to
          evaluate their effectiveness and contribution.

2.11    The NC adheres to a formal and transparent procedure for the nomination and appointment of new
          Directors. Prospective candidates are identified from a number of sources, but not limited to
          Directors’, shareholders’ or Management’s recommendations. All appointments are based on merit,
          with due consideration given to age, gender, nationality and ethnicity to augment diversity in the
          Boardroom. The NC will also assess whether the candidate is able to devote sufficient time to
          effectively discharge his/her role as a Director. The NC meets with the prospective candidate, if
          required, to ascertain the candidate’s suitability for appointment as a Board member. The prospective/
          shortlisted candidate’s profile and the NC’s recommendation will then be submitted to the Board for
          approval. The NC will arrange for the Board members to meet the prospective candidate if requested
          by the Board.  During FPE 2019, the NC assessed Mr. Heong Mun Foo’s suitability to be appointed
          as an ED and Chief Financial Officer of the Company before recommending his appointment to
          the Board for approval.
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2.12   The NC’s assessment process involves having the Directors complete questionnaires, which will
          then be collated by the Company Secretaries and forwarded to the NC members for their evaluation
          and sharing with the Board members. The NC’s assessments for the Financial Period included
          matters pertaining to the Board’s composition, quality of information and decision making,
          effectiveness of the BCs, Directors’ contributions and independence of the INEDs. The Board
          concurs with the NC that its current composition, with a combination of diverse personalities, skills,
          expertise and core competencies provides a range of perspectives and is conducive for quality
          decision making. The BCs are operating efficiently and effectively in assisting the Board and the
          members have sufficient knowledge, skills and expertise in fulfilling their roles and responsibilities.
          During FPE 2019, the Directors provided valuable contributions at Board and BCs’ meetings,
          devoted sufficient time in matters pertaining to the Company and carried out their duties professionally.
          The INEDs fulfil the independence requirement set out in the Listing Requirements and continued
          to provide objective and independent advice to ensure proper check and balance at the Board and
          BCs’ meetings.

2.13   Ms. Caroline Ang and Mr. Heong Mun Foo retire by rotation in accordance with Article 103 and
          Article 94 of the Company’s Constitution and being eligible, have offered themselves for re-election
          at the Company’s forthcoming AGM. Having considered the NC’s assessment, the Board is satisfied
          that both the Directors have allocated sufficient time and attention to the affairs of the Company
          and carried out their fiduciary duties professionally. As an INED, Ms. Caroline Ang has demonstrated
          independent judgment to Board deliberations and decision making to provide check and balance
          and foster objectivity in the Boardroom. Mr. Heong Mun Foo has met the Board’s expectations and
          exemplified commitment as reflected by his professional conduct and sharing of valuable information/
          insights to the Board and Management. Hence, the Board unanimously recommends that the
          shareholders vote in favour of Ms. Caroline Ang and Mr. Heong Mun Foo’s re-election as Directors
          at the Company’s forthcoming AGM. Both Directors abstained from all deliberations and decisions in
          relation to their own eligibility to stand for re-election and will continue to do so at the forthcoming AGM. 

2.14   Mr. Lim Soo Koon who also retires by rotation in accordance with Article 103 of the Company’s
          Constitution has informed the Board of his intention to retire as the Managing Director and will not
          be seeking re-election at the AGM. In this regard, the NC will propose/nominate a new candidate
          to be appointed to the Board as the Managing Director of the Company as well as a member of the
          respective BCs (as deemed appropriate) for the Board’s consideration and approval.

2.15   Succession planning is an important aspect of corporate governance to ensure continuity in
          leadership for key positions in the Company and its operating subsidiaries. In this regard, the Board
          is focused in ensuring that individuals with the appropriate skills and experience are appointed to
          the Board and Senior Management. 

3. Remuneration

3.1     The RC consists of INEDs and its duties include reviewing and recommending matters relating to
          the remuneration of the Board and Senior Management. The RC’s Terms of Reference are available
          on our website at http://daibochi.com/corporate-governance/.

3.2     The Board seeks to provide fair and sufficiently competitive remuneration to attract, motivate and
          retain high calibre Directors and Senior Management. Directors’ remuneration is reviewed annually
          to ensure that it is reflective of the contribution and responsibilities of the Director concerned. None
          of the Directors are involved in deciding their own remuneration.

3.3     The EDs do not receive Directors’ fees from the Company and their remuneration package
          comprises salaries, other emoluments, bonuses and benefits-in-kind. INEDs receive meeting
          allowances, monthly allowances, yearly AC allowance (benefits) and Directors’ fees. The Board will
          be seeking shareholders’ ratification for benefits paid and approval in respect of fees and benefits
          payable to the INEDs at the Company’s 46th AGM pursuant to Section 230(1) of the Act.

3.4     During FPE 2019, the RC recommended to the Board the remuneration of the EDs, INEDs’ fees
          and reviewed Senior Management’s remuneration.
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        3.5     The remuneration of Directors of the Company and of the Group for the Financial Period, on a
                 named basis, is as follows:

                                                                                                                         EPF                        
                                                                                                           Contribution               Other                   
                                                           Fees*   Salaries       Bonus   by Employer   Emoluments          Total
                    Company & Group           RM           RM             RM                   RM                   RM             RM
                    
                    Executive Directors                                                                                                                       

                    Mr. Lim Soo Koon                   -    570,000  1,312,000            357,637             26,028   2,265,665
                    
                    Mr. Low Geoff Jin Wei             -    437,000     228,500            126,502             22,199      814,201
                    
                    Mr. Heong Mun Foo                -      19,500         5,000                3,185                  308        27,993
                    (appointed on 4 April 2019)

                    
                    Non-Executive
                    Directors                                                                                                                                        

                    Mr. Heng Fu Joe           66,500                -                 -                        -          137,050*      203,550

                    Ms. Caroline Ang          20,583                -                 -                        -            71,550*        92,133

                    Mr. Faris Salim              20,583                -                 -                        -            69,350*        89,933
                    Cassim

                  * Subject to the approval/ratification by shareholders at the 46th AGM

3.6     Additionally, Directors also have the benefit of Directors’ & Officers’ Insurance to ensure that they
          are adequately covered against liabilities in the course of performing their professional duties.

3.7     The Board notes the disclosure requirement in Practice 7.2 of the MCCG in respect of the top five
          (5) Senior Management’s remuneration on a named basis and in bands of RM50,000.00 for corporate
          transparency. The Board has considered the matter and believes that such disclosure is not in the
          best interest of the Company/Group due to the highly confidential/sensitive nature of this information
          and concerns of key talent poaching in the specialised flexible plastic packaging industry. The Board
          has disclosed the Company’s Senior Management’s remuneration on a total basis in Note 24 of
          the financial statements in this Annual Report and believes that it is adequate.  

PRINCIPLE B – EFFECTIVE AUDIT AND RISK MANAGEMENT

4. Audit Committee

Composition of the AC

4.1     The AC comprises three (3) members, all of whom are INEDs and its primary objective is to assist
          the Board in ensuring proper corporate governance in fulfilling its fiduciary responsibilities. The AC
          carries out its functions and duties in accordance with its Terms of Reference in the AC Charter.   

4.2     The AC Chairperson, Ms. Caroline Ang is not the Chairperson of the Board, thus ensuring the
          overall effectiveness and independence of the AC. The members are financially literate and able
          to understand matters under the purview of the AC, including the financial reporting process. None
          of the AC members were previous partners/directors of the Company’s existing external audit firm.
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Independence of External Auditors

4.3     The Company has established an appropriate and transparent relationship with its external auditors
          through the AC. The AC’s Policy on the Suitability, Objectivity and Independence of External
          Auditors is intended to regulate the provision of services by the external auditors to ensure that
          they do not perform any service that may impair their independence. The AC assessed the suitability,
          objectivity and independence of our external auditors and recommended the re-appointment of
         our external auditors, namely Deloitte PLT at the forthcoming AGM. 

Audit Committee’s Activities

4.4     The AC met eight (8) times during the Financial Period and deliberated on matters, which included
          financial reporting, recurrent RPTs and internal audit reports. Furthermore, the AC assessed the
          performance of the external and internal auditors for FPE 2019. The AC also held meetings with
          the Company’s external and internal auditors without the presence of the Management.  
          
Professional Development

4.5     The AC members attended trainings to keep themselves abreast of relevant developments and
          these programmes are set out in the Professional Development and Induction section above.

          Please refer to the AC Report for the detailed information of the AC and its activities during the
          Financial Period.  

5. Risk Management and Internal Control

5.1     The Board is responsible for the Group’s risk management and internal control systems and has
          established a sound risk management system, supported by effective controls and governance
          mechanisms. The Board is assisted by the RMC and AC in reviewing the effectiveness of the risk
          management and internal control systems. The RMC supports the Board with risk governance to
          safeguard shareholders’ investments and the Group’s assets and carries out its functions and duties
          in accordance with its Terms of Reference.  

5.2     Risk areas representing challenges to the Group’s business are classified into distinct categories
          and assessed by the RMC. During the Financial Period, the RMC assessed and deliberated the
          key risks to be presented to the Board.

5.3     The AC ensures that the internal audit function is effective and able to function independently. The
          objectives of the internal audit are to independently assess the system of internal controls and to
          make appropriate recommendations in relation thereto. The Group's internal audit function is carried
          out in accordance with the Institute of Internal Auditors’ International Professional Practice
          Framework and has been outsourced to an independent professional firm. 

5.4     During the Financial Period, the internal auditors conducted audits in relation to Strategic Management,
          Procurement, Warehouse and Logistics Management, Production, Product Development and
          Technical Support, Quality Assurance, Safety, Health and Environment, Human Resource,
          Sales and Marketing and Inventory Management and reported their observations to the AC. The
          adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls were reviewed by the AC and observations arising
          from the internal audits, together with Management’s response and corrective action plans were
          presented at the AC meetings. The AC’s deliberations were then reported to the Board.  

5.5     The Board is satisfied that the risk management and internal control systems in place are adequate
          and effective to safeguard shareholders’ investments, the Group’s assets and the interests of other
          stakeholders.  

          Specific disclosures on the Group’s risk management and internal control systems are available in
          the Risk Management and Internal Control Statement in this Annual Report. 
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PRINCIPLE C - INTEGRITY IN CORPORATE REPORTING AND MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIP WITH
STAKEHOLDERS

6. Communications with Stakeholders

6.1     The Board maintains high standards of corporate disclosure and values its dialogue with
          shareholders, investors and other stakeholders. Our Corporate Disclosure Policy provides guidance
          to the Board, Management and employees to ensure accurate, consistent, high quality and fair
          disclosure of corporate information on a regular and timely basis. 

6.2     There is an Investor Relations (“IR”) section on our website at http://daibochi.com/# (Investors
          Relations) which includes our annual reports, circulars, corporate presentations, corporate and
          governance matters, press releases and other information considered being of interest to shareholders/
          investors. Shareholders/investors seeking more information may contact the Company directly or
          through the IR contact, details of which are available at http://daibochi.com/ir-contact/. 

6.3     During the Financial Period, investor briefings were held in respect of the Group’s performance for
          the Financial Period/quarter, providing a platform for the EDs and Senior Management to interact
          with investors and analysts to understand their views, gather feedback and address key concerns.

7. Conduct of General Meetings

7.1     The AGM remains the principal forum for dialogue with shareholders as it affords them the
          opportunity to raise questions and seek clarifications on the Group’s operations, performance,
          strategies and latest developments. Our general meetings are held in Melaka city centre to facilitate
          greater shareholders’ participation. 

7.2     All the Directors were present to engage directly with the shareholders during the AGM held on 8
          June 2018 and the EGMs held on 11 July 2019 and 4 October 2019 respectively. The AGM notice
          was issued twenty-eight (28) days before the AGM date in line with Practice 12.1 of the MCCG,
          whilst the notices and circulars for the EGMs were despatched to the shareholders at least fourteen
          (14) days prior to the meetings in accordance with the Act. These enable our shareholders to
          participate effectively and make informed decisions as they would have had sufficient time to peruse
          the Annual Report and circulars and appoint proxies to attend the AGM/EGMs if they so wish. 

7.3     At the AGM, the Managing Director gave a presentation to the members, featuring an overview of
          the Group’s business and products, corporate and operational highlights, growth strategies and
          financial performance. The Company’s response to questions submitted by the Minority Shareholders
          Watch Group was presented and shareholders’ queries were also addressed. The external auditors
          were present to provide professional and independent clarification on the Group’s financial statements.
          Our advisors and solicitors were present at the EGM to respond to shareholders queries in respect
          of the acquisition of Mega Printing & Packaging Sdn Bhd. The Company’s ED, Mr. Low Geoff Jin Wei
          presented the details of the recurrent RPTs at the EGM held on 4 October 2019 for the benefit of
          the shareholders. 

7.4     In line with good corporate governance practice, voting of resolutions at the Company’s general
          meetings was conducted by poll and an independent scrutineer was appointed to verify the results
          of the poll to ensure that the process is carried out fairly. The Company leveraged on technology and
          implemented electronic voting at the EGM held on 4 October 2019 for greater transparency and
          efficiency in the voting process. The poll results were announced by the Company via Bursa LINK
          on the same day. The AGM and EGM minutes, presentation to members and summary of key matters
          discussed at the EGM were uploaded on the IR section of our website at http://daibochi.com/annual-
          reports/ for the benefit of shareholders who were unable to attend the said meetings. 
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Paragraph 15.26(a) of the Listing Requirements: 
Statement of Directors’ Responsibility for Preparing the Financial Statements

8. The Board is required to prepare financial statements for each financial year/period in accordance with
the Act. In this regard, the Directors have the responsibility for ensuring that the Company keeps
accounting records which disclose with reasonable accuracy the financial position of the Group and the
Company. 

8.1     The financial statements have been made out in accordance with the Malaysian Financial Reporting
          Standards and give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the Group and of the Company at
          the end of the Financial Period and of the results and cash flows of the Group and of the Company
          for FPE 2019.

8.2     In preparing the financial statements, the Directors have:
          •         applied the relevant accounting policies consistently;
          •         made judgments and estimates that are reasonable and prudent;
          •         ensured that all Malaysian Financial Reporting Standards have been followed; and
          •         prepared the financial statements on a going concern basis as the Directors have a reasonable
                    expectation, having made enquiries, that the Group and the Company have adequate
                    resources to continue in operational existence for the foreseeable future.

8.3     The Directors have overall responsibilities for taking such steps to safeguard the assets of the
          Group to prevent and detect fraud and other irregularities.

Key Focus Areas during the Financial Period and Future Priorities

The Board recognises the importance of diversity and revised the Board Diversity Policy in April 2018 to set
the target of having at least one (1) female Director on the Board. The Board also adopted the “Sustainability
Policy” in November 2018 in line with its commitment to integrate sustainable business practices in the Group’s
operations. Moving forward, the Board will continue to enhance our corporate culture based on ethical values,
focus on succession planning, manage risks prudently and strengthen the risk management and internal control
systems to enhance long-term value for all our stakeholders.

Compliance Statement

The Board is satisfied that to the best of its knowledge, the Company is generally in compliance with the Listing
Requirements and the MCCG. 

This Corporate Governance Overview Statement was approved by the Board on 22 October 2019.
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(a) Utilisation of Proceeds

The Company did not implement any fund raising exercise during the financial period ended 31 July 2019.

(b) Audit and Non-Audit Fees

The amount of audit and non-audit fees paid and payable to the external auditors and its affiliates for
the audit and non-audit services rendered to the Company and the Group for the financial period ended
31 July 2019 are as follows:

Type of Services/External Auditors Fees
                                       (RM'000)
                                       Company Group

Audit                               Deloitte PLT 202 210 
                                       Other Auditors - 132

                                       Total Audit Fees 202 342
Non-Audit                        Deloitte PLT 10 10 
                                       Affiliates of Deloitte PLT 130 130

Total Audit and Non-Audit Fees 342 482

The Company engaged the external auditors and its affiliates for the following non-audit services:
(i) to review the Risk Management and Internal Control Statement of the Company; and
(ii) to conduct due diligence for the acquisition of a new subsidiary. 

                                       
(c) Material Contracts involving Directors and Major Shareholders’ Interests

Save as disclosed in Note 29(a) to the Audited Financial Statements in this Annual Report, there were no
material contracts entered into by the Company and/or its subsidiaries, involving the interests of the
Directors or major shareholders, either subsisting at the end of the financial period ended 31 July 2019 
or entered into since the end of the previous financial year.

(d) Recurrent Related Party Transactions

The Company had obtained ratification and mandate from its shareholders in respect of recurrent
related party transactions of a revenue and/or trading nature (“RRPTs”) (“RRPT Mandate”) at the
Extraordinary General Meeting held on 4 October 2019.  Details of the RRPTs are disclosed in Note 24
to the Audited Financial Statements in this Annual Report.

The RRPT Mandate will lapse at the conclusion of the forthcoming Annual General Meeting (“46th AGM”)
unless such authority is renewed by a resolution passed at the 46th AGM. Accordingly, the Company will
be seeking its shareholders’ approval to renew the RRPT Mandate at the 46th AGM.   

Additional Compliance Information
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Sustainability Statement

Daibochi, a leading flexible packaging converter in the ASEAN region for globally renowned clients in the food
and beverage (“F&B”) and fast-moving consumer goods (“FMCG”) sectors, is committed towards integrating
sustainable practices into the Group’s business. As a responsible corporate citizen, we conduct our business
in a professional and ethical manner, through effective management of Economic, Environmental and Social
(“EES”) matters to create long-term value for all our stakeholders.

The Sustainability Statement highlights the management of the Group’s EES matters for the financial period
from 1 January 2018 to 31 July 2019 (the “Financial Period”/ “FPE 2019”). The information herein refers to our
manufacturing operations in respect of:
(a) Daibochi Berhad (“Daibochi Malaysia”/the "Company”; and
(b) the Group’s subsidiary: Daibochi Packaging (Myanmar) Company Limited (“Daibochi Myanmar”), which

commenced operations in July 2017 (wherever relevant/where data is available). 

Sustainability Governance

The Board of Directors (the “Board”) sets the “tone at the top” for a strong sustainability culture whilst
Management ensures that ethical/social values and good environmental practices are cascaded throughout
the entire organisation. The Group’s Sustainability Policy was approved by the Board in November 2018,
affirming the Board’s commitment towards building a sustainable business. 

      Board of Directors                        Reviews and approves the Sustainability Statement      
      Managing Director                           Reviews material sustainability matters with the Management team; 
                   Formulates sustainability strategies/initiatives with the Management

                                                                    team; and
                   Reports to the Board on material sustainability matters i.e. the EES

                                                                    risks and opportunities.      
      Management Team:
      Heads of Departments: Sales,          Responsible for stakeholder engagement process, identifying
      Corporate, Finance, Operations,         material sustainability matters, executing and monitoring
      Management Information                    the implementation of sustainability initiatives/strategies; and
      Systems and Product                        Reports to the Managing Director on material sustainability matters.
      Development & Technical 

Stakeholder Engagement

We recognise that our stakeholders are important to the Group’s long-term growth. Hence, sustainability issues
that are of interest/relevant to them are important to our business. Our key stakeholders and their areas of interest
based on our various engagements with them are set out below:

   Key Stakeholder Group       Engagement Methods                             Areas of Interest   
   Employees                            Discussions, meetings, trainings and        Remuneration package, career
                                                   teambuilding                                              progression, occupational safety
                                                                                                                      and health 

   Customers                             Meetings, feedback to sales personnel,    Product quality/service, competitive 
                                                   audits and customer surveys                    price, environment, human rights, 
                                                                                                                      occupational safety and health   
   Government                          Meetings, on-site inspections and             Economy, environment, occupational
   departments/ regulators      correspondences                                       safety and health and compliance 
                                                                                                                      with laws

   Investors                               Annual report, announcements, press      Performance/financial results,
                                                   releases, investor briefings and                business strategy and outlook, 
                                                   general meetings                                       governance and risks

   Local communities              Community programmes                           Social responsibility and environment

   Suppliers/contractors/         Meetings, discussions and information     Price, payment, occupational safety
   service providers                 from procurement personnel                     and health 
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Material Sustainability Matters

Daibochi’s material sustainability matters have been identified based on an analysis of matters which are most
material and relevant to our business and those considered important to our stakeholders. We have also aligned
our sustainability agenda with the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals (“SDGs”) which are most
relevant to our operations.  

Materiality Matrix

                                                        Importance to Daibochi’s Business Operations

The 12 material sustainability matters identified above are ranked according to the highest priority and categorised
to 4 key themes, namely People, Environment, Economic Performance and Local Communities as depicted below: 

     Themes             EES areas      Material sustainability matters            Relevant SDGs

     People                Economic        5.    Fair and Equitable Workplace           •   Decent work and economic
                                                        4.    Occupational Safety and Health             growth
                                Social               6.    Talent Management                            •    Good health and well-being

     Environment      Environment    8.    Waste Management                           •    Responsible consumption and 
                                                           9.    Management of Emissions and              production
                                                                  Materials/Substances  
                                                           10.  Management of Energy and Water
                                                           12.  Environmental Awareness

     Economic            Economic         1.    Business Performance                       •    Responsible consumption and 
     Performance                               2.    Fair Operating Practices                         production
                                                           3.    Product Innovation, Quality and         •    Industry, innovation and 
                                                                  Assurance                                               infrastructure
                                                           7.    Procurement and Supply Chain         •    Decent work and economic
                                                                  Management                                           growth

     Local                    Economic         11. Social Responsibility                            •    Decent work and economic
     Communities                                                                                                       growth
                                  Social                                                                                  •    Sustainable cities and 
                                                                                                                                   communities
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People

At Daibochi, our employees are our greatest assets and key to our success. We nurture our employees in an
environment where they are treated with dignity and respect, whilst enhancing their economic well-being and
professional development. The Group’s corporate culture is premised on the following core values:

                                     Comply with laws, rules and regulations
                                     Conduct business with honesty and integrity
Core Values                 Treat employees fairly, with dignity and respect
                                     Employees must act in the best interest of the Company
                                     Conduct business in an environmentally responsible manner

Information on Daibochi’s workforce

                                        Daibochi Malaysia                                  Daibochi Myanmar

                                        Number/                  Number/                  Number/                   Number/  
                                        Percentage             Percentage             Percentage              Percentage
                                        FPE 2019                 Financial year         FPE 2019                 From July 2017 to
                                                                         ended 2017                                              December 2017
                                                                         (“FYE 2017”)

   Employees                    799           -               854          -               151           -                122          -

   Locals                        452           57%         479          56%         150           99%          122          100%

   Other nationals           347           43%         375          44%         1           1%          -          -

   Females                    137           17%         143          17%         36           24%          48          39%

   Males                        662           83%         711           83%         115           76%          74          61%

211 of our employees (26%) have been a part of the Daibochi Malaysia team for more than 10 years.

Fair and Equitable Workplace

Daibochi provides an inclusive working environment by fostering a culture of personal ownership and facilitating
the pursuit of excellence for all employees. We promote a workplace that is free of any form of harassment
that can interfere with the performance of our employees’ duties. 

We believe in the inherent strength of a diversified workforce as reflected in the Company’s Workplace Diversity
Policy. Female employees are given equal opportunities to perform and excel at work and are well represented
across all levels of the organisation. Female employees account for 17% and 23% of our workforce in Malaysia
and Myanmar respectively. There is currently one (1) female Independent Non-Executive Director on the Board
and one (1) female within our five (5) members of Senior Management team (excluding the Executive Directors). 

Daibochi complies with all applicable labour laws, rules and regulations in the countries in which the Group
has operations. We only employ persons who are 18 years of age and above and expect our suppliers,
contractors, agents and business partners to uphold the same labour standards.  

Daibochi offers fair and competitive remuneration based on our employees’ performance, roles and
responsibilities. This is to ensure that we remain competitive in attracting, motivating and retaining talent which
is important to our sustained growth. We also comply with the minimum wage law in the countries that we operate
in. Any promotion or increase in pay is based on merit i.e. the blend of competencies, qualifications and job-
related skills, regardless of gender, age and cultural background. Approximately 43% of the Company’s workforce
in Malaysia are non-Malaysians and they are accorded similar working conditions as our local employees,
including access to benefits/incentives, medical care and free accommodation. 

During FPE 2019, the Company eased the burden of some deserving employees with school-going children
by providing them with financial aid for the 2018 and 2019 school sessions. 27 educational awards were given
to employees’ children to reward them for their outstanding academic performance. Social/recreational activities
i.e. annual dinners, festive celebrations, team buildings and family day events were organised during the
Financial Period to promote camaraderie amongst employees.
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Occupational Safety and Health

Creating a healthy and safe environment for our employees, contractors, service providers, customers and
visitors to our manufacturing facilities remains a priority and this commitment is manifested in Daibochi’s Safety
and Health Policy. 

The Company’s Safety and Health Committee (“SH Committee”) is entrusted with cultivating safe workplace
practices, including developing and administering safety policies, conducting annual safety audits of our
manufacturing sites and ensuring compliance with Occupational Safety and Health Administration laws and
regulations. The SH Committee regularly reviews safety performance results, occupational illness and injury
incidents, workplace hazards, incident mitigation and prevention measures and conducts regular inspections
to check that safety and health standards are met. Personal protective equipment is provided to all concerned
workers to reduce potential occupational hazard exposure. Contractors are expected to comply with our health,
safety and environmental standards and briefings in relation thereto were held during the Financial Period. 

The Company’s SH Committee adhered to all standard operating procedures in relation to major accident cases
during FPE 2019. Meetings were held on an immediate basis, whilst complete investigations of the accidents,
including corrective and preventive actions were undertaken. Particulars of the accidents were then reported at
the Company’s monthly assemblies to create awareness and instil a safety culture amongst employees. Reviews
were also carried out on a quarterly basis by the SH Committee and reported to Management. 

During the Financial Period, the SH Committee continued to provide regular training sessions in relation to fire
safety, chemical spills, machine safety and accident-prevention to ensure a high degree of preparedness to
respond to workplace safety incidents. 100% of the Company’s production employees attended these training
sessions. Safety briefings were also held for Daibochi Myanmar’s employees. Furthermore, the Company
collaborated with the Fire Department and organised fire drill exercises to prepare employees for speedy
evacuation in the event of fire emergencies. As a result of our safety and health initiatives and proactive
engagements with employees and contractors, we achieved our target of zero fatalities and occupational illness
in our manufacturing plants. The data is as follows: 

Note: Daibochi Malaysia’s data is calculated based on the Department of Safety and Health requirements and
the relevant regulations governing occupational safety and health.  

At the Company’s “World Earth Day, Safety & Health Week 2018 and 2019” held from 23 April 2018 to 27 April
2018 and 22 April 2019 to 26 April 2019 (“SH Week”), the SH Committee organised various seminars/talks on
safety and health. Employees attended talks given by the officers from Government departments in relation to
handling of chemicals, workplace and road safety.

The SH Committee also arranged for health screenings and talks to educate employees on best practices and
habits to encourage a healthy and balanced lifestyle during the SH Week. A “No Smoking Day” campaign was
organised to create awareness of the hazards of smoking. The focus of these programmes was to enhance
health awareness and encourage employees to make positive lifestyle changes. 

    Incidents                                        Daibochi Malaysia                Daibochi Myanmar

                                                           FPE 2019              FYE 2017              FPE 2019          From July 2017

    Accident cases                                  18 cases                13 cases                 1 case                None
    Note:                                                 
    Major: lost time injury more than      6 major and            3 major and            1 major and
    4 days
    Minor: lost time injury 4 days            12 minor cases      10 minor cases       0 minor case
    and below

    Occupational illness                          None                      None                       None                  None

    Fatality cases                                    None                      None                       None                  None

    Loss time injury rate:                         20.9 cases             15.3 cases              -                          -  
    per 1,000 workers
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During the Financial Period, the Company continued to encourage our employees to adopt a good work life
balance. Sports and recreational activities were organised by our in-house Sports and Recreational Club to
nurture a healthy workforce. The Company also maintained the practice of distributing complimentary fresh
fruits to employees twice a week at the staff canteen to promote a healthy lifestyle.

Talent Management

At Daibochi, our employees’ personal development continues to be our priority. Employees are offered a wide
variety of learning/development opportunities that enhance their skills and focus on their growth and future
performance. The Company’s Training Department has a dedicated yearly budget and works with various
divisions to ascertain competency gaps and identify training programmes suitable for employees. Our aim is
to retain the best talent, provide opportunities for growth and learning whilst focusing on local employment and
enhancing the presence of women in the workforce.

During the Financial Period, various training sessions were conducted to motivate and enhance the morale of
our production team. Employees also attended external training sessions to stay abreast of evolving issues
relevant to their job scope. These programs promote the development of our workforce and equip them with
the relevant skills for career growth. The Company also offers technical training to Daibochi Myanmar’s
employees at our manufacturing plants in Malaysia to enhance their skills in various production processes.

Environment 

Daibochi strives to adopt environmental best management practices in our production process according to
the parameters set out in the Malaysian Environment Quality Act 1974 (“EQA 1974”) and the Myanmar
Environmental Conservation Law 2012. Our ISO 14001 environmental management certification signifies our
commitment to minimise the impact on the environment and conserve natural resources. To this end, Daibochi’s
sustainability agenda focuses on eco-friendly environmental management practices in line with our
“Environmental Cares Policy” which is based on the following principles:

•  Continuous improvement of environmental preservation activities 
•  Complying with environmental laws and regulations  
•  Recycling and utilising materials which are recyclable
•  Practising waste minimisation concepts of reducing, reusing and recycling
•  Enhancing environmental awareness in the workplace 
•  Setting objectives to address significant environmental impacts due to our business activities.

Waste Management

The Company has engaged the services of licensed contractors approved by the Department of Environment
(“DOE”) for scheduled waste disposal in compliance with the Environmental Quality (Scheduled Wastes)
Regulations 2005. Various discarded raw materials are recycled to reduce waste, while non-reusable waste
materials are sold to waste collectors. The Company provides facilities such as dedicated bins where cardboards,
paper, aluminium cans and other discarded materials are collected for recycling purposes. Recyclable waste
from our Myanmar manufacturing plant is sold to a contractor to ensure proper disposal. We also create additional
value from our production waste through recycling plastic pellets or resin for other manufacturing uses i.e. in the
injection moulding industry for household products, including waste bins and plastic chairs. 

Daibochi Malaysia has been committed to zero landfill for the past 10 years. Non-recyclable production waste is
delivered to a third-party waste-to-energy incineration facility and is free of asbestos, scheduled waste or any
hazardous materials. The materials are converted into alternative fuel types, effectively eliminating the need for
landfills which are associated with increased greenhouse gas production. The data is set out in the table below:

                                                                                             FPE 2019                                      FYE 2017

        Total Tonnage Sent (Mt)                                              4,460                                            2,569

        CO2 Savings (Mt)                                                       13,817                                            8,629

        Landfill Mitigation (m3)                                                9,318                                            5,137
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Management of Emissions and Materials/Substances

   Trained and qualified personnel to closely monitor all emissions such as air and water discharge.
   Emissions from our vehicles and transporters are within regulatory limits. 
   Hazardous substances and chemical containers are clearly identified, located in designated areas, closed
      when not in immediate use and disposed properly.
   Stringent monitoring measures to prevent spills during handling and transportation of hazardous materials
      for safety purposes. 
   Air emission monitoring and monthly industrial effluent testing. 
   Yearly site visit by the DOE to ensure environmental compliance in accordance with the EQA 1974. 

Management of Energy and Water 

We have undertaken the following initiatives to optimise energy consumption:

   A total of 62 units of E-Savers were installed since 2014 in key production machineries across our
      manufacturing plants in Malaysia. 1 unit of E-Saver was installed in our Myanmar manufacturing plant.
      This enables us to optimise heat-management and reduce the amount of electricity used per machine. 
   Accelerate the use of automation within our facilities to ensure that our production lines operate at optimal levels.
   Planned plant or machine shutdown during low demand periods.
   Review of temperature requirements to optimise temperature settings.
   Replacement of existing equipment parts with newer/more energy efficient parts, wherever necessary. 
   Maintenance and replacement of electrical appliances/lighting fixtures to maximise energy efficiency.
      
Our commitment to sustainability also extends to water conservation. During the Financial Period, we continued
with our ongoing efforts to optimise water usage in relation to our chilling process and engaged in rainwater
harvesting for re-use in cleaning/washing and gardening activities.

Environmental Awareness

We encourage green activities in the workplace and support environmental conservation efforts in the
community. Daibochi Malaysia’s employees continue to participate in recycling activities through our “Green
Day” campaign every Tuesday and Thursday. They are encouraged to bring waste such as plastic, paper, tin,
discs, used batteries or clothing to be sent to the Tzu Chi recycling centre. Employees are encouraged to
practise the 5R’s – ‘Refuse, Reuse, Reduce, Repair and Recycle’ in their daily activities. 

We lead by example to encourage prudent electricity usage by switching off the lights in the office during
scheduled breaks. Employees were encouraged to observe and participate in “Earth Hour” on 24 March 2018
and 30 March 2019 from 8.30pm to 9.30pm and advised to switch off lights and electrical equipment during
that hour at their homes to promote awareness on environmental sustainability. Employees are also advised
to practice conscientious usage of water to minimise wastage. 

Economic Performance

The Group remains dedicated to enhancing business performance, deliver superior and innovative products
to our customers and create shareholders’ wealth by embracing responsible business practices.

Business Performance

We remain committed to deliver strong business performance to meet our shareholders expectations. Our key
financial highlights for the Financial Period are as follows:

     Group revenue                   RM699.3 million      
     PBT                                      RM24.9 million

     Market capitalisation         RM638.3 million (based on closing price of RM1.95 on 22 October 2019)

     Dividend policy                  To pay out annual dividend of not less than 30% of the Group's normalised 
                                                 reported net profit attributable to shareholders for the financial year.     
     Dividends paid                   Paid 4 interim single-tier dividends to shareholders in respect of the Financial 
                                                 Period amounting to a total of 3.35 sen per ordinary share.
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Daibochi had on 14 May 2019, announced an adjustment to its dividend policy to pay out annual dividend of
not less than 30% of the Group’s normalised reported net profit attributable to shareholders for the financial
year. The adjustment caters to future capital requirements as Daibochi embarks on a more aggressive growth
path in line with the strategic direction of its holding company, Scientex Berhad (“Scientex”). Daibochi believes
in providing sustainable dividends to shareholders consistent with the Company’s earnings growth whilst
maintaining an efficient capital structure and ensuring adequacy of funds for its continuous growth. Details on
the Group’s operational highlights and growth strategies are furnished in the Management Discussion and
Analysis available in this Annual Report.

The Board values its dialogue with shareholders, the investment community and other stakeholders. General
meetings are the principal forum for dialogue with shareholders and provide them the opportunity to seek
clarifications on the Group’s operations, performance and strategies. All the Directors were present to engage
directly with the shareholders of the Company during the Annual General Meeting held on 8 June 2018 and
the Extraordinary General Meetings held on 11 July 2019 and 4 October 2019 to seek shareholders’ approval
in respect of the acquisition of Mega Printing & Packaging Sdn Bhd and recurrent related party transactions. 

As testament to the Board’s commitment towards good corporate governance and disclosures to shareholders,
the Company received the “Best in Transparency” award in the RM500-RM950 million category at the Best
Under Billion Awards 2018 organised by Focus Malaysia and the “Excellence Award for Overall CG &
Performance (Market Capital between RM300 Million to RM 1 Billion)” at the MSWG-ASEAN Corporate
Governance Awards 2018.

Fair Operating Practices

We recognise that responsible business conduct ensures the long-term viability of our business. In this regard,
we conduct our business according to the highest ethical standards by upholding professionalism in our
relationship with customers, suppliers, shareholders and other stakeholders in line with the core principles
enshrined in our Code of Conduct and Ethics (“Code”). The Code also requires that we conduct our business
with honesty and integrity and upholds Daibochi’s zero tolerance policy towards fraud, bribery and corruption. 

In line with this commitment, the Company has a Whistle-blowing Policy in place to provide an avenue for
employees and stakeholders to report, in good faith, genuine concerns about unethical behaviour and improper
conduct within the Company without fear of reprisal. There were no unethical behaviour/improper conduct/concerns
reported to the Independent Non-Executive Directors during the Financial Period. The Company also has a
Competition Law Compliance Policy which provides guidance to employees in their dealings with competitors in
relation to anti-competitive practices to ensure that we compete fairly and ethically in the marketplace. In addition
to the aforesaid, the Company adopted an Anti-Corruption and Anti-Bribery Policy in October 2019.

We also monitor and evaluate risks on an ongoing basis as part of our sustainability commitment. In this regard,
we have sound risk management and internal control systems in place to safeguard shareholders’ investments,
the Group's assets and the interest of other stakeholders.  

The Group’s Corporate Governance Overview Statement and Risk Management and Internal Control
Statement in this Annual Report and the Corporate Governance Report at  http://daibochi.com/corporate-
governance/ provide further details on good governance and risk management.

Product Innovation, Quality and Assurance

Our vision is to be the “Preferred Flexible Packaging Supplier of Our Customers”, by setting benchmarks in
product quality and safety, customer service, and efficiency. In achieving this, we have high standards of quality
controls in place for our operational processes to ensure the quality and safety of our products. Our
manufacturing facilities are equipped with state-of-the-art machinery and in-house laboratory facilities to
produce high-quality packaging solutions. 

Our Sales and Marketing team review our performance annually through a customer satisfaction survey to
gather feedback from key customers pertaining to product quality and service. This enables us to engage with
our customers, analyse their feedback and address their needs whilst maintaining a mutually beneficial
business relationship.
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Daibochi has a robust and effective quality management system in place to meet the requirements of regulators,
customers and consumers. Our commitment to excellence and continuous improvement in quality is further
reflected in the Quality & Food Safety Policy and accreditations attained by Daibochi. The ISO 9001 certification
underscores our commitment to deliver high quality products and services to our customers. The FSSC 22000
accreditation (Food Safety System Certification) emphasises Daibochi’s dedication to continuous improvement
of quality and food safety. Daibochi Myanmar received its FSSC 22000 certification in January 2019.

Daibochi has made significant headway in R&D with our multinational clientele, leading to new innovations
that strengthen our flexible packaging solutions, through the integration of resources and processes with
Scientex. In this regard, we collaborated with our multinational customers to meet their sustainability pledges
and this involved the in-house development of mono-material laminates for F&B and FMCG use, which allows
our products to be 100% recyclable. Furthermore, our innovative 2 layered film utilises significantly lesser raw
materials than the conventional 4 layered film, while retaining barrier and strength functionality, therefore
generating cost savings for our customers and reducing our environmental footprint.

Procurement and Supply Chain Management

Our supply chain plays an important role in ensuring the efficiency and effectiveness of our operations.
Daibochi’s procurement policy guides our assessment of suppliers/service providers to ensure that they are
chosen for their ability to consistently deliver over the long-term and operate in a responsible and ethical
manner. An assessment of key suppliers is undertaken on a yearly basis to assess their performance. The
Company has a trusted/reliable supplier base in relation to key raw materials to ensure that there is minimal
disruption to our production process. Daibochi is committed to maintaining the highest standards of integrity
throughout our supply chain and expect our suppliers to conduct business with us professionally and ethically. 

Local Communities

Social Responsibility

At Daibochi, we remain dedicated to fulfilling our role as a responsible corporate citizen by ensuring the creation
of sustainable value and benefits through our economic activities. 

We understand our role in economic development and believe that we have a responsibility in bringing a
positive impact on the community and the areas in which we operate. We contribute to the development of
local economies by creating jobs, boosting skills, sourcing from local suppliers (wherever possible) and paying
taxes. Our Malaysian manufacturing plant employs 452 Malaysian employees (57% of our total workforce)
whilst our Yangon operations has a total of 150 local Myanmar employees (almost 100% of the total workforce).
70% of our raw materials suppliers are based in Malaysia. During the Financial Period, the Company continued
to provide the poor/marginalised community in Melaka with supplementary work and income by collaborating
with a non-profit organisation in respect of an assembly project and to supply a portion of our fresh fruits’
requirements in the staff canteen.

Daibochi strives to make a positive impact on the community by encouraging and supporting employees’
participation in various community activities. During FPE 2019, we organised blood donation campaigns at the
Company’s premises. This noble cause received good response from the workforce and encouraged the culture
of voluntary blood donation as well as giving back to the community. Daibochi Myanmar contributed to charity
as part of our social responsibility initiative.

Furthermore, each year, we recruit students from colleges, technical schools and universities for our internship
programme. There were 38 trainees attached to the Company for their industrial training during the Financial
Period. These trainees were provided with comprehensive hands-on training to equip them with the knowledge
and skills needed in their future career pursuits. We also seek to employ some of these trainees if there are
vacancies available in the Company.
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Compliance

We ensure that our business operations adhere to good manufacturing practices and comply with existing
regulatory requirements through continuous monitoring and audits. To the best of our knowledge, there were
no reported incidents of non-compliance with the applicable laws, regulations or standards and the Group was
not penalised in relation thereto during the Financial Period. 

Sustainability Journey

Daibochi is optimistic that the Group’s commitment to sustainability places us in a stronger position for future
growth. Moving forward, we will enhance collaborations with Scientex by leveraging on R&D as well as with
our customers, to develop a wider range of sustainable and innovative packaging solutions. We will also
continue to monitor/manage our environmental concerns and engage in sustainability best practices in the
management of our business.  

We recognise that sustainability is an ongoing journey and will work progressively towards presenting a
balanced report on the management of EES matters for our stakeholders.
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Risk Management and Internal Control Statement

The Board of Directors (“the Board”) is fully committed towards maintaining sound risk management and
internal control systems to safeguard shareholders’ investments, the Group's assets and the interests of other
stakeholders. The Board inculcates a strong corporate risk management and internal control culture by
promoting governance, transparency and accountability to ensure the long-term growth and sustainability of
the Group’s business. The Risk Management and Internal Control Statement (“Statement”) presents the nature
and scope of the Group's risk management and internal control systems for the financial period from 1 January
2018 to 31 July 2019 (“Financial Period”/ “FPE 2019”). 

1. Responsibility and Accountability

1.1     The Board has overall responsibility for the Group’s risk management and internal control systems,
          including reviewing its adequacy and effectiveness in line with its business objectives. The Board
          confirms that the Group has sound risk management and internal control systems, including an
          ongoing process for identifying, evaluating, mitigating/managing and monitoring the significant risks
          faced by the Group in the achievement of its objectives. Processes are reviewed, taking into account
          changes in the regulatory and business environment to ensure the adequacy and effectiveness of
          risk management and internal controls. The Board affirms that the systems and ongoing processes
          have been in place for FPE 2019 and up to the date of approval of this Statement for inclusion in
          this Annual Report.

1.2     The Board is assisted by the Risk Management Committee (“RMC”) and Audit Committee (“AC”)
          in reviewing the effectiveness of the risk management and internal control systems. Management
          is responsible for implementing the processes of identifying, evaluating, monitoring and reporting
          of risks and internal controls, taking appropriate and timely corrective actions as needed to mitigate
          and control the risks. Management also provides assurance to the Board that these processes
          have been carried out accordingly. 

1.3     The Board recognises that the risk management and internal control systems are designed to
          manage and minimise the risk of failure rather than eliminate the risks involved. Therefore, the
          Board is cognisant that the systems implemented can provide only reasonable and not absolute
          assurance against the occurrence of any material misstatement, loss and fraud.

1.4     The Group's risk management and internal control systems does not apply to the associate
          company as the Board does not have control over its operations. The Group's interest is served
          through representation on the board of the associate company.

2. Risk Management 

2.1     Risk management is integrated into business processes across the entire organisation as the Board
          believes that this is imperative for the Group’s sustainability and enhancement of shareholders' value. 

2.2     The RMC (formed in year 2015), supports the Board with risk governance and assists to identify, assess,
          manage and monitor key business risks to safeguard shareholders’ investments and assets of the
          Group. The RMC’s authority and duties are governed by its Terms of Reference, available on the
          Company’s corporate website at http://daibochi.com/corporate-governance/.  The members of the
          RMC comprise a majority of Independent Non-Executive Directors (“INEDs”) and are as follows: 

          (i) Mr. Heng Fu Joe (Chairman and Senior INED);
          (ii) Mr. Lim Soo Koon (Managing Director);
          (iii) Mr. Low Geoff Jin Wei (Executive Director);
          (iv) Ms. Caroline Ang Choo Bee (INED); and
          (v) Mr. Faris Salim Cassim (INED).

          Management personnel from Operations, Sales and Marketing, Finance and other departments
          may be invited to attend RMC meetings, where necessary, to brief the RMC on the potential risks
          and actions that may be taken to mitigate and control these risks.
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2.3     The Group has a structured risk management system to identify, evaluate, mitigate and monitor
          risks which is summarised as follows: 

          •       Risk identification: risk owners i.e. Heads of Departments (“HODs”)/Management are primarily
                  responsible in identifying risks that can adversely impact the achievement of the Group’s
                  objectives, in relation to their areas of supervision/control.
          •       Risk evaluation: evaluation of the identified risks by risk owners to determine the possibility of
                  occurrence and potential impact to the Group.
          •       Risk mitigation: proposed action plan by risk owners to manage/mitigate the risks.
          •       Risk monitoring: ongoing process of monitoring risks by Management to ensure that appropriate
                  mitigation plans have been implemented, taking into account changes in the regulatory and
                  business environment.

          Key business and operational risks faced by the Group are managed systematically to ensure
          prudent risk management.

2.4     Risk areas representing challenges to the Group’s business are classified into distinct categories:
          Sales and Marketing, Operations, Human Resource, Finance, Management Information Systems,
          Fraud/Theft, Technology, Quality Assurance and Procurement.  

2.5     Management’s duties include presenting the Corporate Risk Register (“CRR”) to the RMC, monitoring
          risk management activities, ensuring compliance and effective implementation of risk policies,
          identifying changes to risks or emerging risks and engaging with employees to promote a high risk
          awareness culture. Meetings are held by Management with the respective risk owners to assess
          the impact of the risks and measures to manage them. The information is then consolidated into
          the respective department’s CRR, where identified risks are then individually rated as high, medium
          or low risk. The rating process is further guided by a matrix of possibility of occurrence, associated
          impact to Daibochi, whether the risk is controllable, manner of detection, preventive and corrective
          measures as well as action plans that can be taken to manage the risk. 

2.6     The CRR is presented by Management and deliberated at RMC meetings. The RMC met twice
          during the Financial Period to review and assess the Group’s risks and deliberated the key risks to
          be presented to the Board. During the Financial Period, Management also reviewed the previous
          CRRs presented to the RMC and updated key issues/concerns to the RMC/Board. 

3. Internal Audit Function 

3.1     The AC ensures that the internal audit function is effective and able to function independently. The
          Group's internal audit function has been outsourced to an independent professional firm which
          assists the AC and the Board in discharging their responsibilities. The particulars of the internal
          auditors are set out in Practice 10.2 of the Corporate Governance Report, available at
          http://daibochi.com/corporate-governance/.  

3.2     The internal audit function provides independent, objective assurance and advisory services that
          add value and improve operations by:

          •       evaluating and improving the adequacy and effectiveness of the internal controls established
                  by Management; and
          •       providing recommendations for the improvement of internal controls and procedures.

3.3     The internal auditors report directly to the AC and adopt a risk-based approach in carrying out the
          internal audits in accordance with the internal audit plan reviewed and approved by the AC. During
          FPE 2019, the internal auditors conducted audits in relation to Strategic Management, Procurement,
          Warehouse and Logistics Management, Production, Product Development and Technical Support,
          Quality Assurance, Safety, Health and Environment, Human Resource, Sales, Marketing, Inventory
          Management and reported their observations to the AC.

3.4     During the Financial Period, the AC reviewed the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls
          in respect of the areas audited. Observations arising from the audits together with Management’s
          response and corrective action plans were presented to the AC at the AC meetings. The AC’s
          deliberations were then reported to the Board.
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4. Internal Controls

The key features of the Group’s internal controls include:

4.1     Organisational Structure/Authority

          • Appropriate organisational structure with clearly defined lines of authority, responsibility and
          accountability to support the Group in achieving its vision and business objectives. 
          • Delegation of responsibilities to the Board Committees (RMC, AC, Nomination Committee
          and Remuneration Committee) to assist the Board in carrying out its duties effectively. The
          Board and Board Committee’s duties and authority are governed by their respective Terms of
          Reference/charters, available at http://daibochi.com/corporate-governance/. 
          • Experienced Management personnel and HODs who are accountable for the conduct and
          performance of their respective departments.
          • Monthly management meetings are held wherein financial and operational reports are
          reviewed in order to monitor the Group’s performance as well as operational issues, including
          internal controls and risk management matters.

4.2     Audits

          (i) Internal audit

          •       Internal audit visits are commissioned by the AC to independently assess the system of
                 internal controls and to make appropriate recommendations in relation thereto. 
          •       Meetings are held between the internal auditors, HODs and Management to discuss actions
                 taken on internal control issues identified through reports prepared by the internal auditors.
          •       Audit reports together with findings, Management’s response and the internal auditors’
                 recommendations are presented by the internal auditors to the AC. 
          •       Subsequent audits are conducted by the internal auditors to follow up on the implementation
                 status of action plans arising from the prior audits.
          •       The AC meets the internal auditors at least once a year without the presence of the
                 Executive Directors and Management personnel to discuss audit issues and improvements
                to internal controls.

          (ii) External audit

          •       Year-end financial statements are audited by the external auditors and discussions on
                 significant matters noted in the course of the audit of the Group’s financial statements
                 are presented to the AC by the external auditors. 
          •       Private meetings are held between the external auditors and the AC members at least
                once a year without the presence of the Executive Directors and Management personnel
                 to deliberate on issues pertaining to the audit.

          (iii)  Quality and Environment management system audits

          •       The Company has ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and FSSC 22000 accreditations whilst our
                 subsidiary, Daibochi Packaging (Myanmar) Company Limited has ISO:9001, HACCP
                 FSMS and FSSC 22000 certifications. These certifications provide assurance to customers
                 on the delivery of quality products and affirm our commitment on environmental
                 conservation.
          •       Documented procedures are in place to ensure compliance with the requirements of the
                 above certifications.
          •       Yearly surveillance audits are conducted by assessors of the ISO and FSSC 22000
                 certification bodies to ensure that systems are adequately implemented.
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4.3     Delegation/Limitation of Authority

          • Effective delegation of authority limits for operating and capital expenditure in accordance
          with the Discretionary Authority Limit Policy for good governance.
          • The Board’s approval is required for capital expenditure above RM1 million whilst expenditure
          below RM1 million is delegated to Management to optimise operational efficiency.

4.4     Budget and Reporting

          • The Group’s budget and business plan are prepared by Management for the upcoming year
          and monitored accordingly.
          • Monitoring of financial performance by Management and the Board through monthly and/or
          quarterly financial reports. 
          • Reporting of key risks by the RMC/Management to the Board on a timely basis. 
          • Reporting of related party transactions, recurrent related party transactions and potential
          conflict of interest situations on a quarterly basis by Management to the AC and the Board. 

4.5     Policies and Procedures 

          There are established policies, processes and standard operating procedures to ensure compliance
          with applicable laws, rules and regulations. These policies/procedures have been communicated
          to the relevant employees for compliance and are reviewed to ensure relevance and effectiveness. 

4.6     Human Resource Management

          • Code of Conduct and Ethics to ensure that the Group’s business is conducted with prudence
          and integrity. 
          • Succession planning for continuity of talent in relation to key positions.
          • Sound human resource policies and training/development programmes to build a resilient
          workforce. 

4.7     Security Controls/Plans

          • Business Continuity Plan to ensure that there is a contingency framework to manage risks in
          the event of potential interruptions to operations. 
          • Information Technology (“IT”) Management Policy and enhanced IT security tools to protect
          the Group’s information systems from potential threats.  
          • Risk transfer mechanism i.e. insurance policies to protect the Group’s business operations
          from financial loss.
          • Adequate physical security to safeguard the Group’s business and major assets.   

5. Review of the Statement by the External Auditors

This Statement has been reviewed by the external auditors for inclusion in this Annual Report in
accordance with Paragraph 15.23 of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad’s Main Market Listing Requirements.
The external auditors have reported to the Board that nothing has come to their attention that caused
them to believe that this Statement is not prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with the
disclosures required by paragraphs 41 and 42 of the Statement on Risk Management and Internal Control:
Guidance for Directors of Listed Issuers or is factually inaccurate.
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6. Conclusion by the Board

6.1     The Board, through the AC and RMC, has reviewed the adequacy and effectiveness of the risk
          management and internal control systems and is pleased to report that to the best of its knowledge: 

          (i) There were no material losses incurred as a result of weaknesses in risk management and
          the internal control systems;
          (ii) All relevant laws, rules and regulations have been complied with and the Group was not
          penalised for any instance of non-compliance of laws etc;
          (iii) No unethical behaviour/improper conduct/concerns were reported to the INEDs via the
          Whistle-blowing Policy;
          (iv) There were no major risks causing interruptions to the Group’s operations and business; 
          (v) Adequate controls have been established by Management in relation to the Group’s risks;
          and
          (vi) No material concerns were raised by the internal and external auditors in relation to the
          conduct of their audits in relation to the Group for FPE 2019. 

6.2     The Board has received assurance from the Managing Director and the Chief Financial Officer that
          the Group’s risk management and internal control systems are operating adequately and effectively
          in all material aspects, based on the risk management and internal control systems of the Group.

6.3     Accordingly, the Board, with the concurrence of the AC and RMC is satisfied that the risk
          management and internal control systems in place for the Financial Period are adequate and
          effective to safeguard shareholders’ investments, the Group’s assets and the interests of other
          stakeholders.  

The Board remains committed in improving the Group’s risk governance and strengthening the control
environment to ensure the sustainability of the Group’s business. 

This Statement is made in accordance with the resolution of the Board dated 22 October 2019.
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Audit Committee Report

The Board of Directors (the “Board”) is pleased to present the Audit Committee Report for the financial period
ended 31 July 2019 (“Financial Period”/ “FPE 2019”). 

The Audit Committee (“AC”/“Committee”) was established on 28 August 1993. The AC’s primary objective is
to assist the Board in ensuring proper corporate governance in fulfilling its fiduciary responsibilities, particularly
relating to business ethics, policies and practices, financial management, risk management and internal control.
The Committee carries out its duties and responsibilities in accordance with its Terms of Reference set out in
the AC Charter, which is available on the Company’s website at http://daibochi.com/corporate-governance/.

The AC has the authority to investigate any matter within its Terms of Reference. In this regard, the Committee
has full and unrestricted access to any information pertaining to the Group, co-operation from Management,
direct communication channels with the external and internal auditors and reasonable resources to enable it
to discharge its functions appropriately. 

1.   COMPOSITION AND MEETINGS

      1.1 The AC currently comprises three (3) members, all of whom are Independent Non-Executive Directors
          (“INEDs”). The Committee members are appointed by the Board from amongst the Non-Executive
          Directors. The Committee Chairperson, Ms. Caroline Ang Choo Bee (“Ms. Caroline Ang”) is not the
          Chairperson of the Board, thus ensuring the overall effectiveness and independence of the Committee
           and also in line with Practice 8.1 of the Malaysian Code on Corporate Governance (“MCCG”).
      
      1.2 Ms. Caroline Ang is a Chartered Accountant of the Malaysian Institute of Accountants (“MIA”) and a
          fellow member of the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants. Mr. Heng Fu Joe is a Chartered
          Accountant of the MIA, a fellow member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants Australia and a
          Chartered member of the Institute of Internal Auditors, Malaysia. Mr. Faris Salim Cassim (“Mr. Faris
          Cassim”) holds Bachelor of Laws and Bachelor of Commerce degrees and specialises in corporate law. 

      1.3 All the AC members are financially literate and able to understand matters under the Committee’s
          purview, including the financial reporting process. Collectively, the members have sufficient
          expertise/experience in finance and possess a wide range of skills i.e. in relation to accounting, audit,
          tax, finance, legal and corporate finance matters to discharge the AC’s duties effectively. Accordingly,
          the Company meets Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad’s (“Bursa Securities”) Main Market Listing
          Requirements (“Listing Requirements”) and Practice 8.5 of the MCCG in relation to the composition
          of the AC.

      1.4 A total of eight (8) AC meetings were held during the Financial Period. Information on the meeting
          attendance of the Committee members is set out in the table below:

             Committee                 Date of Appointment            Number of Meetings         Percentage (%) 
             Members                                                                  Attended/Total Number    of Meetings
                                                                                               of Meetings Held               Attended

             Ms. Caroline Ang       16 July 2012 (appointed         8/8                                       100%
             Chairperson/INED      as AC Chairperson
                                                on 1 November 2017)

             Mr. Heng Fu Joe         2 August 2010                        8/8                                       100% 
             Member/INED 

             Mr. Faris Cassim        1 September 2017                 8/8                                       100%
             Member/INED

          The Managing Director, Executive Directors, members of the Management team, external auditors,
          internal auditors and the tax consultants were invited to attend the AC meetings during FPE 2019.
          The Company Secretaries act as the secretary in all Committee meetings. The AC Chairperson briefs
          the Board on the Committee’s proceedings at Board meetings which are held subsequent to the AC
          meetings. Minutes of the Committee meetings are recorded and tabled for confirmation at the next
          AC meeting. Additionally, confirmed minutes of the said meetings are also circulated to all non-AC
          members for notation. The Committee may also take action by way of circular resolutions in lieu of
          convening a formal meeting.
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2.   SUMMARY OF WORK UNDERTAKEN BY THE AC

      The summary of activities/work undertaken by the AC for the Financial Period is as follows:

      2.1 Financial Reporting

          (a)     Reviewed and discussed the appropriateness of the unaudited quarterly financial results and
               report with Management before recommending to the Board for approval and release to Bursa
               Securities.

          (b)     Received updates from the Finance team in relation to Malaysian Financial Reporting Standards
               (“MFRS”) which may have a significant impact on the Group’s financial statements.

          (c)     Reviewed impairment of assets and trade receivables information with the external auditors and
               Finance team.

          (d)     Reviewed write downs of inventories with the Finance team and noted that appropriate write
               downs had been made.

          (e)     Reviewed the valuation of inventories with the Finance team to ensure that adjustments have
               been made appropriately.

          (f)      Discussed the change of the Group’s accounting policy on measurement of land and building
               from cost model to revaluation model with the Finance team and recommended the same to
               the Board for consideration and approval.

          (g)     Reviewed the annual Audited Financial Statements, significant risks and audit focus areas as
               well as internal controls and other matters identified during the audit, with the external auditors
               and Management. Based on the review, the AC was satisfied that the consolidated financial
               statements were prepared in accordance with the relevant accounting standards and applicable
               laws, including MFRSs, for the first time, and the Companies Act 2016 (the “Act”) and presents
               a true and fair view of the Group’s and the Company’s financial position for FPE 2019. The AC
               then recommended the Audited Financial Statements to the Board for consideration and approval.   

          (h)     Reviewed the Independent Auditors’ Report and discussed the key audit matters raised by the
               external auditors, details of which are reflected in the Audited Financial Statements in this Annual
               Report in line with the requirements of the International Standards on Auditing (“ISA”) 701.
               Having considered these matters in light of the Group’s risk management and internal control
               systems, reports furnished by Management and reviews undertaken by the external auditors,
               the AC was satisfied that sufficient control mechanisms have been implemented and that
               Management has assessed and addressed the above said matters appropriately.  

          (i)      Received assurance from the external auditors that they have not identified any material
               inconsistencies or material misstatements in respect of the other information included in this
               Annual Report.

      2.2 Related Party Transactions and Conflict of Interest                                         

          (a)    Reviewed related party transactions (“RPT”), recurrent related party transactions (“RRPT”) and
               possible conflict of interest (“COI”) situations on a quarterly basis to ensure that transactions
               are undertaken in the best interest of the Company or the Group, fair, reasonable, on normal
               commercial terms and not detrimental to the interests of the minority shareholders.

          (b)     Monitored the requirements and thresholds of the RPT/RRPT to ensure compliance with the
               Listing Requirements and MFRSs. Accordingly, at the Extraordinary General Meeting held on 4
               October 2019, the Company obtained its shareholders’ ratification and mandate in respect of
               RRPTs pursuant to paragraph 10.09 of the Listing Requirements.
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          (c) Apprised the Board that there were no significant RPTs, RRPTs and COI situations which arose
          within the Company or Group, including any transaction, procedure or course of conduct that
          raised questions of the Management’s integrity during the Financial Period.

      2.3 External Auditors

          (a) Assessments, appointment and re-appointment of external auditors

          (i)     The external auditors’ independence is a key factor in ensuring that the financial statements
                 of the Group is true and fair and meets high standards of financial integrity. In this regard
                 and in compliance with Practice 8.3 of the MCCG, the AC has a policy to assess the
                 suitability, objectivity and independence of the external auditors i.e. the AC’s Policy on the
                 Suitability and Independence of External Auditors (“AC’s Policy on the External Auditors”).
                To further reinforce independence and to avoid any conflict of interest situation, a former
                 key audit partner shall observe a cooling-off period of at least two (2) years before being
                appointed as a member of the AC, to be in line with Practice 8.2 of the MCCG. The Group
                also restricts the employment of any person whom within the preceding two (2) years had
                 been a partner of the Company’s external audit firm.  

          (ii)    Considered the suitability, objectivity, independence, adequacy of the experience and
                 resources of the external auditors, namely Deloitte PLT as well as the feedback from the
                 Management prior to nomination and recommended the appointment of Deloitte PLT as the
                   external auditors of the Company to the Board.

          (iii)   Assessed the performance and independence of the external auditors prior to their re-
                 appointment in accordance with the AC’s Policy on the External Auditors. The external
                 auditors confirmed that they had complied with the independence requirements set out in
                 the By-Laws (on Professional Ethics, Conduct and Practice) of MIA and the International
                 Ethics Standards Board for Accountants’ Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants. The
                 external auditors’ non-audit service was in respect of the review of the Risk Management
                 and Internal Control Statement and this service is not likely to affect the independence and
                 objectivity of the external auditors. Being satisfied with the external auditor’s performance,
                 timeliness, technical competency and independence in relation to the conduct of the audit,
                 the AC recommended the re-appointment of Deloitte PLT as the Company’s external
                 auditors for the financial year ending 31 July 2020.

          (b) Reviewed the audit fees before recommending to the Board for approval.

          (c) Reviewed and discussed with the external auditors the professional services planning
          memorandum and reports, including matters pertaining to the audit service team, scope of the
          work, significant risks and areas of key audit focus, basis in which the external auditors assess
          materiality, internal control plan, technical updates, independent policies and procedures, timeline,
          fraud responsibilities and representations for the Financial Period. There were no significant
          findings/concerns raised by the external auditors and noted by the AC from the reports.

          (d) Met with the external auditors without the presence of executive Board members and members
          of Management, thus reinforcing the independence of the Company’s external audit function.
          At the meeting, the external auditors informed the AC members that there were no issues of
          concern arising from their audit review and Management had extended their fullest co-operation
          during the course of their audits. 

          (e) Reviewed Grant Thornton Malaysia’s notice in writing given pursuant to Section 281(2) of the
          Act on their resignation as external auditors of the Company. Having considered this, the AC
          reported to the Board that the resignation is due to the Company’s internal restructuring and
          that there were no other matters that need to be brought to the attention of the Board and/or
          the shareholders of the Company.
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      2.4 Internal Auditors

          (a) Assessed the performance of the internal auditors based on:

          (i)     the adequacy of the scope, competency and resources of the internal audit function and
                 that it has the necessary authority to carry out its work, vide a set of questionnaires
                 forwarded to the AC members; and 

          (ii)    feedback from the Management.

          Upon assessing/reviewing the internal audit function, the AC members reported to the Board
          that the internal auditors have the required resources, relevant expertise and professionalism to
          discharge their duties effectively. Further information on the resources, objectivity and independence
          of the internal audit function is provided in the Corporate Governance Report available at
          http://daibochi.com/corporate-governance/ in accordance with Practice 10.2 of the MCCG. 

          (b) Reviewed and approved the Internal Audit Strategy Documents/Plans (“IASD”) proposed by the
          internal auditors.  

          (c) Reviewed the audit reports with the internal auditors and discussed with Management the
          actions to be taken to strengthen the internal control systems based on improvement opportunities
          identified in these reports. The internal auditors also updated the AC on the status of Management’s
          implementation of the internal audit recommendations of previous audits. There were no major
          control weaknesses noted from the internal audit reviews.

          (d) Held separate meetings with the internal auditors without the presence of executive Board
          members and Management.  There were no issues of concern raised by the internal auditors
          at these meetings in relation to its audits and the internal control systems established by the
          Management.

      2.5 Others     
   
          The AC also deliberated the following matters in addition to its regular business:

          (a) Reviewed non-financial information presented by the Management that is of importance in
          assessing the Company’s or the Group’s performance. Matters discussed included information
          pertaining to new markets, award of new business, operational efficiency as well as the analysis
          of prices of key raw materials used in the Group’s manufacturing process. 

          (b) Briefed by the Company’s tax consultants on transfer pricing matters. 

          (c) Received briefings from the internal auditors on Section 17A of the Malaysian Anti-Corruption
          Commission (Amendment) Act 2018 which focuses on offences by commercial organisations
          as well as the Corporate Governance Monitor 2019 launched by the Securities Commission
          Malaysia.

          (d) Received updates from the Management in relation to the Government’s new policies, including
          the implementation of the Sales and Services Tax on 1 September 2018 and minimum wage
          on 1 January 2019 and the impact to the Company/Group.

          (e) Considered the internal controls in the Company’s wholly-owned subsidiary, Daibochi Australia
          Pty. Ltd. and were satisfied with the control mechanisms/measures undertaken by the
          Management in relation thereto.

          (f) Received briefings from the Management on internal control systems in the Company’s
          subsidiary, Daibochi Packaging (Myanmar) Company Limited.

          (g) Considered the valuation report prepared by the independent valuer in relation to the business
          acquisition in Myanmar.
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          (h) Reviewed the following prior to recommending to the Board for approval:
          (i)     the Risk Management and Internal Control Statement for inclusion in this Annual Report; and
          (ii)    the AC Report for inclusion in this Annual Report. 

3.   INTERNAL AUDIT FUNCTION                                                                                      

      The Group set up an Internal Audit Function in year 1995. The objectives of the internal audit are to
      independently assess the system of internal controls established by Management and make appropriate
      recommendations for improvement/enhancements in relation thereto. The Terms of Reference of the
      Internal Audit Function are contained in the Internal Audit Charter.

      The Internal Audit Function has been outsourced to an independent professional service firm, which uses
      a risk-based approach guided by the Institute of Internal Auditors’ International Professional Practice
      Framework in performing the internal audit. During the Financial Period, a new engagement partner/team
      was assigned by the outsourced internal auditors’ firm to carry out the Group's internal audits and provided
      fresh insights to the internal audits carried out in accordance with the approved internal audit plan.

      The internal auditors report directly to the AC and provide independent views on the adequacy, integrity
      and effectiveness of the system of internal controls after its reviews. The IASD covers the areas to be
      audited during the Financial Period and is presented for the consideration and approval of the AC. The
      areas that were audited by the internal auditors during FPE 2019 were Strategic Management, Procurement,
      Warehouse and Logistics Management, Production, Product Development and Technical Support, Quality
      Assurance, Safety, Health and Environment, Human Resource, Sales and Marketing and Inventory
      Management. Internal audit priority rating classifications were used to provide guidance to Management
      on the priority of implementation of internal audit recommendations. The cost incurred in maintaining the
      outsourced Internal Audit Function amounted to RM139,008 for FPE 2019. 

      Further details of the Internal Audit Function are set out in the Risk Management and Internal Control
      Statement in this Annual Report and the Corporate Governance Report, which is available on the Company’s
      website at http://daibochi.com/corporate-governance/.

4.   CONTINUOUS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

      The AC members are encouraged to stay abreast of developments in accounting, finance and relevant
      regulatory matters in order to discharge their duties and responsibilities effectively. During the Financial
      Period, the Committee members attended seminars, workshops and training sessions in various areas,
      including finance, accounting, audit, tax, corporate governance, sustainability and matters related to the
      Act. The programs attended by the AC members are set out in the Professional Development and Induction
      section in the Corporate Governance Overview Statement in this Annual Report. Moving forward, the AC
      members will continue to review their training needs to further enhance their skills/knowledge in accounting
      and auditing standards, practices and rules to enable them to discharge their functions appropriately.

5.   REVIEW OF THE AC                

      The Board, through the Nomination Committee had conducted an evaluation on the term of office and the
      performance of the AC and its members in respect of the Financial Period. Having considered the Nomination
      Committee’s assessment, the Board is satisfied that the AC (including its members) had carried out its
      duties and responsibilities effectively for FPE 2019 by providing objective views and useful recommendations
      to the Board in accordance with the Terms of Reference set out in the AC Charter. 

      The AC Report is made in accordance with the resolution of the Board on 22 October 2019.
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Directors’ Report

The Directors of DAIBOCHI BERHAD (formerly known as “Daibochi Plastic and Packaging Industry Bhd”)
have pleasure in submitting their report and the audited financial statements of the Group and of the Company
for the financial period from January 1, 2018 to July 31, 2019.

CHANGE OF NAME

On July 6, 2018, the Company has changed its name from Daibochi Plastic and Packaging Industry Bhd to
Daibochi Berhad.

CHANGE OF FINANCIAL YEAR END

During the financial period, the Group and the Company have changed their financial year end from December
31 to July 31 to be coterminous with the financial year end of the holding company. Accordingly, the financial
statements of the Group and of the Company for current financial period are drawn up for a period of nineteen
(19) months from January 1, 2018 to July 31, 2019 and that the subsequent financial year shall end on July
31 annually.

PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES

The Company is principally involved in manufacturing and marketing of flexible packaging materials. The
principal activities of the subsidiaries and an associate are disclosed in Notes 11 and 12 to the financial
statements respectively. 

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS

The results of operations of the Group and of the Company for the financial period are as follows:
                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                          The Group        The Company
                                                                                                                                RM’000                   RM’000
                      
Profit for the financial period                                                                                 20,264                     11,513
                      
Profit attributable to:                                                                                                                                         
Owners of the Company                                                                                           17,298
Non-controlling interests                                                                                             2,966                                
                      
                                                                                                                                 20,264                                

In the opinion of the Directors, the results of operations of the Group and of the Company during the financial
period have not been substantially affected by any item, transaction or event of a material and unusual nature.
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DIVIDENDS

Since the end of the previous financial year, the Company paid:

                                                                                                                                                               RM'000

In respect of the financial year ended December 31, 2017                                                 

Fourth interim single tier dividend of 1.30 sen per ordinary share declared 
on February 3, 2018 and paid on March 21, 2018                                                                                   4,263

In respect of the financial period ended July 31, 2019                                                        

First interim single tier dividend of 1.05 sen per ordinary share declared
on May 14, 2018 and paid on June 28, 2018                                                                                          3,442

Second interim single tier dividend of 0.80 sen per ordinary share
declared on August 16, 2018 and paid on September 27, 2018                                                              2,619

Third interim single tier dividend of 1.00 sen per ordinary share declared
on November 14, 2018 and paid on December 21, 2018                                                                        3,273

Fourth interim single tier dividend of 0.50 sen per ordinary share declared
on February 22, 2019 and paid on April 26, 2019                                                                                    1,636

                                                                                                                                                                 15,233

The Directors do not recommend the payment of any final dividend in respect of the financial period ended
July 31, 2019.

RESERVES AND PROVISIONS

There were no material transfers to or from reserves or provisions during the financial period other than those
disclosed in the financial statements. 

ISSUE OF SHARES AND DEBENTURES

During the financial period, the Company increased its issued shares from 327,894,894 ordinary shares to
327,898,483 ordinary shares by way of issuance of 3,589 new ordinary shares pursuant to the exercise of
3,589 warrants at the issue price of RM2.50 per share as disclosed in Note 18 to the financial statements. The
new ordinary shares issued rank pari passu in all respects with the existing ordinary shares of the Company. 

There were no issue of debentures by the Company during the financial period.

ISSUE OF WARRANTS 

The Company has not issued any new warrants during the financial period. 

During the financial period, 3,589 warrants were exercised.

The salient features and movements of the warrants of the Company are disclosed in Note 19 to the financial
statements.
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TREASURY SHARES

During the financial period, the Company repurchased 550,100 of its own shares from the open market of Bursa
Malaysia Securities Berhad.  The total amount paid for the acquisition of shares inclusive of transaction costs
was RM1,144,748, and it has been deducted from equity. The repurchase transactions were financed by
internally generated funds and the average price paid for the shares was RM2.08 per share. The Company
had also disposed of 227,400 treasury shares valued at RM2.25 per share for a total net consideration of
RM512,028 in the open market.

As of July 31, 2019, the Company held 550,100 treasury shares out of its 327,898,483 issued ordinary shares.
The treasury shares are held in accordance with Section 127(6) of the Companies Act 2016 in Malaysia at a
carrying amount of RM1,144,748, as disclosed in Note 18 to the financial statements.

SHARE OPTIONS

No options have been granted by the Company to any parties during the financial period to take up unissued
shares of the Company.

OTHER STATUTORY INFORMATION 

Before the financial statements of the Group and of the Company were made out, the Directors took reasonable
steps:

(a)         to ascertain that proper action had been taken in relation to the writing off of bad debts and the making
             of allowance for doubtful debts, and had satisfied themselves that no known bad debts needed to be
             written off and that no allowance for doubtful debts was necessary; and

(b)         to ensure that any current assets which were unlikely to be realised in the ordinary course of business
             including the value of current assets as shown in the accounting records of the Group and of the
             Company had been written down to an amount which the current assets might be expected so to realise.

As of the date of this report, the Directors are not aware of any circumstances:

(a)         which would require the writing off for bad debts or the making of allowance for doubtful debts in the
             financial statements of the Group and of the Company; or     

(b)         which would render the values attributed to current assets in the financial statements of the Group and
             of the Company misleading; or

(c)         which have arisen which would render adherence to the existing method of valuation of assets or
             liabilities of the Group and of the Company misleading or inappropriate; or 

(d)         not otherwise dealt with in this report or the financial statements of the Group and of the Company
             which would render any amount stated in the financial statements misleading.

As of the date of this report, there does not exist:

(a) any charge on the assets of the Group and of the Company which has arisen since the end of the
financial period which secures the liability of any other person; and

(b) any contingent liability of the Group and of the Company which has arisen since the end of the financial
period.

No contingent or other liability has become enforceable, or is likely to become enforceable, within the period of
twelve months after the end of the financial period which, in the opinion of the Directors, will or may substantially
affect the ability of the Group and of the Company to meet their obligations when they fall due. 
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In the opinion of the Directors, no item, transaction or event of a material and unusual nature has arisen in the
interval between the end of the financial period and the date of this report which is likely to affect substantially
the results of operations of the Group and of the Company in the financial period in which this report is made
other than as disclosed in Note 29 to the financial statements.

DIRECTORS

Directors of the Company

The Directors of the Company in office during the period since the beginning of the financial period to the date
of this report are as follows:

Heng Fu Joe 
Lim Soo Koon
Low Geoff Jin Wei 
Caroline Ang Choo Bee
Faris Salim Cassim 
Heong Mun Foo (appointed on April 4, 2019)

Directors of the subsidiaries

The Directors of the subsidiaries (excluding Directors who are Directors of the Company) in office during the
period since the beginning of the financial period to the date of this report are as follows: 

Chang Chee Siong
U Kyaw Win Tun
U Myo Min Kyaw (appointed on July 18, 2018)
Wong Pei Pei (appointed on August 5, 2019)
Tan Chai Koon^
U Soe Win (resigned on July 18, 2018)

^     Existing director of a newly acquired subsidiary of the Company who remained in office upon the completion
      of the acquisition on August 5, 2019.

DIRECTORS’ INTERESTS

The interests in shares in the Company and in the holding company of those who were Directors as of the end
of the financial period, as recorded in the Register of Directors’ Shareholdings kept by the Company under
Section 59 of the Companies Act 2016 in Malaysia, are as follows:

                                                                                 Number of ordinary shares
                                                                                           Balance                                                      Balance
                                                                                                as of                                                          as of
                                                                                           1.1.2018      Acquired        Disposed      31.7.2019

Interests in the Company                                       

Direct interests                                                                                                                             

Low Geoff Jin Wei                                                          13,686,969                   - (13,686,969) ^                     -
Lim Soo Koon                                                                      518,400                   -                      -          518,400
Caroline Ang Choo Bee                                                         17,280                   -         (17,280) @                     -

Deemed interests                                                                                                                         

Caroline Ang Choo Bee                                                         77,760                   -         (77,760) @                     -
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                                                                                 Number of ordinary shares
                                                                                         Balance                                                                     
                                                                                  as of date of                                                       Balance 
                                                                                       issuance/                                                             as of
                                                                                 appointment        Acquired          Disposed    31.7.2019

Interests in the holding
company, Scientex Berhad                                                                                                                             

Direct interests                                                                                                                                                  

Low Geoff Jin Wei                                                       2,472,803  ^       6,115,169 *                      -    8,587,972
Caroline Ang Choo Bee                                                             -                 3,121 @                      -           3,121
Heong Mun Foo                                                               22,000  #             4,800                          -         26,800

Deemed interests                                                                                                

Caroline Ang Choo Bee                                                             -               14,048 @                      -         14,048
Heong Mun Foo                                                               26,100  #                     -                          -         26,100

^    Pursuant to a conditional share sale agreement as disclosed in Note 29(a) of the financial statements
*    Shares transferred in by immediate family member
@  Pursuant to Mandatory General Take-over Offer (“MGO”) as disclosed in Note 29(a) to the financial statements
#    Date of appointment

                                                                                 Number of warrants
                                                                                         Balance                                                       Balance 
                                                                                               as of                                                             as of
                                                                                         1.1.2018        Acquired          Disposed    31.7.2019

Interests in the Company                                                                                                                                 

Direct interests                                                                                                                                                  

Low Geoff Jin Wei                                                           1,140,580                      -     (1,140,580) *                   -
Lim Soo Koon                                                                      43,200                      -                       -           43,200
Caroline Ang Choo Bee                                                         1,440                      -                       -             1,440

Deemed interests                                                                                                                           

Caroline Ang Choo Bee                                                         6,480                      -                       -             6,480

* Warrants transferred to immediate family member

The other Directors in office as of the end of the financial period did not have any shares or beneficial interest
in the shares and warrants of the Company or its related corporations during or as of the beginning and end of
the financial period.

DIRECTORS’ BENEFITS

Since the end of the previous financial year, none of the Directors of the Company has received or become
entitled to receive any benefits (other than the fees and benefits included in the aggregate amount of
remuneration received or due and receivable by directors or the fixed salary of a full-time employee of the
Company as disclosed in Note 7 to the financial statements) by reason of a contract made by the Company or
a related corporation with any Director or with a firm of which he is a member, or with a company in which he
has a substantial financial interest other than those as disclosed in Note 24 to the financial statements.
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During and as of the end of the financial period, no arrangement subsisted to which the Company was a party
whereby the Directors of the Company might acquire benefits by means of the acquisition of shares in, or
debentures of, the Company or any other body corporate other than those as disclosed in Note 29(a) to the
financial statements.

DIFFERENT FINANCIAL YEAR END OF A SUBSIDIARY

The statutory financial year end of Daibochi Packaging (Myanmar) Company Limited, a subsidiary of the
Company via Daibochi Flexibles Sdn Bhd (“DFlex”), which in turn is a direct subsidiary of the Company, does
not coincide with the financial year end of the Group. DFlex was granted approval from Companies Commission
of Malaysia pursuant to Section 247(3) of Companies Act 2016 for this subsidiary to continue adopt the financial
year end that does not coincide with the Company’s financial year end of July 31. 

INDEMNITY AND INSURANCE FOR DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS

During the financial period, the Company maintains a Directors and Officers liability insurance which provides
appropriate insurance cover for directors and officers of the Group and of the Company. The amount of
insurance premium paid during the financial period amounted to RM27,000. 

There was no indemnity given to or insurance effected for the auditors of the Group and of the Company in
accordance to Section 289 of the Companies Act 2016.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS DURING AND SUBSEQUENT TO THE FINANCIAL PERIOD

In addition to the significant events disclosed elsewhere in this report, other significant and subsequent events
are disclosed in Note 29 to the financial statements. 

HOLDING COMPANY

During the financial period, the Company became a subsidiary of Scientex Berhad, a company incorporated in
Malaysia and listed on the Main Market of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad as disclosed in Note 29(a) to the
financial statements. 

AUDITORS’ REMUNERATION

The amount paid/payable as remuneration of the auditors for the financial period from January 1, 2018 to July
31, 2019 is as disclosed in Note 7 to the financial statements.

AUDITORS

The auditors, Deloitte PLT, have indicated their willingness to continue in office.        

Signed on behalf of the Board, in accordance with a resolution of the Directors, 

HENG FU JOE LIM SOO KOON

Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan
October 22, 2019
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Independent Auditors’ Report
to the members of Daibochi Berhad (formerly known as Daibochi Plastic and Packaging Industry Bhd)

Report on the Audit of the Financial Statements

Opinion

We have audited the financial statements of DAIBOCHI BERHAD (formerly known as Daibochi Plastic and
Packaging Industry Bhd), which comprise the statements of financial position of the Group and of the Company
as of July 31, 2019, and the statements of profit or loss, statements of other comprehensive income, statements
of changes in equity and statements of cash flows of the Group and of the Company for the financial period
from January 1, 2018 to July 31, 2019, and notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant
accounting policies, as set out on pages 60 to 134. 

In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position of the Group
and of the Company as of July 31, 2019, and of their financial performance and their cash flows for the financial
period from January 1, 2018 to July 31, 2019 in accordance with Malaysian Financial Reporting Standards,
International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of the Companies Act 2016 in Malaysia.

Basis for Opinion

We conducted our audit in accordance with approved standards on auditing in Malaysia and International
Standards on Auditing. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditors’
Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements section of our report. We believe that the audit
evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Independence and Other Ethical Responsibilities

We are independent of the Group and of the Company in accordance with the By-Laws (on Professional Ethics,
Conduct and Practice) of the Malaysian Institute of Accountants (“By-Laws”) and the International Ethics
Standards Board for Accountants’ Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (“IESBA Code”), and we have
fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the By-Laws and the IESBA Code.

Key Audit Matters

Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance in our audit
of the financial statements of the Group and of the Company for the current year. These matters were addressed
in the context of our audit of the financial statements of the Group and of the Company as a whole, and in
forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion on these matters.

Key audit matters How our audit addressed the key audit matters

Impairment of goodwill

As of July 31, 2019, the Group recorded a goodwill
amounting to RM32.4 million. This goodwill arose
from the acquisition of the packaging business from
Myanmar Smart Pack Industrial Company Limited
in 2017 via the incorporation of a 60% owned
subsidiary, Daibochi Packaging (Myanmar)
Company Limited (“Daibochi Myanmar”). Daibochi
Myanmar represents a cash-generating unit
(“CGU”) as the Group is expected to benefit from
the synergies achieved from the integration of
Daibochi Myanmar’s operations into the Group’s
existing business.

We obtained an understanding of the basis and key
assumptions adopted by the Management in
determining the VIU of the CGU underpinned in the
impairment model. 

We challenged the key assumptions used, in
particular, the reasonableness of future cash flows
forecast, future sales volume and growth rates
applied. We considered inputs from Management
and our understanding of industry and market
outlook in Myanmar surrounding fast moving
consumer products, which is relevant to the CGU. 
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Key audit matters How our audit addressed the key audit matters

Goodwill is tested for impairment annually. In
determining the recoverable amount, Management
estimates value-in-use (“VIU”) using expected future
cash flows, which require judgements and
application of significant assumptions with respect to
the estimated amount and timing of operating cash
flows of the CGU and applying suitable discount rate
to the cash flows, as described in Notes 4.2 (ii) and
13 to the financial statements.

Valuation of property, plant and equipment under
revaluation model

During the financial period, the Group and the
Company changed its accounting policy of land and
buildings from cost model to revaluation model to be
consistent with the policy adopted by its holding
company. Accordingly, the Group and the Company
engaged an independent firm of valuers (thereafter
refers to “Valuers”) in ascertaining the fair value of
land and buildings of the Group and of the Company.

The Group and the Company recognised a gain on
revaluation of RM7.5 million, net of tax, reflected in
the revaluation reserve as of the end of the reporting
period. 

The determination of fair values of the land and
buildings involved significant judgements,
assumptions and estimation that could result in
material misstatement, as described in Notes 4.2 (iii)
and 10 to the financial statements.

We involved our internal valuation specialist in
assessing the reasonableness of discount rate and
long-term growth rate used by Management. We
evaluated the work of our internal valuation specialist
and challenged the basis used by our internal
valuation specialist.

In addition, we performed retrospective review based
on historical financial performance and cash flows
projection of the CGU in assessing the reliability of
Management’s forecasting process.

We checked the mathematical accuracy of the
impairment model and compared the recoverable
amount of the CGU to the carrying amount. We
assessed sensitivity and the impact of a range of
possible outcome on the impairment assessment for
any changes in key assumptions used i.e. pre-tax
discount rate, Compounded Annual Growth Rate
(“CAGR”) and long-term inflation rate.

We have assessed the adequacy and
appropriateness of the disclosures in relation to
goodwill in the financial statements.

We assessed the independence, integrity,
qualification and competency of the Valuers. 

We obtained an understanding of the valuation
methodologies used by the Valuers in respect of the
valuation of land and buildings of the Group and of the
Company and challenged them on their valuation
methodology and assumptions used in determining the
fair values. 

We assessed the appropriateness of deferred tax
calculations applied by the Management on the
revaluation surplus recognised during the financial
period.

We tested the mathematical accuracy of the
revaluation calculations. 

We assessed the adequacy and appropriateness of
the disclosures made by Management in the financial
statements in relation to change of accounting policy
of land and buildings from cost model to revaluation
model.

Information Other than the Financial Statements and Auditors’ Report Thereon

The Directors of the Company are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the
information included in the Directors’ Report and in the Annual Report of the Company, but does not include
the financial statements of the Group and of the Company and our auditors’ report thereon. 

Our opinion on the financial statements of the Group and of the Company does not cover the other information
and we do not express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
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In connection with our audit of the financial statements of the Group and of the Company, our responsibility is
to read the other information and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent
with the financial statements of the Group and of the Company or our knowledge obtained in the audit or
otherwise appears to be materially misstated.

If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other
information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.

Responsibilities of the Directors for the Financial Statements

The Directors of the Company are responsible for the preparation of the financial statements of the Group and
of the Company that give a true and fair view in accordance with Malaysian Financial Reporting Standards,
International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of the Companies Act 2016 in Malaysia. The
Directors are also responsible for such internal control as the Directors determine is necessary to enable the
preparation of financial statements of the Group and of the Company that are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the financial statements of the Group and of the Company, the Directors are responsible for assessing
the Group’s and the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related
to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the Directors either intend to liquidate
the Group or the Company or to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.

Auditors’ Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements 

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements of the Group and of
the Company as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an
auditors’ report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a
guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with approved standards on auditing in Malaysia and
International Standards on Auditing will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can
arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be
expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements. 

As part of an audit in accordance with approved standards on auditing in Malaysia and International Standards
on Auditing, we exercise professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit.
We also: 

• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements of the Group and of
the Company, whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those
risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting
from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the
override of internal control.

• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the Group’s and of the Company’s internal control.

• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by the Directors. 

• Conclude on the appropriateness of Directors’ use of the going concern basis of accounting and, based
on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions
that may cast significant doubt on the Group’s or the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern.
If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditors’
report to the related disclosures in the financial statements of the Group and of the Company or, if such
disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence
obtained up to the date of our auditors’ report. However, future events or conditions may cause the
Group or the Company to cease to continue as a going concern.
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•           Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements of the Group and of
            the Company, including the disclosures, and whether the financial statements of the Group and of the
            Company represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation. 

• Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities or
business activities within the Group to express an opinion on the financial statements of the Group.
We are responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of the group audit. We remain solely
responsible for our audit opinion.

We communicate with the Directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and
significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.

We also provide the Directors with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical requirements
regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other matters that may reasonably
be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related safeguards. 

From the matters communicated with the Directors, we determine those matters that were of most significance
in the audit of the financial statements of the Group and of the Company for the current year and are therefore
the key audit matters. We describe these matters in our auditors’ report unless law or regulation precludes public
disclosure about the matter or when, in extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a matter should not be
communicated in our report because the adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably be expected to
outweigh the public interest benefits of such communication.

Report on Other Legal and Regulatory Requirements

In accordance with the requirements of the Companies Act 2016 in Malaysia, we report that the subsidiaries of
which we have not acted as auditors, are disclosed in Note 11 to the financial statements.

Other Matters

1. As stated in Note 2(b) to the financial statements, the Group and the Company adopted Malaysian
Financial Reporting Standards on January 1, 2018 with a transition date of January 1, 2017. These
standards were applied retrospectively by the Directors to the comparative information in these financial
statements, including the statements of financial position of the Group and of the Company as of
December 31, 2017 and January 1, 2017, and the statements of profit or loss, statements of other
comprehensive income, statements of changes in equity and statements of cash flows of the Group
and of the Company for the year ended December 31, 2017 and related disclosures. We were not
engaged to report on the restated comparative information and it is unaudited. Our responsibilities as
part of our audit of the financial statements of the Group and of the Company for the financial period
ended July 31, 2019, in these circumstances, included obtaining sufficient appropriate audit evidence
that the opening balances as of January 1, 2018 do not contain misstatements that materially affect
the financial position as of July 31, 2019 and the financial performance and cash flows for the financial
period from January 1, 2018 to July 31, 2019.

2. This report is made solely to the members of the Company, as a body, in accordance with Section 266
of the Companies Act, 2016 in Malaysia and for no other purpose. We do not assume responsibility to
any other person for the content of this report. 

3. The financial statements of the Group and of the Company as of December 31, 2017 were audited by
another firm of auditors whose report dated April 4, 2018 expressed an unqualified opinion.

DELOITTE PLT NOR SUHANA BINTI SULAIMAN
(LLP0010145-LCA) Partner - 03433/05/2021 J
Chartered Accountants (AF 0080) Chartered Accountant

October 22, 2019
Johor Bahru
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Statements Of Profit or Loss

FOR THE FINANCIAL PERIOD FROM JANUARY 1, 2018 TO JULY 31, 2019

                                                                                 The Group           The Company
                                                                                       1.1.2018 to     1.1.2017 to       1.1.2018 to      1.1.2017 to
                                                                                         31.7.2019      31.12.2017         31.7.2019      31.12.2017
                                                                                     (19 months)   (12 months)     (19 months)    (12 months)
                                                                         Note            RM’000           RM’000            RM’000           RM’000

Revenue                                                              5           699,336          388,647           637,292          371,264
Cost of sales                                                                  (628,981)        (332,478)         (586,122)        (323,726)

Gross profit                                                                         70,355            56,169             51,170            47,538
Other income                                                                        4,652              4,333               5,501              4,903
Selling and distribution expenses                                     (20,801)          (10,583)           (17,583)            (9,097)
Administrative expenses                                                  (25,133)          (12,308)           (17,865)            (8,093)
Finance costs                                                       6             (6,107)            (3,017)             (5,716)            (2,822)
Share of profit of equity-accounted
associate                                                          12               1,913              1,154                       -                      -

Profit before tax                                                 7             24,879            35,748             15,507            32,429
Income tax expense                                             8             (4,615)            (8,665)             (3,994)            (8,028)

Profit for the financial period/year                                  20,264            27,083             11,513            24,401

Profit for the financial period/year
attributable to:                                                                                                                                                  
Owners of the Company                                                   17,298            25,932             11,513            24,401
Non-controlling interests                                                     2,966              1,151                       -                      -

                                                                                           20,264            27,083             11,513            24,401

Earnings per ordinary share
attributable to owners of the Company

  Basic (Sen)                                                        9                 5.28                7.92                                               
  

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements.
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Statements Of Other Comprehensive Income

FOR THE FINANCIAL PERIOD FROM JANUARY 1, 2018 TO JULY 31, 2019

                                                                                 The Group           The Company
                                                                                       1.1.2018 to     1.1.2017 to       1.1.2018 to      1.1.2017 to
                                                                                         31.7.2019      31.12.2017         31.7.2019      31.12.2017
                                                                                     (19 months)   (12 months)     (19 months)    (12 months)
                                                                         Note            RM’000           RM’000            RM’000           RM’000

Profit for the financial period/year                                  20,264            27,083             11,513            24,401

Other comprehensive income/(loss)
for the financial period/year, net of
income tax

Item that will not be reclassified
subsequently to profit or loss:                                                                                                                            
Gain on revaluation of property, 
plant and equipment                                                         7,468                      -               7,468                      -

Item that may be reclassified
subsequently to profit or loss:                                                                                                                            
Foreign exchange differences on
translation of foreign operations                                     (5,344)            (3,139)                       -                      -

Total comprehensive income for the
financial period/year                                                      22,388            23,944             18,981            24,401

Total comprehensive income for the
financial period/year attributable to:                                                                                                              

  Owners of the Company                                                   21,183            23,865             18,981            24,401
  Non-controlling interests                                                     1,205                   79                       -                      -

                                                                                           22,388            23,944             18,981            24,401

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements.
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Statements Of Financial Position

AS OF JULY 31, 2019
                                                                                                                31.7.2019       31.12.2017          1.1.2017
The Group                                                                                Note           RM’000            RM’000           RM’000

ASSETS                                                                                                                                                               

Non-current assets                                                                                                                                            
Property, plant and equipment                                                   10          139,444           138,088          141,218
Investment in an associate                                                        12            19,136             19,363            20,245
Goodwill                                                                                     13            32,428             35,137                      -
Deferred tax assets                                                                    14                 115                   117                  119

                                                                                                                191,123           192,705          161,582

Current assets                                                                                                                                                    
Inventories                                                                                 15            62,438             86,537            72,554
Trade and other receivables                                                      16            89,302             67,766            57,783
Tax recoverable                                                                                           3,710                  805                 627
Derivative financial assets                                                         17                      -                      6                   21
Cash and bank balances                                                                           18,562             18,306            15,829

                                                                                                                174,012           173,420          146,814

Total Assets                                                                                            365,135           366,125          308,396

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                      
Capital and Reserves                                                                                                                                         
Share capital                                                                              18          164,176           164,163          136,623
Treasury shares                                                                         18            (1,145)                (508)            (2,354)
Reserves                                                                                    19            43,143             37,193            54,902

Equity attributable to owners of the Company                                         206,174           200,848          189,171
Non-controlling interests                                                                            24,199             21,054                      -

Total Equity                                                                                             230,373           221,902          189,171
                                                                                                                             

Non-current liabilities                                                                                                                                        
Trade and other payables                                                          20                      -                  664                 508
Borrowings                                                                                 21              5,269             20,128            13,417
Deferred tax liabilities                                                                14            17,390             13,016            12,860
                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                  22,659             33,808            26,785

Current liabilities                                                                                                                                                
Trade and other payables                                                          20            54,471             57,912            51,297
Borrowings                                                                                 21            57,358             49,747            40,573
Derivative financial liabilities                                                      17                 113                       -                 570
Tax payable                                                                                                     161               2,756                      -

                                                                                                                112,103            110,415            92,440

Total Liabilities                                                                                       134,762           144,223           119,225

Total Equity and Liabilities                                                                    365,135           366,125          308,396
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                                                                                                                31.7.2019       31.12.2017          1.1.2017
The Company                                                                          Note           RM’000            RM’000           RM’000

ASSETS                                                                                                                                                               

Non-current assets                                                                                                                                            
Property, plant and equipment                                                   10          131,866           129,674          141,122
Investments in subsidiaries                                                        11            42,811               6,699              6,699

                                                                                                                174,677           136,373          147,821

Current assets                                                                                                                                                    
Inventories                                                                                 15            41,472             70,437            63,452
Trade and other receivables                                                      16            89,812           109,301            67,378
Tax recoverable                                                                                           3,491                  801                 524
Derivative financial assets                                                         17                      -                      6                   21
Cash and bank balances                                                                             9,150               7,613            13,040

                                                                                                                143,925           188,158          144,415

Total Assets                                                                                            318,602           324,531          292,236

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES                                                                                                                                  

Capital and Reserves                                                                                                                                         
Share capital                                                                              18          164,176           164,163          136,623
Treasury shares                                                                         18            (1,145)                (508)            (2,354)
Reserves                                                                                    19            26,421             22,673            39,846

Total Equity                                                                                             189,452           186,328           174,115

Non-current liabilities                                                                                                                                        
Trade and other payables                                                          20                      -                  664                 508
Borrowings                                                                                 21              5,269             20,128            13,417
Deferred tax liabilities                                                                14            18,541             14,013            13,405

                                                                                                                  23,810             34,805            27,330

Current liabilities                                                                                                                                                
Trade and other payables                                                          20            47,869              51,115            49,648
Borrowings                                                                                 21            57,358             49,747            40,573
Derivative financial liabilities                                                      17                 113                       -                 570
Tax payable                                                                                                         -               2,536                      -

                                                                                                                105,340           103,398            90,791

Total Liabilities                                                                                       129,150           138,203           118,121

Total Equity and Liabilities                                                                    318,602           324,531          292,236

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements. 
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Statements Of Changes In Equity
         Distributable

Non-Distributable Reserves  Reserve
Issued Treasury Share Revaluation    Warrants Discount Retained Total
Capital Shares Premium Reserve      Reserve on Shares Earnings Equity

The Company Note(s) RM’000 RM’000 RM’000 RM’000       RM’000 RM’000 RM’000 RM’000

Balance as of
January 1, 2017 136,623 (2,354) 2,950                    - - - 36,896 174,115

Profit for the financial
year/Total
comprehensive
income for the
financial year, net of
income tax - - -                     - - - 24,401 24,401

Dividends 22 - - -                     - - - (14,250) (14,250)
Bonus shares 18&19 27,324 - (2,950)                     - - - (24,374) -
Warrants issue 19 - - -                     - 9,837 (9,837) - -
Acquisition of treasury
shares 18 - (4,490) -                     - - - - (4,490)

Disposal of treasury
shares 18 216 6,336 -                     - - - - 6,552

Balance as of
December 31, 2017 164,163 (508) -                     - 9,837 (9,837) 22,673 186,328

Balance as of
January 1, 2018 164,163 (508) -                     - 9,837 (9,837) 22,673 186,328

Profit for the financial
period - - -                     - - - 11,513 11,513

Other comprehensive
income for the
financial period, net
of income tax - - -             7,468 - - - 7,468

Total comprehensive
income for the
financial period - - -             7,468 - - 11,513 18,981

Dividends 22 - - -                     - - - (15,233) (15,233)
Reclassification 19 - - -                     - (9,837) 9,837 - -
Exercise of warrants 18&19 9 - -                     - - - - 9
Acquisition of
treasury shares 18 - (1,145) -                     - - - - (1,145)

Disposal of treasury
shares 18 4 508 -                     - - - - 512

Balance as of
July 31, 2019 164,176 (1,145) -             7,468 - - 18,953 189,452

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements.
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Statements Of Cash Flows

FOR THE FINANCIAL PERIOD FROM JANUARY 1, 2018 TO JULY 31, 2019

                                                                                 The Group           The Company
                                                                                       1.1.2018 to     1.1.2017 to       1.1.2018 to      1.1.2017 to
                                                                                         31.7.2019      31.12.2017         31.7.2019      31.12.2017
                                                                                     (19 months)   (12 months)     (19 months)    (12 months)
                                                                    Note(s)            RM’000           RM’000            RM’000           RM’000

CASH FLOWS FROM/(USED IN)
OPERATING ACTIVITIES                                                                                                                                 

Profit before tax                                                                  24,879            35,748             15,507            32,429
Adjustments for:                                                                                                                            
Depreciation of property,
plant and equipment                                                       22,858            13,774             21,054            13,273

Net write-down of inventories                                           10,799              2,024             10,001              1,862
Finance costs                                                                      6,107              3,017               5,716              2,822
Property, plant and equipment:                                                                                                                          
Write-offs                                                                          1,682                   20               1,414                   14
Loss/(Gain) on disposal                                                       131                 (84)                  136               (479)

Unrealised foreign 
exchange loss/(gain)                                                            725            (1,097)                  269            (1,125)

Provision for employee benefits                                             682                 175                  630                 156
Inventories written off                                                             581                      -                  581                      -
Net loss/(gain) arising from financial
instrument measured at FVTPL                                           119               (555)                  119               (555)

Share of results of an associate                                       (1,913)            (1,154)                       -                      -
Interest income from:                                                                                                                                         
Short-term deposits                                                           (165)               (171)                (161)               (170)
A subsidiary                                                                              -                      -                (825)               (254)

Fair value adjustment for
defined contribution plan                                                          -                 (46)                       -                 (46)

Dividend income from a subsidiary                                             -                      -                (334)                      -

Operating profit before working
capital changes                                                                 66,485            51,651             54,107            47,927

Movements in working capital:                                                                                                      
(Increase)/Decrease in:                                                                                                                                      
Inventories                                                                      10,858          (13,726)             18,383            (8,847)

  Receivables                                                                    (5,608)            (7,356)                (758)            (8,855)
Increase/(Decrease) in payables                                      (2,640)              6,433             (4,609)                 660

Cash generated from operations                                        69,095            37,002             67,123            30,885
Interest received                                                                        83                 144                    79                 143
Tax paid                                                                              (7,899)            (5,922)             (6,858)            (5,161)

Net Cash From Operating Activities                               61,279            31,224             60,344            25,867
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                                                                                 The Group           The Company
                                                                                       1.1.2018 to     1.1.2017 to       1.1.2018 to      1.1.2017 to
                                                                                         31.7.2019      31.12.2017         31.7.2019      31.12.2017
                                                                                     (19 months)   (12 months)     (19 months)    (12 months)
                                                                    Note(s)            RM’000           RM’000            RM’000           RM’000

CASH FLOWS FROM/(USED IN)
INVESTING ACTIVITIES                                                                                                                                   

Dividend income from: 
An associate                                                                       2,140              2,036                       -                      -

  A subsidiary                                                                                -                      -                  334                      -
Proceeds from disposal of 
property, plant and equipment                                            1,095                 148               1,061              1,183

Interest received                                                                        82                   27                    82                   27
Purchase of property, plant and equipment     23(i)           (15,024)            (4,346)           (13,187)            (2,543)
Deposits paid for:                                                                                                                                                 
  Acquisition of a subsidiary                               16           (12,500)                      -           (12,500)                      -
Purchase of property, plant and equipment       16             (7,115)            (2,707)             (5,398)            (2,608)

Acquisition of business                                      11                       -          (28,172)                       -                      -
Interest received from a subsidiary                                               -                      -                  825                 254

Net Cash Used In Investing Activities                          (31,322)          (33,014)           (28,783)            (3,687)

CASH FLOWS FROM/(USED IN)
  FINANCING ACTIVITIES                                                                                                                                  

Net drawdown of short-term borrowings         23(iii)             11,704                 264             11,704                 264
Net (repayment)/drawdown of term loans       23(iii)           (16,562)            20,325           (16,562)            20,325
Capital contribution by non-controlling
  interests of a subsidiary                                                      1,958              1,978                       -                      -
Proceeds from disposal of 
  treasury shares                                                18                  512              6,552                  512              6,552
Proceeds from exercise of warrants            18&19                      9                      -                      9                      -
Dividends paid to: 
  Owners of the Company                                  22           (15,233)          (14,250)           (15,233)          (14,250)
  Non-controlling interests                                  11                  (18)                      -                       -                      -
Interest paid                                                                        (6,107)            (3,017)             (5,716)            (2,822)
Repayment of finance leases                        23(iii)             (3,583)            (2,833)             (3,583)            (2,833)
Acquisition of treasury shares                            18             (1,145)            (4,490)             (1,145)            (4,490)
Share issuance expenses                                                            -               (206)                       -               (206)
Net advances to a subsidiary                                                       -                      -                       -          (30,157)

Net Cash (Used In)/From
  Financing Activities                                                      (28,465)              4,323           (30,014)          (27,617)

NET INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS                                    1,492              2,533               1,547            (5,437)

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
  AS OF BEGINNING OF FINANCIAL
  PERIOD/YEAR                                                                 18,296            15,829               7,603            13,040

Effect of exchange differences                                           (1,226)                 (66)                       -                      -

                                                                                           17,070            15,763               7,603            13,040

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AS OF 
  END OF FINANCIAL PERIOD/YEAR         23(ii)             18,562            18,296               9,150              7,603

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements.
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Notes To The Financial Statements

1.      GENERAL INFORMATION 

        The Company is a public limited liability company, incorporated and domiciled in Malaysia and listed on
        the Main Market of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad.

        The Company is principally involved in manufacturing and marketing of flexible packaging materials. The
        principal activities of its subsidiaries and associate are disclosed in Notes 11 and 12. 

        During the financial period, the Company changed its name from Daibochi Plastic and Packaging Industry
        Bhd. to Daibochi Berhad. The Group and the Company have changed their financial year end from
        December 31 to July 31 to be coterminous with the financial year end of the holding company. Accordingly,
        the financial statements of the Group and of the Company for current financial period are drawn up for a
        period of nineteen (19) months from January 1, 2018 to July 31, 2019 and that the subsequent financial
        year shall end on July 31 annually.

        The registered office of the Company has changed from Kompleks Daibochi Plastic, Lot 3 & 7, Ayer Keroh
        Industrial Estate, Phase IV, 75450 Melaka to No. 9, Persiaran Selangor, Seksyen 15, 40200 Shah Alam,
        Selangor. 

        The principal place of business of the Company is located at Kompleks Daibochi Plastic, Lot 3 & 7, Ayer
        Keroh Industrial Estate, Phase IV, 75450 Melaka.

        During the financial period, the Company became a subsidiary of Scientex Berhad, a company
        incorporated in Malaysia and listed on the Main Market of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad as disclosed
        in Note 29(a). 

        The financial statements of the Company have been authorised by the Board of Directors on October 22,
        2019 for issuance.

2.      BASIS OF PREPARATION OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

        (a)    Statement of compliance

                The financial statements of the Group and of the Company have been prepared in accordance with
                Malaysian Financial Reporting Standards (“MFRS”), International Financial Reporting Standards
                (“IFRS”) and the requirements of the Companies Act 2016 in Malaysia.

        (b)    Adoption of MFRS

                For periods up to and including the financial year ended December 31, 2017, the Group and the
                Company prepared its financial statements in accordance with the Financial Reporting Standards
                (“FRS”) in Malaysia. The Group’s and the Company’s financial statements for the current financial
                period have been prepared in accordance with MFRS for the first time. Due to the change in the
                financial year end of the Group and of the Company from December 31, 2018 to July 31, 2019, the
                financial statements of the Group and of the Company for the financial period ended July 31, 2019
                is the first set of financial statements prepared in accordance with MFRS. The date of transition to
                MFRS was on January 1, 2017 and accounted for in accordance with MFRS 1 First-time Adoption
                of MFRS.
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                There are no significant changes to the accounting policies of the Group and of the Company as a
                consequence of transition to MFRS other than as described below:

                MFRS 9 Financial Instruments

                The Group and the Company have applied MFRS 9 under full retrospective method, in accordance
                with the transition provisions set out in MFRS 9 i.e. applied the classification and measurement
                requirements (including impairment under expected credit loss model) to instruments that have not
                been derecognised as of January 1, 2017 and has not applied the requirements to instruments that
                have already been derecognised as of January 1, 2017. 

                MFRS 9 introduced new requirements for:

                (i)      the classification and measurement of financial assets and financial liabilities; and
                (ii)     impairment of financial assets.

                Classification and measurement

                All recognised financial assets that are within the scope of MFRS 9 are required to be measured
                subsequently at amortised cost or at fair value on the basis of the entity’s business model for
                managing the financial assets and the contractual cash flow characteristics of the financial assets.

                Specifically:

                •        debt instruments that are held within a business model whose objective is to collect the
                         contractual cash flows, and that have contractual cash flows that are solely payments of
                         principal and interest (“SPPI”) on the principal amount outstanding, are measured subsequently
                         at amortised cost;
                
                •        debt instruments that are held within a business model whose objective is both to collect the
                         contractual cash flows and to sell the debt instruments, and that have contractual cash flows
                         that are SPPI on the principal amount outstanding, are measured subsequently at fair value
                         through other comprehensive income (“FVTOCI”); and

                •        all other debt and equity instruments are measured subsequently at fair value through profit or
                         loss (“FVTPL”).

                In the current year, the Group and the Company have not designated any debt instrument that meet
                the amortised cost or FVTOCI criteria as measured at FVTPL.

                When a debt investment measured at FVTOCI is derecognised, the cumulative gain or loss
                previously recognised in other comprehensive income is reclassified from equity to profit or loss as
                a reclassification adjustment. When an equity instrument designated as measured at FVTOCI is
                derecognised, the cumulative gain or loss previously recognised in other comprehensive income is
                subsequently transferred to retained earnings.

                Debt instruments that are measured subsequently at amortised cost or at FVTOCI are subject to
                impairment.

                The Directors of the Group and of the Company reviewed and assessed the Group’s and the
                Company’s existing financial assets as of January 1, 2017 based on the facts and circumstances
                that existed as of that date and concluded that trade and other receivables, deposits, amount
                receivable from subsidiaries, cash and bank balances that were previously classified as loans and
                receivables are now classified and measured as financial instruments at amortised cost. The Group
                and the Company intend to hold the assets to maturity to collect contractual cash flows and these
                cash flows consist SPPI on the principal amount outstanding.
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                There are no changes in classification and measurement for the Group’s and the Company’s financial
                liabilities whereby the financial liabilities classified as other financial liabilities under FRS 139 that
                were measured at amortised cost continue to be measured at amortised cost under MFRS 9.

                There is no change in the classification and measurement of derivative financial instruments which
                continues to be measured at FVTPL.

                Impairment

                The adoption of MFRS 9 has fundamentally changed the Group’s and the Company’s accounting
                for impairment losses for financial assets by replacing MFRS 139’s incurred loss approach with a
                forward-looking expected credit loss (“ECL”) approach. MFRS 9 requires the Group and the Company
                to recognise an allowance for ECL for all debt instruments not held at FVTPL and contract assets.

                The Group and the Company make use of a simplified approach in accounting for trade receivables
                and records the loss allowance as lifetime ECL. The Group and the Company use its historical
                experience, external indicators and forward-looking information to calculate the ECL using a provision
                matrix.

                The adoption of new impairment model under MFRS 9 did not have a significant impact on the
                financial statements of the Group and of the Company.

        (c)    Standards issued but not yet effective

                As of the date of authorisation of these financial statements, certain new standards, IC Interpretations
                and amendments to existing standards have been published by the Malaysian Accounting Standards
                Board (“MASB”) but are not yet effective, and have not been adopted by the Group and the Company
                are as listed below:

                                                                                              Effective for Financial
                                                                                                    Periods Beginning
                                                                                                                 On or After

                Amendments to MFRS 10 Consolidated Financial Statements and                Deferred to a date
                and MFRS 128 Investment In Associates and Joint                       to be announced
                         Ventures: Sale or Contribution of Assets                     by the MASB
                         between an Investor and its Associate or
                         Joint Venture

                MFRS 16 Leases                                                                      January 1, 2019

                IC Interpretation 23 Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatment                   January 1, 2019

                Amendments to MFRS 3 Business Combinations: Previously
                         Held Interest in a Joint Operation^                         January 1, 2019

                Amendments to MFRS 9 Financial Instruments: Prepayment
                         Features with Negative Compensation                  January 1, 2019

                Amendments to MFRS 11 Joint Arrangements: Previously Held
                         Interest in a Joint Operation^                                  January 1, 2019

                Amendments to  MFRS 112 Income Taxes: Income Tax Consequences
                         of Payments on Financial Instruments
                         Classified as Equity^                                              January 1, 2019

                Amendments to MFRS 119 Employee Benefits: Plan Amendment,
                         Curtailment or Settlement                                       January 1, 2019

                Amendments to  MFRS 123 Borrowing Costs: Borrowing Costs Eligible
                         for Capitalisation^                                                   January 1, 2019
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                                                                                              Effective for Financial
                                                                                                    Periods Beginning
                                                                                                                 On or After

                Amendments to  MFRS 128 Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures:        January 1, 2019
                         Long-term Interests in Associates and Joint
                         Ventures                      

                Amendments to MFRS 3 Business Combinations: Definition of a                    January 1, 2020
                         Business

                Amendments to MFRS 101 Presentation of Financial Statements:                      January 1, 2020
                         Definition of Material

                Amendments to MFRS 108 Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting           January 1, 2020
                         Estimates and Errors: Definition of Material                                    

                Amendments to MFRS 2 Share-Based Payment*                                            January 1, 2020

                Amendment to MFRS 3 Business Combinations*                                          January 1, 2020

                Amendments to MFRS 6 Exploration for and Evaluation of Mineral                 January 1, 2020
                         Resources*                 

                Amendment to MFRS 14 Regulatory Deferral Accounts*                                 January 1, 2020

                Amendments to MFRS 101 Presentation of Financial Statements*                     January 1, 2020

                Amendments to MFRS 108 Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting           January 1, 2020
                         Estimates and Errors*

                Amendments to MFRS 134 Interim Financial Reporting*                                     January 1, 2020

                Amendment to MFRS 137 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and                       January 1, 2020
                         Contingent Assets*

                Amendment to MFRS 138 Intangible Assets*                                                     January 1, 2020

                Amendment to IC Service Concession Arrangements*                         January 1, 2020
                Interpretation 12

                Amendment to IC Extinguishing Financial Liabilities with                     January 1, 2020
                Interpretation 19 Equity Instruments*

                Amendment to IC Stripping Costs in the Production Phase                  January 1, 2020
                Interpretation 20 of a Surface Mine*

                Amendment to IC Foreign Currency Transactions and                         January 1, 2020
                Interpretation 22 Advance Consideration*                                                                   

                Amendment to IC Intangible Assets - Web Site Costs*                         January 1, 2020
                Interpretation 132

                MFRS 17 Insurance Contracts                                                 January 1, 2021

                ^       Annual Improvements to MFRS Standards 2015-2017 Cycle

                *        Amendments to References to the Conceptual Framework in MFRS Standards
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                The potential effects on the financial statements of the Group and of the Company on adoption of
                the new standards, IC Interpretations and amendments to existing standards listed above in future
                periods are discussed below:

                MFRS 16 Leases

                MFRS 16 was issued in January 2016 and it replaces MFRS 117 Leases, IC Interpretation 4
                Determining whether an Arrangement contains a Lease, SIC-15 Operating Leases-Incentives and
                SIC-27 Evaluating the Substance of Transactions Involving the Legal Form of a Lease. IFRS 16 sets
                out the principles for the recognition, measurement, presentation and disclosure of leases and
                requires lessees to account for all leases under a single on-balance sheet model similar to the
                accounting for finance leases under MFRS 117. The standard includes two recognition exemptions
                for lessees - leases of ‘low-value’ assets (e.g., personal computers) and short-term leases (i.e.,
                leases with a lease term of 12 months or less). As of the commencement date of a lease, a lessee
                will recognise a liability to make lease payments (i.e., the lease liability) and an asset representing
                the right to use the underlying asset during the lease term (i.e., the right-of-use asset). Lessees will
                be required to separately recognise the interest expense on the lease liability and the depreciation
                expense on the right-of-use asset.

                Lessees will also be required to remeasure the lease liability upon the occurrence of certain events
                (e.g., a change in the lease term, a change in future lease payments resulting from a change in an
                index or rate used to determine those payments). The lessee will generally recognise the amount of
                the remeasurement of the lease liability as an adjustment to the right-of-use asset. 

                Lessor accounting under MFRS 16 is substantially unchanged from today’s accounting under MFRS
                117. Lessors will continue to classify all leases using the same classification principle as in MFRS
                117 and distinguish between two types of leases: operating and finance leases.

                MFRS 16, which is effective for annual periods beginning on or after January 1, 2019, requires
                lessees and lessors to make more extensive disclosures than those under MFRS 117.

                The Group and the Company has chosen the modified retrospective application of MFRS 16 and
                consequently, the comparative information will not be restated. The Group and the Company will
                elect to use the exemptions proposed by the standard on lease contracts for which the lease term
                ends within 12 months as of the date of initial application, and lease contracts for which the
                underlying assets are of low value. The Group and the Company entered into low value assets
                leases in respect of equipment. 

                During the financial period, the Group and the Company have performed a preliminary impact
                assessment of MFRS 16. Based on the assessment, the Group and the Company will recognise
                right-of-use assets and lease liabilities for the buildings and rental of equipment which are currently
                treated as operating leases under MFRS 117.

        (d)    Basis of accounting

                Unless otherwise stated, the accounting policies in Note 3 to the financial statements have been used
                consistently in dealing with items which are considered material in relation to the financial statements.
                These policies have been consistently applied to all the years presented, unless otherwise stated.

                The financial statements of the Group and of the Company have been prepared under the historical
                cost convention as of the end of the reporting period, except for the revaluation of certain property,
                plant and equipment and inventories that are measured at revalued amounts or at net realisable
                values as disclosed in Note 3.

                Historical cost is generally based on the fair value of the consideration given in exchange for goods
                and services. 
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                Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly
                transaction between market participants as of the measurement date, regardless of whether that
                price is directly observable or estimated using another valuation technique. In estimating the fair
                value of an asset or a liability, the Group takes into account the characteristics of the asset or liability
                if market participants would take those characteristics into account when pricing the asset or liability
                as of the measurement date. Fair value for measurement and/or disclosure purposes in these
                consolidated financial statements is determined on such a basis, except for share-based payment
                transaction that are within the scope of MFRS 2, leasing transactions that are within the scope of
                MFRS 117, and measurements that have some similarities to fair value but are not fair value, such
                as net realisable value in MFRS 102 or value in use in MFRS 136.

                In addition, for financial reporting purposes, fair value measurements are categorised into Level 1,
                2 or 3 based on the degree to which the inputs to the fair value measurements are observable and
                the significance of the inputs to the fair value measurement in its entirety, which are described as
                follows: 

                •    Level 1      -    Quoted (unadjusted) market prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities. 

                •    Level 2      -   Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to their fair
                                           value measurement is directly or indirectly observable. 

                •    Level 3      -   Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to their fair
                                           value measurement is unobservable. 

                For the purpose of fair value disclosures, the Group has determined classes of assets and liabilities
                on the basis of the nature, characteristics and risks of the asset or liability and the level of fair value
                hierarchy as explained above, except for leasing transactions that are within the scope of MFRS
                117 Leases and measurement that have some similarities to fair value before net fair value, such as
                net realisable value in MFRS 102 Inventories or value-in-use in MFRS 136 Impairment of Assets. 

        (e)    Functional and presentation currency

                The financial statements of the Group and of the Company are presented in Ringgit Malaysia (“RM”)
                which is the Company’s functional currency and all values are rounded to the nearest RM’000 except
                when otherwise stated.

3.     SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

        (a)    Basis of consolidation

                The consolidated financial statements incorporate the financial statements of the Company and all
                its subsidiaries for the financial period from January 1, 2018 to July 31, 2019.

                The subsidiaries are consolidated using the acquisition method of accounting whereby, on acquisition,
                the assets and liabilities of the subsidiaries are measured at their fair values as of the date of
                acquisition.

                The results of subsidiaries acquired or disposed of during the financial year are included in the
                consolidated financial statements from the effective date of acquisition or up to the effective date of
                disposal, as appropriate.

                All intra-group transactions, balances, income and expenses and unrealised gain and losses
                resulting from intra-group transactions, net of income tax, are eliminated in full on consolidation.

                Where necessary, adjustments are made to the financial statements of subsidiaries to bring their
                accounting policies to be inline with those used by the Group.
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                Changes in the Group’s ownership interests in subsidiaries that do not result in the Group losing
                control are accounted for as equity transactions. The carrying amounts of the Group’s interests and
                the non-controlling interests are adjusted to reflect the changes in their relative interests in the
                subsidiaries. Any difference between the amount by which the non-controlling interests are adjusted
                and the fair value of the consideration paid or received is recognised directly in equity and attributed
                to owners of the Company.

                When the Group loses control of a subsidiary, a gain or a loss is recognised in profit or loss and is
                calculated as the difference between:

                (i)   the aggregate of the fair value of the consideration received and the fair value of any retained
                      interest; and 

                (ii)  the previous carrying amount of the assets (including goodwill), and liabilities of the subsidiary
                      and any non-controlling interests. 

                All amounts previously recognised in other comprehensive income in relation to that subsidiary are
                accounted for as if the Group had directly disposed of the relevant assets or liabilities of the subsidiary
                (i.e. reclassified to profit or loss or transferred to another category of equity as specified/permitted
                by applicable MFRS). The fair value of any investment retained in the former subsidiary as of the
                date when control is lost is regarded as the fair value on initial recognition for subsequent accounting
                under MFRS 9 Financial Instruments or, when applicable, the cost on initial recognition of an
                investment in an associate or a joint venture.

        (b)    Business combinations and goodwill

                Business combinations are accounted for using the acquisition method. The cost of an acquisition
                is measured as the aggregate of the consideration transferred, measured to fair value as of
                acquisition date and the amount of any non-controlling interests in the acquiree. For each business
                combination, the Group elects whether it measures the non-controlling interests in the acquiree
                either at fair value or at the proportionate share of the acquiree’s identifiable net assets. Acquisition
                costs incurred are expensed and included in administrative expenses. 

                When the Group acquires a business, it assesses the financial assets and liabilities assumed for
                appropriate classification and designation in accordance with the contractual terms, economic
                circumstances and pertinent conditions as of the acquisition date. This includes the separation of
                embedded derivatives in host contracts by the acquiree. 

                If the business combination is achieved in stages, the fair value as of the acquisition date of the
                acquirer’s previously held equity interest in the acquiree is remeasured to fair value as of the
                acquisition date through profit or loss.

                Any contingent consideration to be transferred by the acquirer will be recognised at fair value as of
                the acquisition date. Subsequent changes in the fair value of the contingent consideration which is
                deemed to be an asset or liability will be recognised in accordance with MFRS 9 either in profit or
                loss or as a change to other comprehensive income. If the contingent consideration is classified as
                equity, it will not be remeasured. Subsequent settlement is accounted for within equity. In instances
                where the contingent consideration does not fall within the scope of MFRS 9, it is measured in
                accordance with the appropriate MFRS.

                If the initial accounting for a business combination is incomplete by the end of the reporting period
                in which the combination occurs, the Group reports provisional amounts for the items for which the
                accounting is incomplete. Those provisional amounts are adjusted during the measurement period
                (see above), or additional assets or liabilities are recognised, to reflect new information obtained
                about facts and circumstances that existed as of the acquisition date that, if known, would have
                affected the amounts recognised at that date.
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                Goodwill is initially measured at cost, being the excess of the aggregate of the consideration
                transferred and the amount recognised for non-controlling interests over the net identifiable assets
                acquired and liabilities assumed. If this consideration is lower than the fair value of the net assets of
                the subsidiary acquired, the difference is recognised in profit or loss. 

                After initial recognition, goodwill is measured at cost less any accumulated impairment losses. For
                the purpose of impairment testing, goodwill acquired in a business combination is, from the acquisition
                date, allocated to each of the Group’s cash-generating units that are expected to benefit from the
                combination, irrespective of whether other assets or liabilities of the acquiree are assigned to those units. 

                Where goodwill forms part of a cash-generating unit and part of the operation within that unit is
                disposed of, the goodwill associated with the operation disposed of is included in the carrying amount
                of the operation when determining the gain or loss on disposal of the operation. Goodwill disposed
                of in this circumstance is measured based on the relative values of the operation disposed of and
                the portion of the cash-generating unit retained. 

        (c)    Revenue and income recognition

                Revenue arises mainly from the manufacturing and marketing of flexible packaging materials.

                (i)   Revenue from contracts with customers

                      Revenue is recognised at an amount that reflects the consideration to which the Group and the
                      Company expect to be entitled in exchange for transferring goods or services to a customer. For
                      each contract with a customer, the Group and the Company: 

                      • identify the contract with a customer; 
                      • identify the performance obligations in the contract; 
                      • determine the transaction price which takes into account estimates of variable consideration
                      and time value of money; 
                      • allocate the transaction price to the separate performance obligations on the basis of the
                      relative stand-alone selling price of each distinct good or service to be delivered; and 
                      • recognise revenue when or as each performance obligation is satisfied in a manner that
                      depicts the transfer to the customer of the goods or services promised.

                      Variable consideration within the transaction price, if any, reflects concessions provided to the
                      customer such as discounts, rebates and refunds, and any other contingent events. Such estimates
                      are determined using either the ‘expected value’ or ‘most likely amount’ method. The measurement
                      of variable consideration is subject to a constraining principle whereby revenue will only be
                      recognised to the extent that it is highly probable that a significant reversal in the amount of
                      cumulative revenue recognised will not occur. The measurement constraint continues until the
                      uncertainty associated with the variable consideration is subsequently resolved. Amounts
                      received that are subject to the constraining principle are initially recognised as deferred revenue
                      in the form of a separate refund liability.

                      Revenue is recognised either at a point in time or over time, when (or as) the Group and the Company
                      satisfy performance obligations by transferring the promised goods or services to its customers.

                      Revenue from manufacturing and marketing of flexible packaging materials is recognised at a point
                      in time when the Group and the Company have transferred control of the assets to the customers,
                      generally on delivery of the flexible packaging materials.

                (ii)  Other sources of income

                      Interest income is recognised on an accrual basis by reference to the principal outstanding and
                      at the effective interest rate.

                      Dividend income is recognised when the Group’s and the Company’s right to receive payment
                      is established, which is generally when shareholders approved the dividend.

                      Rental income is recognised on a straight-line basis, by reference to the agreements entered.
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        (d)    Foreign currencies

                The individual financial statements of each group entity are presented in the currency of the primary
                economic environment in which the entity operates (its functional currency). For the purpose of
                presenting the consolidated financial statements, the results and financial position of each entity are
                expressed in RM, which is the functional currency of the Company and the presentation currency
                for the consolidated financial statements.

                In preparing the financial statements of the individual entities, transactions in currencies other than
                the entity’s functional currency (foreign currencies) are recorded at the rates of exchange prevailing
                on the dates of the transactions. As of the end of each reporting period, monetary items denominated
                in foreign currencies are retranslated at the rates prevailing as of that date. Non-monetary items
                carried at fair value that are denominated in foreign currencies are retranslated at the rates prevailing
                as of the date when the fair value was determined. Non-monetary items that are measured in terms
                of historical cost in a foreign currency are not retranslated.

                Exchange differences are included in profit or loss in the period in which they arise except for
                exchange differences on monetary items receivable from or payable to foreign operation for which
                settlement is neither planned nor likely to occur, which form part of the net investment in the foreign
                operation, and which are included in the foreign currency translation reserve and recognised initially
                in other comprehensive income and reclassified from equity to profit or loss on disposal or partial
                disposal of the net investment.

                For the purpose of presenting the consolidated financial statements, the assets and liabilities of the
                Group’s foreign operations are expressed in RM using exchange rates prevailing as of the end of
                the reporting period. Income and expense items are translated at the average exchange rates for
                the reporting period, unless exchange rates fluctuated significantly during that reporting period, in
                which case the exchange rates as of the dates of the transactions are used. Exchange differences
                arising, if any, are recognised in other comprehensive income and accumulated in equity and
                transferred to the Group’s translation reserve. Such exchange differences are recognised in the
                other comprehensive income in the reporting period in which the foreign operations are disposed.

        (e)    Leases

                (i)   Classification

                      A lease is recognised as a finance lease if it transfers substantially to the Group and the Company
                      all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership. All leases that do not transfer substantially all
                      the risks and rewards are classified as operating leases.

                (ii)  Finance leases

                      Assets acquired by way of finance leases are stated at an amount equal to the lower of their fair
                      values and the present value of the minimum lease payments as of the inception of the leases,
                      less accumulated depreciation and impairment losses. The corresponding liability is included in
                      the statements of financial position as borrowings. In calculating the present value of the minimum
                      lease payments, the discount factor used is the interest rate implicit in the lease. Any initial direct
                      costs are also added to the carrying amount of such assets.

                      Lease payments are apportioned between the finance costs and the reduction of the outstanding
                      liability. Finance costs, which represent the difference between the total lease commitments and
                      the fair value of the assets acquired, are recognised in profit or loss over the term of the relevant
                      lease so as to produce a constant periodic rate of charge on the remaining balance of the
                      obligations for each accounting period.

                      The depreciation policy for leased assets is in accordance with that for depreciable property,
                      plant and equipment as described in Note 3(j) to the financial statements.
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                (iii) Operating leases

                      Lease payments under operating leases are recognised in profit or loss on a straight-line basis
                      over the term of the lease. Lease incentives received are recognised in profit or loss as an
                      integral part of the total lease expense, over the term of the lease. 

        (f)     Employee benefits

                (i)   Short-term employee benefits

                      Salaries, bonuses and social security contributions are recognised as an expense in the reporting
                      period in which the associated services are rendered by employees. Short-term accumulating
                      compensated absences such as paid annual leave are recognised when services are rendered
                      by employees that increase their entitlement to future compensated absences. Short-term non-
                      accumulating compensated absences such as sick leave are recognised when the absences
                      occur.

                      A provision is made for the estimated liability for leave as a result of services rendered by
                      employees up to the end of the reporting date.

                (ii)  Defined contribution plans

                      Defined contribution plans are post-employment benefit plans under which the Group and the
                      Company paid fixed contributions into separate entities or funds and will have no legal or
                      constructive obligation to pay further contributions if any of the funds do not hold sufficient assets
                      to pay all employee benefits relating to employee services in the current and preceding financial
                      years. Such contributions are recognised as an expense in profit or loss as incurred. As required
                      by law, companies in Malaysia make such contributions to the Employees Provident Fund. The
                      Group’s foreign subsidiaries make contributions to its respective country’s statutory pension
                      schemes.

                      The Group’s obligation in respect of additional contributions for the retention of certain key
                      management personnel is measured at the present value of the estimated future cash flows to
                      be made as of the end of the reporting period.

                      The defined contribution plans are classified as current liabilities, except for those having
                      settlement after 12 months as of the end of the reporting period which are classified as non-current.

                (iii) Long-term employee benefits

                      Long-term employee benefits include long service leave. Long service leave that is expected to
                      be settled within one year has been measured at the amounts expected to be paid when the
                      liability is settled. Long service leave payable later than one year has been measured at the
                      present value of the estimated future cash flows to be made as of the reporting date.

                      One of the Group’s foreign subsidiaries’ employees are entitled to long service leave in
                      accordance to its country’s statutory employment laws.

        (g)    Borrowing costs  

                Borrowing costs directly attributable to the acquisition of a qualifying asset are capitalised as part of
                the cost of the asset during the period of time that is necessary to complete and prepare the asset
                for its intended use. 
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                The capitalisation of borrowing costs as part of the cost of a qualifying asset commences when
                expenditure for the asset is being incurred, borrowing costs are being incurred and activities that
                are necessary to prepare the asset for its intended use are in progress.  Capitalisation of borrowing
                costs is suspended or ceases when substantially all the activities necessary to prepare the qualifying
                asset for its intended use are interrupted or completed. 

                All other borrowing costs are expensed in the reporting period in which they are incurred. 

        (h)    Income tax expense

                Income tax expense represents the sum of the tax currently payable and deferred tax.

                The tax currently payable is based on taxable profit for the financial year. Taxable profit differs from
                profit as reported in the statements of profit or loss and statements of other comprehensive income
                because it excludes items of income or expense that are taxable or deductible in other financial
                years and it further excludes items that are never taxable or deductible. The Group’s and the
                Company’s liability for current tax is calculated using tax rates that have been enacted or substantively
                enacted by the end of the reporting period.

                Deferred tax is recognised on differences between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities in
                the financial statements and the corresponding tax bases used in the computation of taxable profit,
                and is accounted for using the liability method. Deferred tax liabilities are generally recognised for
                all taxable temporary differences and deferred tax assets are recognised for all deductible temporary
                differences, unutilised tax losses and unused tax credits to the extent that it is probable that future
                taxable profits will be available against which deductible temporary differences, unutilised tax losses
                and unused tax credits can be utilised. Deferred tax is not recognised for the temporary differences
                arising from the initial recognition of goodwill, the initial recognition of assets and liabilities in a
                transaction that is not a business combination and that affects neither accounting nor taxable profit
                or loss. The tax effects of unutilised reinvestment allowances are only recognised upon actual
                realisation.

                The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed as of the end of each reporting period and
                reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable that sufficient taxable profits will be available to
                allow all or part of the asset to be recovered.

                Deferred tax is calculated at the tax rates that are expected to apply in the reporting period when
                the liability is settled or the asset realised. Deferred tax is charged or credited to profit or loss, except
                when they relate to items that are recognised outside profit or loss (whether in other comprehensive
                income or directly in equity), in which case the deferred tax is also recognised outside profit or loss.

                Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset when there is a legally enforceable right to set off current
                tax assets against current tax liabilities and when they relate to income taxes levied by the same
                taxation authority and the Company and subsidiaries intend to settle their current tax assets and
                liabilities on a net basis.

        (i)     Indirect taxes

                Goods and services tax (“GST”) is a consumption tax based on value-added concept. GST is
                imposed on goods and services at every production and distribution stage in the supply chain
                including importation of goods and services, at the applicable tax rate of 6% in Malaysia up to May
                31, 2018 prior to the reintroduction of Sales and Service Tax (“SST”) on September 1, 2018.

                Subsequent to the reintroduction of SST, Sales Tax (“ST”) is charged upon taxable goods manufactured
                and sold by a taxable person in Malaysia and taxable goods imported into Malaysia.  The Company’s
                domestic sales of goods are subjected to ST at the applicable rate of 10%. ST on taxable purchases
                is exempted under the provision of the Sales Tax Act 2018.
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                The Group’s domestic sales of goods in Australia and New Zealand are subjected to GST at the
                applicable rates of 10% and 15% respectively. Input GST on purchases can be deducted from output
                GST. 

                Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST, except:

                •     where the amount of GST incurred is not recoverable from the taxation authorities. In these
                      circumstances the GST is recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as part of
                      an item of the expense; and 
                •     receivables and payables in the statements of financial position are shown inclusive of GST.

                Commercial Tax (“CT”) is a tax on specific commercial transactions listed in the CT Law 1990,
                Myanmar at the applicable tax rate ranging from 1% to 8%. 

                The Group’s sale of goods in Myanmar is subjected to CT at the applicable rate of 5% for Myanmar
                domestic sales. Input CT on purchases can be deducted from output CT. 

                The net amount of GST and CT recoverable from, or payable to, the taxation authorities are included
                as part of receivables or payables in the statements of financial position.

                Cash flows are presented in the statements of cash flows on a gross basis, except for the GST and
                CT component of investing and financing activities, which are disclosed as operating activities.

        (j)     Property, plant and equipment

                All property, plant and equipment are measured at cost less accumulated depreciation and less any
                impairment losses, except for land and buildings. 

                During the current financial period, the Group and the Company changed its accounting policy of
                land and buildings from a cost model to revaluation model to be consistent with policy adopted by
                its holding company. Accordingly the Group and the Company revalued its land and buildings with
                the increase in fair value accounted for prospectively.

                Land and buildings are measured at fair value less accumulated depreciation and impairment losses
                recognised after the date of the revaluation. Valuations are performed with sufficient regularity to
                ensure that the carrying amount does not differ materially from the fair value of the land and buildings
                as of the end of the reporting period.

                Any revaluation surplus is recognised in other comprehensive income and accumulated in equity
                under the asset revaluation reserve, except to the extent that it reverses a revaluation decrease of
                the same asset previously recognised in profit or loss, in which case the increase is recognised in
                profit or loss. A revaluation deficit is recognised in profit or loss, except to the extent that it offsets
                an existing surplus on the same asset carried in the asset revaluation reserve.

                Any accumulated depreciation as of the date of revaluation is eliminated against the gross carrying
                amount of the asset and the net amount is restated to the revalued amount of the asset. The
                revaluation surplus included in the asset revaluation reserve in respect of an asset is transferred
                directly to retained earnings on retirement or disposal of the asset.

                The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an asset if, and only if, it is
                probable that future economic benefits associated with the item will flow to the Group and to the
                Company and the cost of the item can be measured reliably.

                Cost includes expenditures that are directly attributable to the acquisition of the assets and any other
                costs directly attributable to bring the asset to working condition for its intended use and cost of
                replacing component parts of the assets. The carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised.
                For qualifying assets, borrowing costs are capitalised in accordance with the accounting policy on
                borrowing costs. All other repair and maintenance costs are recognised in profit or loss as incurred.  
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               Property, plant and equipment are derecognised upon disposal or when no future economic benefits
                are expected from its continuing use. Gains or losses arising on the disposal of property, plant and
                equipment are determined as the difference between the disposal proceeds and the carrying amount
                of the assets and are recognised in profit or loss in the financial year in which the asset is derecognised. 

                Depreciation of property, plant and equipment is computed on the straight-line method at the
                following annual rates based on the estimated useful lives of the various assets. Freehold land with
                an infinite life is not depreciated. Leasehold land is depreciated over the remaining lease period
                ranging from 72 to 75 years. The annual depreciation rates of other property, plant and equipment
                are as follows:

                                                                                                                                        Rates
                Buildings                                                                                                       2% - 10%
                Plant and machinery                                                                                                  6.67% - 50%
                Motor vehicles                                                                                                  12.5% - 20%
                Equipment, furniture, fixture and fittings                                                                          7.5% - 40%

                The estimated residual value, useful life and depreciation method of property, plant and equipment
                are reviewed as of the end of each reporting period, with the effect of any changes in estimates
                accounted for prospectively.

        (k)    Investments in subsidiaries

                Subsidiaries are entities, including structured entities, controlled by the Company. Control exists
                when the Group is exposed, or has rights, to variable returns from its involvement with the entity
                and has the ability to affect those returns through its power over the entity. Potential voting rights
                are considered when assessing control only when such rights are substantive. Besides, the Group
                considers it has de facto power over an investee when, despite not having the majority of voting
                rights, it has the current ability to direct the activities of the investee that significantly affect the
                investee’s return.

                Investments in unquoted shares of subsidiaries, which are eliminated on consolidation, are stated
                at cost in the Company’s financial statements.  Where there is an indication of impairment in the
                value of the assets, the carrying amount of the investment is assessed and written down immediately
                to its recoverable amount. 

                Upon disposal of investment in a subsidiary, the difference between the net disposal proceeds and
                its carrying amount is included in profit or loss.

        (l)     Investment in an associate

                An associate is an entity in which the Group has significant influence, but no control, over its financial
                and operating policies.

                Investment in an associate is accounted for in the consolidated financial statements using the equity
                method of accounting. Under the equity method, the investment is carried in the consolidated
                statement of financial position at cost adjusted for post-acquisition changes in the Group’s share of
                net assets of the associate. The Group’s share of the net profit or loss of the associate is recognised
                in profit or loss.

                In applying the equity method, unrealised gains and losses on transactions between the Group and
                the associate are eliminated to the extent of the Group’s interest in the associate. After application
                of the equity method, the Group determines whether it is necessary to recognise any additional
                impairment loss with respect to the Group’s net investment in the associate. 
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                The results of the associate is equity accounted from the date the Group obtains significant influence
                until the date the Group ceases to have significant influence over the associate. Goodwill relating to
                an associate is included in the carrying amount of the investment and is neither amortised nor
                individually tested for impairment. 

                Any excess of the Group’s share of the net fair value of the associate’s identifiable assets, liabilities
                and contingent liabilities over the cost of the investment is excluded from the carrying amount of the
                investment and is instead included as income in the determination of the Group’s share of the
                associate’s profit or loss in the reporting period in which the investment is acquired. 

                When the Group’s share of losses in an associate equals or exceeds its interest in the associate,
                including any long-term interests that, in substance, form part of the Group’s net investment in the
                associate, the Group does not recognise further losses, unless it has incurred obligations or made
                payments on behalf of the associate.

                Upon loss of significant influence over the associate, the Group measures and recognises any
                retained investment at its fair value.  Any difference between the carrying amount of the associate
                and the fair value of the retained investment and proceeds from disposal is recognised in profit or loss.

                When the Group’s interest in an associate decreases but does not result in a loss of significant
                influence, any retained interest is not re-measured. Any gain or loss arising from the decrease in
                interest is recognised in profit or loss. Any gains or losses previously recognised in other
                comprehensive income are also reclassified proportionately to profit or loss if that gain or loss would
                be required to be reclassified to profit or loss on the disposal of the related assets or liabilities.

                On disposal of such investment, the difference between net disposal proceeds and the carrying
                amounts is recognised as profit or loss in the period of disposal. 

        (m)   Impairment of non-financial assets

                As of the end of each reporting period, the Group and the Company review the carrying amounts of
                its non-financial assets to determine whether there is any indication that those assets have suffered
                an impairment loss. If any such indication exists, the recoverable amount of the asset is estimated
                in order to determine the extent of the impairment loss (if any). Where it is not possible to estimate
                the recoverable amount of an individual asset, the Group and the Company estimate the recoverable
                amount of the cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs. 

                Recoverable amount is the higher of fair value less costs to sell and value in use. In assessing value
                in use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax discount
                rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to
                the asset.

                If the recoverable amount of an asset (or cash-generating unit) is estimated to be less than its
                carrying amount, the carrying amount of the asset (cash-generating unit) is reduced to its recoverable
                amount. An impairment loss is recognised immediately in profit or loss, unless the relevant asset is
                carried at a revalued amount, in which case the impairment loss is treated as a revaluation decrease.

                Where an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the asset (cash-generating
                unit) is increased to the revised estimate of its recoverable amount, but so that the increased carrying
                amount does not exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined had no impairment
                loss been recognised for the asset (cash-generating unit) in prior financial years. A reversal of an
                impairment loss is recognised immediately in profit or loss, unless the relevant asset is carried at a
                revalued amount, in which case the reversal of the impairment loss is treated as a revaluation
                increase.
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                Goodwill is tested for impairment annually as of the end of each reporting period, and when
                circumstances indicate that the carrying value may be impaired. Impairment is determined for
                goodwill by assessing the recoverable amount of each cash-generating unit (or group of cash-
                generating units) to which the goodwill relates. Where the recoverable amount of the cash-generating
                unit is less than their carrying amount, an impairment loss is recognised. Impairment losses relating
                to goodwill cannot be reversed in future reporting periods. 

        (n)    Inventories

                Inventories are valued at the lower of cost (determined principally on the weighted average basis)
                and net realisable value. The cost of raw materials comprises the original purchase price plus the
                cost of bringing the inventories to their present location. The costs of work-in-progress and finished
                goods include the cost of raw materials, direct labour, other direct costs and an appropriate proportion
                of the manufacturing overheads. Net realisable value represents the estimated selling price in the
                ordinary course of business less the costs of completion and applicable variable selling price. 

        (o)    Provisions

                Provisions are made when the Group and the Company have a present legal or constructive obligation
                as a result of past events, when it is probable that an outflow of resources will be recognised to settle
                the obligation, and when a reliable estimate of the amount can be made. 

                As of the end of each reporting period, provisions are measured at the Directors’ best estimate of
                the amount required to settle the obligation as of the end of the reporting period, and are discounted
                to present value where the effect is material. The provisions are reversed if it is no longer probable
                that the Group and the Company will be required to settle the obligation.

        (p)    Financial instruments

                (i)   Initial recognition and measurement

                      Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised when the Group or the Company become
                      a party to the contractual provisions of the financial instrument.

                      Financial assets are derecognised when the contractual rights to the cash flows from the financial
                      asset expire, or when the financial asset and substantially all the risks and rewards are transferred.
                      A financial liability is derecognised when it is extinguished, discharged, cancelled or expired. 

                (ii)  Classification and subsequent measurement of financial assets

                      Except for those trade receivables that do not contain a significant financing component and are
                      measured at the transaction price in accordance with MFRS 15, all financial assets are initially
                      measured at fair value adjusted for transaction costs (where applicable).

                      Financial assets, other than those designated and effective as hedging instruments, are classified
                      into the following categories:

                      •     amortised cost;
                      •     fair value through profit or loss (“FVTPL”); or
                      •     fair value through other comprehensive income (“FVTOCI”).

                      The classification is determined by both: 

                      •     the entity’s business model for managing the financial asset; and
                      •     the contractual cash flow characteristics of the financial asset.
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                All income and expenses relating to financial assets that are recognised in profit or loss are presented
                within finance costs, finance income or other financial items, except for impairment of trade
                receivables which is presented within other expenses, if any.

                Financial assets at amortised cost

                Financial assets are measured at amortised cost if the assets meet the following conditions (and
                are not designated as FVTPL): 

                •     they are held within a business model whose objective is to hold the financial assets and collect
                      its contractual cash flows; and
                •     the contractual terms of the financial assets give rise to cash flows that are solely payments of
                      principal and interest (“SPPI”) on the principal amount outstanding.

                After initial recognition, these are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method.
                Discounting is omitted where the effect of discounting is immaterial. The Group’s and the Company’s
                trade and other receivables, cash and cash equivalents and inter-company indebtedness fall into
                this category of financial instruments.

                Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss (“FVTPL”)

                Financial assets that are held within a different business model other than ‘hold to collect’ or ‘hold
                to collect and sell’ are categorised at FVTPL. Further, irrespective of business model financial assets
                whose contractual cash flows are not SPPI are accounted for at FVTPL. All derivative financial
                instruments fall into this category, except for those designated and effective as hedging instruments,
                for which the hedge accounting requirements apply. 

                Assets in this category are measured at fair value with gains or losses recognised in profit or loss.
                The fair values of financial assets in this category are determined by reference to active market
                transactions or using a valuation technique where no active market exists. 

                Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income (“FVTOCI”)

                The Group and the Company account for financial assets at FVTOCI if the assets meet the following
                conditions:

                •     they are held under a business model whose objective it is “hold to collect” the associated cash
                      flows and sell; and
                •     the contractual terms of the financial assets give rise to cash flows that are SPPI on the principal
                      amount outstanding. 

                Any gains or losses recognised in other comprehensive income will be recycled upon derecognition
                of the asset.

                On initial recognition, the Group may make an irrevocable election (on an instrument‑by‑instrument
                basis) to designate investments in equity instruments as at FVTOCI. Designation at FVTOCI is not
                permitted if the equity investment is held for trading or if it is contingent consideration recognised by
                an acquirer in a business combination. A financial asset is held for trading if:

                •     it has been acquired principally for the purpose of selling it in the near term; or
                •     on initial recognition it is part of a portfolio of identified financial instruments that the Group
                      manages together and has evidence of a recent actual pattern of short‑term profit‑taking; or
                •     it is a derivative (except for a designated and effective hedging instrument).

                In the financial periods/years presented, the Group and the Company do not have any financial
                assets categorised as FVTOCI.
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                (iii) Financial liabilities - classification and measurement

                      As the accounting for financial liabilities remains largely the same under MFRS 9 compared to
                      FRS 139, the Group’s and the Company’s financial liabilities were not significantly impacted by
                      the adoption of MFRS 9.

                      The Group’s and the Company’s financial liabilities include borrowings, trade and other payables
                      and derivative financial instruments.

                      Financial liabilities are initially measured at fair value, and, where applicable, adjusted for
                      transaction costs unless the Group and the Company designated a financial liability at fair value
                      through profit or loss.

                      Subsequently, financial liabilities are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest
                      method except for derivatives and financial liabilities designated at FVTPL, which are carried
                      subsequently at fair value with gains or losses recognised in profit or loss (other than derivative
                      financial instruments that are designated and effective as hedging instruments).

                      All interest-related charges and, if applicable, changes in an instrument’s fair value that are
                      reported in profit or loss are included within finance costs or finance income.

                (iv) Offsetting of financial instruments

                      Financial assets and financial liabilities are offset and the net amount reported in the statements
                      of financial position if, and only if, there is a currently enforceable legal right to offset the
                      recognised amounts and there is an intention to settle on a net basis, or to realise the assets
                      and settle the liabilities simultaneously.

                (v)  Amortised cost and effective interest method

                      The effective interest method is a method of calculating the amortised cost of a financial
                      asset/financial liability and of allocating interest income/expense over the relevant period.

                      For financial assets other than purchased or originated credit‑impaired financial assets (i.e.
                      assets that are credit‑impaired on initial recognition), the effective interest rate is the rate that
                      exactly discounts estimated future cash receipts (including all fees and points paid or received
                      that form an integral part of the effective interest rate, transaction costs and other premiums or
                      discounts) excluding expected credit losses ("ECL"), through the expected life of the debt
                     instrument, or, where appropriate, a shorter period, to the gross carrying amount of the debt
                     instrument on initial recognition. For purchased or originated credit‑impaired financial assets, a
                      credit‑adjusted effective interest rate is calculated by discounting the estimated future cash
                     flows, including ECL, to the amortised cost of the debt instrument on initial recognition.

                      The amortised cost of a financial asset is the amount at which the financial asset is measured
                      at initial recognition minus the principal repayments, plus the cumulative amortisation using the
                      effective interest method of any difference between that initial amount and the maturity amount,
                      adjusted for any loss allowance. The gross carrying amount of a financial asset is the amortised
                      cost of a financial asset before adjusting for any loss allowance.

                      Interest income is recognised using the effective interest method for debt instruments measured
                      subsequently at amortised cost or at FVTOCI. For financial assets other than purchased or
                      originated credit‑impaired financial assets, interest income is calculated by applying the effective
                      interest rate to the gross carrying amount of a financial asset, except for financial assets that
                      have subsequently become credit‑impaired (see below). For financial assets that have
                      subsequently become credit‑impaired, interest income is recognised by applying the effective
                      interest rate to the amortised cost of the financial asset. If, in subsequent reporting periods, the
                      credit risk on the credit‑impaired financial instrument improves so that the financial asset is no
                      longer credit‑impaired, interest income is recognised by applying the effective interest rate to
                      the gross carrying amount of the financial asset.
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                      For purchased or originated credit‑impaired financial assets, the Group recognises interest
                      income by applying the credit‑adjusted effective interest rate to the amortised cost of the financial
                      asset from initial recognition. The calculation does not revert to the gross basis even if the credit
                      risk of the financial asset subsequently improves so that the financial asset is no longer
                      credit‑impaired.

                      For financial liabilities, the effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future
                      cash payments through the expected life of the financial liability, or (where applicable) a shorter
                      period, to the net carrying amount on initial recognition.

        (q)    Impairment of financial assets

                MFRS 9’s impairment requirements use more forward-looking information to recognise expected
                credit losses - the ECL model. This replaces FRS 139’s ‘incurred loss model’. Instruments within the
                scope of the new requirements included loans and other debt-type financial assets measured at
                amortised cost and FVTOCI, trade receivables, contract assets recognised and measured under
                MFRS 15 and loan commitments and some financial guarantee contracts (for the issuer) that are
                not measured at FVTPL. 

                Recognition of credit losses is no longer dependent on the Group and on the Company first
                identifying a credit loss event. Instead the Group and the Company consider a broader range of
                information when assessing credit risk and measuring ECL, including past events, current conditions,
                reasonable and supportable forecasts that affect the expected collectability of the future cash flows
                of the instrument.

                In applying this forward-looking approach, a distinction is made between: 

                •     financial instruments that have not deteriorated significantly in credit quality since initial recognition
                      or that have low credit risk (‘Stage 1’); and
                •     financial instruments that have deteriorated significantly in credit quality since initial recognition
                      and whose credit risk is not low (‘Stage 2’).

                ‘Stage 3’ would cover financial assets that have objective evidence of impairment as of the end of
                the reporting period.

                ‘12-month ECL’ are recognised for the first category while ‘lifetime ECL’ are recognised for the second
                and third category.

                Measurement of the ECL is determined by a probability-weighted estimate of credit losses over the
                expected life of the financial instrument. 

                The Group and the Company make use of a simplified approach in accounting for trade receivables
                and records the loss allowance as lifetime ECL. These are the expected shortfalls in contractual
                cash flows, considering the potential for default as of any point during the life of the financial
                instrument. In calculating, the Group and the Company use its historical experience, external
                indicators and forward-looking information to calculate the ECL using a provision matrix, based on
                the Group’s and the Company’s historical loss experience, adjusted for factors that are specific to
                the debtors general economic conditions and an assessment of both the current as well as the
                forecast direction of conditions as of the end of the reporting period, including time value of money
                where applicable.

                The Group and the Company have assessed impairment of trade receivables on a collective basis
                if they have possessed similar credit risk characteristics and they have grouped based on the days
                past due.
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                For all other financial instruments, the Group and the Company recognise lifetime ECL when there
                has been a significant increase in credit risk since initial recognition. If, on the other hand, the credit
                risk on the financial instrument has not increased significantly since initial recognition, the Group
                and the Company measure the loss allowance for that financial instrument at an amount equal to
                12 months ECL. The assessment of whether lifetime ECL should be recognised is based on significant
                increases in the likelihood or risk of a default occurring since initial recognition instead of on evidence
                of a financial asset being credit-impaired at the reporting date or an actual default occurring. 

                Lifetime ECL represents the ECL that will result from all possible default events over the expected
                life of a financial instrument. In contrast, 12‑month ECL represents the portion of lifetime ECL that
                is expected to result from default events on a financial instrument that are possible within 12 months
                after the end of the reporting period.

                (i)  Significant increase in credit risk

                      In assessing whether the credit risk on a financial instrument has increased significantly since
                      initial recognition, the Group and the Company compare the risk of a default occurring on the
                      financial instrument as of the end of the reporting period with the risk of a default occurring on
                      the financial instrument as of the date of initial recognition. In making this assessment, the Group
                      and the Company consider both quantitative and qualitative information that is reasonable and
                      supportable, including historical experience and forward‑looking information that is available
                      without undue cost or effort. 

                      Forward‑looking information considered includes the future prospects of the industries in which
                      the Group’s and the Company’s debtors operate, obtained from economic expert reports,
                      financial analysts, governmental bodies, relevant think‑tanks and other similar organisations, as
                      well as consideration of various external sources of actual and forecast economic information
                      that relate to the Group’s and the Company’s core operations.

                      The Group and the Company assume that the credit risk on a financial instrument has not
                      increased significantly since initial recognition if the financial instrument is determined to have
                      low credit risk as of the end of the reporting period. A financial instrument is determined to have
                      low credit risk if:

                      •     the financial instrument has a low risk of default; 
                      •     the borrower has a strong capacity to meet its contractual cash flow obligations in the near
                            term; and 
                      •     adverse changes in economic and business conditions in the longer term may, but will not
                            necessarily, reduce the ability of the borrower to fulfil its contractual cash flow obligations.

                      The Group and the Company consider a financial asset to have low credit risk when it has an
                      internal or external credit rating of ‘investment grade’ as per globally understood definition.

                      The Group and the Company regularly monitor the effectiveness of the criteria used to identify
                      whether there has been a significant increase in credit risk and revises them as appropriate to
                      ensure that the criteria are capable of identifying significant increase in credit risk before the
                      amount becomes past due.

                      The Group and the Company regularly monitor the effectiveness of the criteria used to identify
                      whether there has been a significant increase in credit risk and revises them as appropriate to
                      ensure that the criteria are capable of identifying significant increase in credit risk before the
                      amount becomes past due.
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                (ii) Definition of default

                      The Group and the Company consider the following as constituting an event of default for internal
                      credit risk management purposes as historical experience indicates that financial assets that
                      meet either of the following criteria are generally not recoverable:

                      •     when there is a breach of financial covenants by the debtor; or
                      •     information developed internally or obtained from external sources indicates that the debtor
                            is unlikely to pay its creditors, including the Group and the Company, in full (without taking
                            into account any collateral held by the Group and the Company).

                (iii) Credit‑impaired financial assets

                      A financial asset is credit‑impaired when one or more events that have a detrimental impact on
                      the estimated future cash flows of that financial asset have occurred. Evidence that a financial
                      asset is credit‑impaired includes observable data about the following events:

                      •     significant financial difficulty of the issuer or the borrower;
                      •     a breach of contract, such as a default or past due event;
                      •     the lender(s) of the borrower, for economic or contractual reasons relating to the borrower’s
                            financial difficulty, having granted to the borrower a concession(s) that the lender(s) would
                            not otherwise consider;
                      •     it is becoming probable that the borrower will enter bankruptcy or other financial reorganisation;
                            or
                      •     the disappearance of an active market for that financial asset because of financial difficulties.

                (iv) Write‑off policy

                      The Group and the Company write off a financial asset when there is information indicating that
                      the debtor is in severe financial difficulty and there is no realistic prospect of recovery, e.g. when
                      the debtor has been placed under liquidation or has entered into bankruptcy proceedings.
                      Financial assets written off may still be subject to enforcement activities under the Group’s and
                      the Company’s recovery procedures, taking into account legal advice where appropriate. Any
                      recoveries made are recognised in profit or loss.

                      The Group and the Company recognise an impairment gain or loss in profit or loss for all financial
                      instruments with a corresponding adjustment to their carrying amount through a loss allowance
                      account.

        (r)     Derivative financial instruments

                The Group and the Company use foreign currency forward contracts to manage the risk associated
                with sale and purchase transactions of the foreign currency exposure generated.

                Foreign currency forward contracts are initially recognised at fair value as of the date the contracts
                are entered into and are subsequently remeasured to their fair value as of the end of each reporting
                period. The resulting gain or loss is recognised in profit or loss immediately.  
        
                Foreign currency forward contracts with a positive fair value is recognised as financial assets and a
                negative fair value is recognised as financial liabilities.

                It is the Group’s and the Company’s policy not to trade in derivative financial instruments. Details of
                foreign currency forward contracts entered into by the Group and the Company are recorded as
                derivative financial assets and liabilities as disclosed under Note 17.
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        (s)    Financial guarantee contract liabilities

                A financial guarantee contract is a contract that requires the issuer to make specified payments to
                reimburse the holder for a loss it incurs because a specified debtor fails to make payments when
                due in accordance with the terms of a debt instrument. 

                Financial guarantee contract liabilities are initially measured at their fair values and, if not designated
                as at FVTPL, are subsequently measured at the higher of the amount of the impairment loss
                determined in accordance with MFRS 9.

        (t)     Equity instruments

                (i)   Classification as debt or equity

                      Debt and equity instruments are classified as either financial liabilities or as equity in accordance
                      with the substance of the contractual arrangement. 

                (ii)  Equity instruments

                      An equity instrument is any contract that evidences a residual interest in the assets of an entity
                      after deducting all of its liabilities. Equity instruments issued by the Group and the Company are
                      recognised at the proceeds received, net of direct issue costs. Ordinary shares are equity
                      instruments.

                      The consideration paid, including attributable transaction costs on repurchased ordinary shares
                      of the Company that have not been cancelled, are classified as treasury shares and presented
                      as a deduction from equity.

                (iii) Share premium

                      Prior to the Companies Act 2016 in Malaysia which came into operation on January 31, 2017,
                      incremental external costs directly attributable to the issuance of new shares are deducted
                      against the share premium account. Effective on January 31, 2017 and subsequent period,
                      incremental external costs directly attributable to issuance of new shares are deducted against
                      equity.

                (iv) Warrants

                      The issuance of ordinary shares upon exercise of warrants is treated as new subscription of
                      ordinary shares in the Company. In prior financial year, the fair value of the warrants arising from
                      the issuance of warrants, net of issue costs, are credited to warrants reserve and debited to the
                      discount on shares respectively. During the current financial period, discount on shares balance
                      has been reclassified to warrants reserve to set-off both accounts as the Group and the Company
                      believe such disclosure more faithfully represent the substance and economic reality of
                      unexercised warrants issued by the Company.

                (v)  Dividends

                      Dividends on ordinary shares are recognised as a liability when proposed or declared by the
                      Board of Directors before the reporting date. Dividends when proposed or declared by the Board
                      of Directors after the reporting date but before the financial statements are authorised for issue
                      will be accounted for in the next financial year.
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        (u)    Treasury shares

                When share capital recognised as equity is repurchased, the amount of the consideration paid,
                including directly attributable costs, net of any tax effects, is recognised as a deduction from equity.
                Repurchased shares that are not subsequently cancelled are classified as treasury shares in the equity.

                The consideration paid, including directly attributable costs and premium or discount arising from
                the share repurchased, should be adjusted directly to the share capital account.

                When the treasury shares are disposed of subsequently, the difference between the sales consideration
                net of directly attributable cost and the carrying amount of the treasury shares is recognised in equity,
                and the resulting surplus or deficit on the transaction is presented in share capital.

        (v)    Cash and cash equivalents

                During the current financial period, the Group and the Company changed their method in preparation
                of statements of cash flows from direct method to indirect method to be consistent with policy adopted
                by its holding company. Accordingly, certain comparative information were restated to conform with
                current period presentation under indirect method.

                For the purpose of the statements of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents comprise cash in hand,
                deposits held at call with banks, bank overdrafts and short-term highly liquid investments, if any, that
                are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant risk of
                changes in value. Bank overdrafts are included within borrowings in current liabilities on the
                statements of financial position.

        (w)   Operating segments

                Operating segment is presented in respect of the Group’s business segments, which reflect the
                Group’s internal reporting structure that are regularly reviewed by the Group’s chief operating
                decision maker for the purposes of allocating resources to the segment and assessing its performance.

                Segment revenue, expense, assets and liabilities are those amounts resulting from the operating
                activities of a segment that are directly attributable to the segment and the relevant portion that can
                be allocated on a reasonable basis to the segment. Segment revenue, expense, assets and segment
                liabilities are determined before intra-group balances and intra-group transactions are eliminated as
                part of the consolidation process, except to the extent that such intra-group balances and
                transactions are between Group enterprises within a single segment. 

        (x)    Related parties

                A related party is a person or entity that is related to the Group as defined below. A related party
                transaction is a transfer of resources, services or obligations between the Group and its related
                party, regardless of whether a price is charged.

                (i)   A person or a close member of that person’s family is related to the Group if that person:

                      (1)  has control or joint control over the Group;
                      (2)  has significant influence over the Group; or
                      (3)  is a member of the key management personnel of the Group.
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                (ii)  An entity is related to the Group if any of the following conditions applies:

                      (1)  The entity and the Group are members of the same group;
                      (2)  One entity is an associate or joint venture of the other entity;
                      (3)  Both entities are joint ventures of the same third party;
                      (4)  One entity is a joint venture of a third entity and the other entity is an associate of the third
                            entity;
                      (5)  The entity is a post-employment benefit plan for the benefits of employees of either the
                            Group or an entity related to the Group;
                      (6)  The entity is controlled or jointly-controlled by a person identified in (i) above;
                      (7)  A person identified in (i)(1) above which has significant influence over the entity or is a
                            member of the key management personnel of the entity (or the parent of the entity); or
                      (8)  The entity, or any member of a group of which it is a part, provides key management
                            personnel services to the Group.

4.     CRITICAL ACCOUNTING JUDGEMENTS AND KEY SOURCES OF ESTIMATION UNCERTAINTY

        Estimates and judgements are continually evaluated and are based on historical experience and other
        factors, including expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances.

        Critical judgements in applying the Group’s and the Company’s accounting policies

        In the application of the accounting policies of the Group and of the Company, the Directors are required
        to make judgements (other than those involving estimations) that have a significant impact on the amounts
        recognised and to make estimates and assumptions about the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities
        that are not readily apparent from other sources. The estimates and underlying assumptions are based
        on historical experience and other factors that are considered to be relevant. Actual results may differ
        from these estimates.  

        The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting 
        estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised if the revision affects only that period,
        or in the period of the revision and future periods if the revision affects both current and future periods.

        4.1   Critical judgements in applying the Group’s and the Company’s accounting policies

                In the process of applying accounting policies of the Group and of the Company which are described
                in Note 3 above, the Directors are of the opinion that there are no instances of application of judgement
                which are expected to have significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial statements.

        4.2   Key sources of estimation uncertainty

                The following are the key assumptions concerning the future, and other key sources of estimation
                uncertainty as of the end of the reporting period, that have a significant risk of causing a material
                adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year:

                (i)   Useful lives of depreciable property, plant and equipment

                      The cost of property, plant and equipment is depreciated on a straight-line basis over the assets’
                      useful lives. Management estimates the useful lives of these assets depending on the categories
                      of the property, plant and equipment, as disclosed in Note 3(j). Technological advancements
                      could impact the useful lives and the residual values of these assets, therefore, future depreciation
                      charges could be revised. The total carrying amount of the property, plant and equipment as of
                      the end of the financial year is disclosed in Note 10.

                      Management anticipates that the expected useful lives of the property, plant and equipment
                      would not have material difference from their estimates and hence it would not result in material
                      variance in the Group’s and the Company’s profit for the financial period.
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                (ii)  Impairment assessment of goodwill 

                      Goodwill of the Group arose from the acquisition of the packaging business from Myanmar Smart
                      Pack Industrial Company Limited (“MSP”) in 2017 via the incorporation of a 60% owned
                      subsidiary, Daibochi Packaging (Myanmar) Company Limited (“Daibochi Myanmar”). Daibochi
                      Myanmar represents a cash-generating unit (“CGU”) as the Group is expected to benefit from
                      the synergies achieved from the integration of Daibochi Myanmar’s operation into the Group’s
                      existing business. 

                      Goodwill is tested for impairment annually. In determining the recoverable amount, Management
                      estimates value-in-use (“VIU”) using expected future cash flows which require judgements and
                      application of significant assumptions with respect to the estimated amount and timing of
                      operating cash flows of the CGU and applying suitable discount rate to the cash flows. While
                      Management believes that the assumptions are appropriate and reasonable, changes in the
                      assumptions may materially affect the assessment or recoverable amount and may lead to future
                      impairment charges.

                      Further details of the carrying values, key assumptions applied in the impairment assessment
                      of goodwill are disclosed in Note 13.

                (iii) Fair value of land and buildings under revaluation model

                      Management used their judgement in selecting and applying an appropriate valuation technique,
                      by relying on the work of independent firm of valuers, for land and buildings stated at fair value.
                      The determination of fair values of land and buildings was determined using open-market value
                      based on active market prices, adjusted, if necessary, for any difference in the nature, location
                      or condition of the specific asset. Any changes in valuation techniques, assumptions and
                      estimations may impact the fair value.

5.      REVENUE

        Revenue from contracts with customers of the Group and of the Company, which is recognised at a point
        in time is as follows:

                                                                                 The Group           The Company
                                                                                       1.1.2018 to     1.1.2017 to       1.1.2018 to      1.1.2017 to
                                                                                         31.7.2019      31.12.2017         31.7.2019      31.12.2017
                                                                                     (19 months)   (12 months)     (19 months)    (12 months)
                                                                                             RM’000           RM’000            RM’000           RM’000

       Sale of flexible packaging materials                          699,336          388,647           637,292          371,264

       The Group and the Company applied the practical expedient under MFRS 15 not to disclose the aggregate
       amount of the transaction price allocated to performance obligations that are unsatisfied (or partially
       unsatisfied) as of the end of the reporting period as all unsatisfied contracts with customers are expected
       to be fulfilled within one year.

       As permitted under the transitional provisions in MFRS 15, the transaction price allocated to partially
       unsatisfied performance obligation as of December 31, 2017 is not disclosed.

       The Group’s revenue disaggregated by primary geographical markets and based on the geographical
       location of its customers are as disclosed in Note 27.
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6.      FINANCE COSTS

                                                                                 The Group           The Company
                                                                                       1.1.2018 to     1.1.2017 to       1.1.2018 to      1.1.2017 to
                                                                                         31.7.2019      31.12.2017         31.7.2019      31.12.2017
                                                                                     (19 months)   (12 months)     (19 months)    (12 months)
                                                                                             RM’000           RM’000            RM’000           RM’000

        Interest expense on:                                                                                                                                    
        Bankers’ acceptances                                                2,227              1,071               2,212              1,071
        Term loans                                                                  1,529                 734               1,529                 734
        Vendor financing                                                         1,747                 913               1,371                 718
        Revolving credit                                                             260                      -                  260                      -
        Finance lease                                                                195                 282                  195                 282
        Bank overdrafts                                                             149                   17                  149                   17

                                                                                             6,107              3,017               5,716              2,822

7.     PROFIT BEFORE TAX

        Profit before tax is arrived at after charging/(crediting):

                                                                                 The Group           The Company
                                                                                       1.1.2018 to     1.1.2017 to       1.1.2018 to      1.1.2017 to
                                                                                         31.7.2019      31.12.2017         31.7.2019      31.12.2017
                                                                                     (19 months)   (12 months)     (19 months)    (12 months)
                                                                                             RM’000           RM’000            RM’000           RM’000

        Employee benefits expenses:                                                                                                                      
        Salaries and other emoluments                                67,957            38,290             63,786            36,343
        Defined contribution plans                                          5,154              3,130               4,994              3,007
        Provision for employee
        benefits (Note 20)                                                        682                 175                  630                 156
        Foreign exchange loss/(gain):                                                                                                                      
        Realised                                                                     3,042                 851               2,483                 816
        Unrealised                                                                     725            (1,097)                  269            (1,125)
        Rental of: 

    Premises                                                                    2,095              1,871               1,204                 683
        Equipment                                                                     919                 515                  889                 515
        Property, plant and equipment:                                                                                                                    
        Write-offs                                                                    1,682                   20               1,414                   14
        Loss/(Gain) on disposal                                                131                 (84)                  136               (479)
        Auditors’ remuneration:                                                                                                                                
        Statutory audit                                                               342                 205                  202                 145
        Other services                                                                 10                      -                    10                      -
        Net loss/(gain) arising from financial
        instruments measured at FVTPL                                   119               (555)                  119               (555)
        Other professional services
        rendered by affiliates of auditors                                   130                      -                  130                      -
        Interest income from:
        Short-term deposits                                                     (165)               (171)                (161)               (170)
        A subsidiary                                                                        -                      -                (825)               (254)
        Fair value adjustment for 
        defined contribution plan                                                   -                 (46)                       -                 (46)
        Dividend income from a 
        subsidiary (Note 24)                                                           -                      -                (334)                      -
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        Directors’ remuneration

        The aggregate amounts of emoluments received and receivable by Directors of the Company during the
        financial period/year are as follows:

                                                                                                         The Group and the Company
                                                                                                                                       1.1.2018 to      1.1.2017 to
                                                                                                                                         31.7.2019      31.12.2017
                                                                                                                                      (19 months)    (12 months)
                                                                                                                                             RM’000           RM’000

        Directors’ remuneration:                                                                               
      Executive                                                                                                    
    Salaries and other emoluments                                                                              2,620              1,755

        Defined contribution plans                                                                                          487                 315
      Non-executive                                                                                             
    Fees                                                                                                                            108                   52
    Other emoluments                                                                                                      278                 181

                                                                              
                                                                                                                                            3,493              2,303

        Salaries and other emoluments are inclusive of estimated monetary value of benefits-in-kind received by
        the Directors of the Company during the financial period/year amounting to RM45,000 (2017: RM43,000).

8.      INCOME TAX EXPENSE

                                                                                 The Group           The Company
                                                                                       1.1.2018 to     1.1.2017 to       1.1.2018 to      1.1.2017 to
                                                                                         31.7.2019      31.12.2017         31.7.2019      31.12.2017
                                                                                     (19 months)   (12 months)     (19 months)    (12 months)
                                                                                             RM’000           RM’000            RM’000           RM’000

        Current:                                                                                                                                                        
        Malaysian tax                                                             1,982              7,307               1,982              7,307
        Foreign tax                                                                    704              1,099                       -                      -

        (Over)/Underprovision in prior year:                                                                                                             
        Malaysian tax                                                              (351)                 113                (350)                  113
        Foreign tax                                                                      83                 (10)                       -                      -
        
                                                                                             2,418              8,509               1,632              7,420

        Deferred tax (Note 14):                                                                                                                                
        Current period/year                                                    2,179                 154               2,344                 606
        Underprovision in prior year                                            18                     2                    18                     2

                                                                                             2,197                 156               2,362                 608

                                                                                             4,615              8,665               3,994              8,028

        Malaysian income tax is calculated at the statutory tax rate of 24% (2017: 24%) of the estimated taxable
        income for the financial period/year.

        Taxation for other jurisdiction is calculated at the rates prevailing in the respective jurisdictions.
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        A numerical reconciliation of profit before tax at the statutory income tax rate to tax expense at the effective
        income tax rate is as follows:
                                                                                 The Group           The Company
                                                                                       1.1.2018 to     1.1.2017 to       1.1.2018 to      1.1.2017 to
                                                                                         31.7.2019      31.12.2017         31.7.2019      31.12.2017
                                                                                     (19 months)   (12 months)     (19 months)    (12 months)
                                                                                             RM’000           RM’000            RM’000           RM’000

        Profit before tax                                                         24,879            35,748             15,507            32,429

        Tax at the statutory income tax rate of 
        24% (2017: 24%)                                                        5,971              8,580               3,722              7,783
        Effect of different tax rate of subsidiaries
        operating in other jurisdictions                                       206                 116                       -                      -
        Effects of tax incentives:                                                                                                       
        Utilisation of reinvestment allowance                       (1,533)               (298)             (1,533)               (298)
        Double deduction                                                               -                   (3)                       -                   (3)
        Effects of:                                                                                                                                                    
        Expenses not deductible in determining
        taxable profit                                                             3,047                 651               2,440                 431
        Income not taxable in determining
        taxable profit                                                           (2,367)               (209)                (303)                      -
        Share of profit of equity-accounted 
        associate’s tax                                                             (459)               (277)                       -                      -
        (Over)/Under provision in prior year:                                                                                                           
        Income tax                                                                  (268)                 103                (350)                  113
        Deferred tax                                                                    18                     2                    18                     2

        Income tax expense for the financial
        period/year                                                                 4,615              8,665               3,994              8,028

        A subsidiary of the Group, Daibochi Packaging (Myanmar) Company Limited was granted 5 years income
        tax exemption from the Myanmar Investment Commission effective from the commencement of its
        commercial operations on November 22, 2017, expiring on November 21, 2022.               
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9.     EARNINGS PER ORDINARY SHARE

        The basic earnings per ordinary share is calculated by dividing the Group’s profit for the financial period/
        year attributable to owners of the Company by the weighted average number of ordinary shares in issue,
        adjusted by the number of ordinary shares repurchased and disposed during the financial period/year.

                The Group
                                                                                                                                       1.1.2018 to      1.1.2017 to
                                                                                                                                         31.7.2019      31.12.2017
                                                                                                                                     (19 months)    (12 months)

        Profit for the financial period/year attributable to owners
        of the Company (RM’000)                                                                                        17,298            25,932

                                                                                                                                     31.7.2019     31.12.2017

        Weighted average number of ordinary shares
        in issue (units ’000):                                                                                               327,499          327,549

        Basic earnings per ordinary share (sen)                                                                        5.28                7.92

        Diluted earnings per ordinary share are not presented as the warrants are anti-dilutive where the average
        market price of ordinary shares during the financial period/year does not exceed the exercise price of the
        warrants.
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10.    PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
                                                                                                                                                                  Equipment,                   
                                                                                Long-term                                                                   furniture,                   
                                                             Freehold     leasehold                          Plant and       Motor         fixtures                   
                                                                     land              land   Buildings    machinery   vehicles   and fittings          Total
         The Group                                    RM’000         RM’000       RM’000          RM’000    RM’000         RM’000      RM’000

         Cost/Valuation                                                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                    
        Balance as of
        January 1, 2017                          2,851            7,036        45,800        205,071       4,582          9,596     274,936
        Acquisition through a 
      business combination

        (Note 11)                                             -                   -                  -            6,178               -               627         6,805
        Additions                                               -                   -             327            3,581            85               353         4,346
        Disposals                                               -                   -                  -             (973)        (257)               (58)      (1,288)
        Write-offs                                               -                   -                  -             (574)               -               (64)         (638)
        Currency translation difference             -                   -                  -             (374)            (8)               (67)         (449)
                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                    
        Balance as of
        December 31, 2017/
      January 1, 2018                         2,851            7,036        46,127        212,909       4,402          10,387     283,712

        Additions                                               -                   -          1,701          14,806          775               877       18,159
        Disposals                                               -                   -                  -          (7,885)     (1,356)               (33)      (9,274)
        Write-offs                                               -                   -           (151)        (17,683)               -             (202)    (18,036)
        Revaluation                                   1,049            4,863       (8,526)                    -               -                    -      (2,614)
        Currency translation difference             -                   -             (12)             (654)          (21)               (67)         (754)
                                                                                                                                                                                          
        Balance as of
        July 31, 2019                              3,900          11,899        39,139        201,493       3,800          10,962     271,193

        Accumulated depreciation                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                    
        Balance as of
        January 1, 2017                                 -            1,448          8,831        113,883       2,937            6,619     133,718
        Charge for the year                               -                 74             923          11,628          436               713       13,774
        Disposals                                               -                   -                  -             (909)        (257)               (58)      (1,224)
        Write-offs                                               -                   -                  -             (558)               -               (60)         (618)
        Currency translation difference             -                   -                 2               (18)            (5)                 (5)           (26)
                                                                                                                                                                                          
        Balance as of
        December 31, 2017/
      January 1, 2018                                 -            1,522          9,756        124,026        3,111            7,209     145,624

        Charge for the period                            -               155          1,635          19,264          732            1,072       22,858
        Disposals                                               -                   -                  -          (6,751)     (1,267)               (30)      (8,048)
        Write-offs                                               -                   -             (38)        (16,123)               -             (193)    (16,354)
        Elimination of accumulated                                                                                                                                       
        depreciation on revaluation                 -         (1,610)     (10,638)                    -               -                    -    (12,248)
        Currency translation difference             -                   -                  -               (64)            (8)               (11)           (83)
                                                                                                                                                                                          
        Balance as of
        July 31, 2019                                      -                 67             715        120,352       2,568            8,047     131,749
                                                                                                                                                                                          
        Carrying amount                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                            
        As of January 1, 2017              2,851          5,588       36,969         91,188      1,645           2,977    141,218
                                                                                                                                                                                 
        As of December 31, 2017         2,851          5,514       36,371         88,883      1,291           3,178    138,088
        
        As of July 31, 2019                   3,900         11,832       38,424         81,141      1,232           2,915    139,444
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                                                                                                                                                                  Equipment,                   
                                                                                Long-term                                                                   furniture,                   
                                                             Freehold     leasehold                          Plant and       Motor         fixtures                   
                                                                     land               land   Buildings    machinery   vehicles   and fittings          Total
         The Company                             RM’000         RM’000       RM’000          RM’000    RM’000         RM’000      RM’000

         Cost/Valuation                                                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                    
        Balance as of
        January 1, 2017                         2,851            7,036        45,800        205,048       4,398            9,500     274,633
        Additions                                              -                    -             265            2,132               -               146         2,543
        Disposals                                              -                    -                  -          (4,453)        (257)               (58)      (4,768)
        Write-offs                                               -                    -                  -             (572)               -               (34)         (606)
                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                    
        Balance as of
        December 31, 2017/
      January 1, 2018                         2,851            7,036        46,065        202,155       4,141            9,554     271,802

        Additions                                              -                    -             991          13,937          577               718       16,223
        Disposals                                              -                    -                  -          (7,996)     (1,185)               (33)      (9,214)
        Write-offs                                               -                    -           (151)        (17,337)               -             (194)    (17,682)
        Revaluation                                  1,049            4,863       (8,526)                    -               -                    -      (2,614)
                                                                                                                                                                                          
        Balance as of
        July 31, 2019                              3,900          11,899        38,379        190,759       3,533          10,045     258,515

        Accumulated depreciation                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                    
        Balance as of
        January 1, 2017                                 -            1,448          8,831        113,858       2,825            6,549     133,511
        Charge for the year                              -                 74             922          11,218          409               650       13,273
        Disposals                                              -                    -                  -          (3,749)        (257)               (58)      (4,064)
        Write-offs                                               -                    -                  -             (558)               -               (34)         (592)
                                                                                                                                                                                          
        Balance as of
        December 31, 2017/
      January 1, 2018                                 -            1,522          9,753        120,769       2,977            7,107     142,128

        Charge for the period                           -               155          1,605          17,727          672               895       21,054
        Disposals                                              -                    -                  -          (6,860)     (1,126)               (31)      (8,017)
        Write-offs                                               -                    -             (38)        (16,045)               -             (185)    (16,268)
        Elimination of accumulated                                                                                                                                       
        depreciation on revaluation                 -          (1,610)     (10,638)                    -               -                    -    (12,248)
                                                                                                                                                                                          
        Balance as of
        July 31, 2019                                      -                 67             682        115,591       2,523            7,786     126,649
                                                                                                                                                                                          
        Carrying amount                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                    
        As of January 1, 2017                 2,851            5,588        36,969          91,190       1,573            2,951     141,122
                                                                                                                                                                                          
        As of December 31, 2017            2,851            5,514        36,312          81,386       1,164            2,447     129,674
                                                                                                                                                                                          
        As of July 31, 2019                      3,900          11,832        37,697          75,168       1,010            2,259     131,866
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        Freehold land, long-term leasehold land and buildings of the Group and of the Company were revalued
        in February 2019 by an accredited firm of professional valuers, based on the open market value method.
        The fair value is categorised as Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy with no transfer between Levels 1 and
        2 during the current financial period.

        If the revalued land and buildings were measured using the cost model, the carrying amounts would have
        been as follows:

                                                                                                                 31.7.2019       31.12.2017          1.1.2017
        The Group                                                                                          RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
       
        Freehold land                                                                                       2,851               2,851              2,851
        Long-term leasehold land with unexpired lease
        period of more than 50 years                                                             5,396               5,514              5,588
        Buildings                                                                                            36,435             36,371            36,969

                                                                                                                  44,682             44,736            45,408
                                                                                                                                                     

        The Company                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                     
        Freehold land                                                                                       2,851               2,851              2,851
        Long-term leasehold land with unexpired lease
        period of more than 50 years                                                             5,396               5,514              5,588
        Buildings                                                                                            35,708             36,312            36,969
                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                  43,955             44,677            45,408

        The carrying amounts of assets under finance lease arrangements are as follows:

                                                                                                      The Group and the Company
                                                                                                                 31.7.2019       31.12.2017          1.1.2017
                                                                                                                 RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
       
        Plant and machinery                                                                            2,518               9,269              9,989
        Motor vehicles                                                                                        727                  726                 946
                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                    3,245               9,995            10,935

11.   INVESTMENTS IN SUBSIDIARIES

                                                                                                      The Company
                                                                                                                 31.7.2019       31.12.2017          1.1.2017
                                                                                                                 RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
       
        Unquoted shares - at cost                                                                   6,699               6,699              6,699
        Loan that is part of net investment                                                    36,112                       -                      -

                                                                                                                  42,811               6,699              6,699

        Loan that is part of net investment represents an amount receivable from a subsidiary which is non-trade,
        unsecured and interest-free. The settlement of the amount is neither planned nor likely to occur in the
        foreseeable future as it is the intention of the Company to treat this amount as a long-term source of
        capital to the subsidiary. As this amount is, in substance, a part of the Company’s net investment in the
        subsidiary, it is stated at cost less accumulated impairment loss, if any.
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Details of the Company’s subsidiaries are as follows:

       Proportion of ownership
                                                                         interest and voting
                                                       Country of             power held by the Group
        Name of subsidiaries            incorporation       31.7.2019   31.12.2017   1.1.2017     Principal activities

        Daibochi Land Sdn. Bhd.                  Malaysia              100%            100%       100%             Manufacturing,
                                                                                                                                                         trading and
                                                                                                                                                       marketing of
                                                                                                                                              flexible packaging
                                                                                                                                                     materials and
                                                                                                                                                         investment
                                                                                                                                                               holding

        Daibochi Flexibles Sdn. Bhd.             Malaysia              100%            100%       100%       Investment holding
        (“DFlex”)                                                        

        Daibochi Australia Pty. Ltd.*              Australia              100%            100%       100%                Importing and
                                                                                                                                                                    marketing of
                                                                                                                                                          packaging
                                                                                                                                                            materials

        Daibochi New Zealand Ltd.        New Zealand                      -            100%       100%                      Dissolved
         (“DNZ”)#

        Subsidiary of DFlex

        Daibochi Packaging                        Myanmar                60%              60%               -       Manufacturing and
        (Myanmar) Company Limited *                                                                                      marketing of flexible
                                                                                                                                           packaging materials

        * Audited by other auditors

        # DNZ had on February 7, 2019, filed an application with New Zealand Companies Office to strike off
        the company from the register. DNZ had been officially removed from the register on March 29, 2019.

        As the contribution from DNZ to the Group’s results is immaterial, there is no disclosure of the discontinued
        operations in the financial statements of the Group.

        Incorporation of a new subsidiary in the previous financial year

        In 2017, the Company’s wholly-owned subsidiary, DFlex incorporated a 60% owned subsidiary in Myanmar
        with cash subscription of RM31,675,584, namely Daibochi Packaging (Myanmar) Company Limited
        (“Daibochi Myanmar”), with Myanmar Smart Pack Industrial Company Limited (“MSP”) owning 40%.

        Approval from the Myanmar Investment Commission for its investment in Myanmar was received on April
        28, 2017.  A Joint Venture Agreement (“JVA”) between DFlex and MSP was signed on June 16, 2017. An
        Asset Purchase Agreement (“APA”) between Daibochi Myanmar and MSP was signed on July 1, 2017 to
        acquire MSP’s entire existing business, production assets as well as workforce. The purchase consideration
        of USD10,950,510 (equivalent RM47,169,000) consists of the following:

        • Cash consideration of USD6,514,950; and
        • USD4,435,560 capitalised pursuant to JVA and APA, applied as subscription price for the allotment
        and issuance of ordinary shares in the capital of Daibochi Myanmar.
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        The following summarises the recognised amounts of assets acquired on July 1, 2017:
                
                                                                                                                                                                RM’000
                                                                                                      
        Identifiable assets acquired:                                                                                                 
      Property, plant and equipment                                                                                                          6,805
      Inventories                                                                                                                                        2,954
      Other receivable - Commercial tax recoverable                                                                                  132

                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                    9,891
                                                                                                      
        Goodwill

        Goodwill was recognised as a result of the acquisition as follows:

                                                                                                                                                                RM’000
                                                                                                      
        Total consideration transferred                                                                                                          47,169
        Fair value of identifiable net assets                                                                                                  (9,891)

        Goodwill (Note 13)                                                                                                                            37,278
                                                                                                      

        The goodwill recognised on the acquisition is attributable mainly to the business relationship, customer 
        list and work force of the acquired business and the synergies expected to be achieved from integrating
        the subsidiary into the Group’s existing business.

        The effect of the acquisition on cash flows for the financial year ended December 31, 2017 was as follows:

                                                                                                                                                                RM’000
                                                                                                      
        Total consideration transferred                                                                                                          47,169
        Capital contribution by MSP                                                                                                           (18,997)

        Net cash outflow on acquisition                                                                                                        28,172
                                                                                                      

        Acquisition related costs

        In 2017, the Group incurred acquisition related costs amounting to RM305,000 which have been included
        in administrative expenses in profit or loss. 

        Non-controlling interests in a subsidiary

        The Group’s subsidiary that has material non-controlling interests is as follows: 

                                                                                                             31.7.2019      31.12.2017         1.1.2017

        Daibochi Myanmar                                                                                                                                     
        
        Percentage of ownership interest and voting interest (%)                     40%                 40%                      -
                                                                                                                                                     
        Carrying amount of non-controlling interest (RM’000)                       24,199             21,054                      -
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                                                                                                                                       1.1.2018 to      7.2.2017 to
                                                                                                                                          31.7.2019     31.12.2017*
                                                                                                                                      (19 months)    (11 months)
                                                                                                                                            RM’000           RM’000

        Profit allocated to non-controlling interests                                                                 2,966            1,151

        Other comprehensive loss allocated to
      non-controlling interests                                                                                          (1,761)            (1,072)

        
        The summarised financial information (before intra-group elimination) of Daibochi Myanmar is as below: 

                                                                                                             31.7.2019      31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                                 RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                                                     
        Summarised statement of financial position                                                                                          
        Non-current assets                                                                            40,609             42,831                      -
        Current assets                                                                                   26,548             16,206                      -
        Current liabilities                                                                                (6,659)             (6,402)                      -
                                                                                                                                                     
        Net assets                                                                                          60,498             52,635                      -

                                                                                                                                       1.1.2018 to      7.2.2017 to
                                                                                                                                          31.7.2019     31.12.2017*
                                                                                                                                      (19 months)    (11 months)
                                                                                                                                            RM’000           RM’000

        
        Summarised statement of profit or loss 
      and other comprehensive income                                                                                                          

        Revenue                                                                                                                    60,388            14,929
                                                                                                                             
        Profit for the financial period                                                                                        7,415              2,878
        Other comprehensive loss for the financial period                                                    (4,400)            (2,679)
                                                                                                                             
        Total comprehensive income for the financial period                                                   3,015                 199
                                                                                                                                                     

        Summarised cash flows information                                                                                                       
        Net cash (outflow)/inflow from operating activities                                                      (399)              2,889
        Net cash outflow from investing activities                                                                 (4,329)          (29,845)
        Net cash inflow from financing activities                                                                     4,849            33,440
                                                                                                                                                     
        Net cash inflow                                                                                                               121              6,484
        

        Other information                                                                                                                                       
        Dividends paid to non-controlling interests                                                                       18                      -

        *       The summarised statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income and cash flows
                information in 2017 is for the financial period from February 7, 2017 (date of incorporation) to
                December 31, 2017. 
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12.   INVESTMENT IN AN ASSOCIATE                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                   The Group
                                                                                                             31.7.2019      31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                                 RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
        
        Unquoted shares - at cost                                                                 22,568             22,568            22,568
        Share of post-acquisition reserve                                                        6,852               4,939              3,785
        Dividends received                                                                          (10,284)             (8,144)            (6,108)
                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                  19,136             19,363            20,245

        
        The Group’s interest in the associate is analysed as follows: 

                                                                                                                                   The Group
                                                                                                             31.7.2019      31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                                 RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
        
        Share of net tangible assets - at fair value                                        18,867             19,094            19,976
        Goodwill                                                                                                  269                  269                 269

                                                                                                                  19,136             19,363            20,245

        Details of the associate which is incorporated in Malaysia are as follows:

       Proportion of ownership
                                                                                    interest and voting
        power held by the Group
        Name of associate                                   31.7.2019       31.12.2017        1.1.2017        Principal activities

        Skyline Resources (M)                                36.32%      36.32%     36.32%                         Property
      Sdn. Bhd. *                                                                                                                           development, 

                                                                                                                                    contract construction
                                                                                                                                       works and property
                                                                                                                                                  investments
        
        * Audited by other auditors

        The financial year end for Skyline Resources (M) Sdn Bhd (“SRSB”) is on December 31. For the purpose
        of applying the equity method of accounting, the unaudited financial statements of SRSB for the period
        from January 1, 2018 to July 31, 2019 have been used.
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        Summarised financial information in respect of the associate is as follows:

                                                                                                             31.7.2019      31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                                 RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                                                     
        Assets and liabilities                                                                                                                                 
        Current assets                                                                                   92,445             96,831            96,162
        Non-current assets                                                                              3,770             14,693            15,134
                                                                                                                                                     
        Total assets                                                                                        96,215            111,524           111,296
                                                                                                                                                     
        Current liabilities                                                                                44,661             61,518            61,543
        Non-current liabilities                                                                                31                    49                   87
                                                                                                                                                     
        Total liabilities                                                                                    44,692             61,567            61,630

        
                                                                                                                                       1.1.2018 to      1.1.2017 to
                                                                                                                                          31.7.2019      31.12.2017
                                                                                                                                      (19 months)    (12 months)
                                                                                                                                            RM’000           RM’000
        Results                                                                                                                                 
        Revenue                                                                                                                    51,385            42,554
                                                                                                      
        Profit/Total comprehensive income for the financial 
      period/year                                                                                                                 7,458              5,896

                                                                                                      
        Group’s share of profit/total comprehensive income                                                                                   
      for the financial period/year                                                                                       1,913              1,154

        The Group’s share of profit of the equity-accounted associate for the 19 months period amounting to
        RM1,913,000 (12 months period in 2017: RM1,154,000) is after taking into consideration the amount of
        RM795,000 (2017: RM987,000) being the realisation of the revaluation surplus arising from the revaluation
        of the associate’s development land prior to the acquisition of the associate.

                The Group
                                                                                                                                       1.1.2018 to      1.1.2017 to
                                                                                                                                         31.7.2019      31.12.2017
                                                                                                                                     (19 months)    (12 months)
                                                                                                                                             RM’000           RM’000

        Other information                                                                                                               
        Dividend received by the Group                                                                                  2,140              2,036
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13.   GOODWILL

                                                                                                                             The Group
                                                                                                                                     31.7.2019     31.12.2017
                                                                                                                                         RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                      
        Cost/Carrying Amount                                                                                                        

        As of January 1                                                                                                          35,137                      -
        Addition through business combination (Note 11)                                                               -            37,278
        Currency translation difference                                                                                 (2,709)            (2,141)
                                                                                                      
        As of July 31/December 31                                                                                       32,428            35,137

        Impairment testing for cash-generating unit containing goodwill

        As disclosed in Note 11, goodwill of the Group arose from the acquisition of business in financial year
        ended December 31, 2017 by Daibochi Myanmar, which represents a cash-generating unit (“CGU”) as
        the Group is expected to benefit from the synergies achieved from the integration of Daibochi Myanmar’s
        operation into the Group’s existing business. Goodwill is tested for impairment annually. 

        The recoverable amount of the CGU is determined based on its value-in-use (“VIU”). This VIU calculation
        applies a discounted cash flow model using expected cash flow projection based on forecast approved
        by Management covering a five-year period. The forecast reflects Management’s expectation of revenue
        growth, based on anticipated Compounded Annual Growth Rate (“CAGR”), operating costs and margins
        for Daibochi Myanmar based on current assessment of market share, expectations of market growth and
        industry growth. Cash flows beyond the fifth year are extrapolated using an estimated terminal growth rate.

        The discount rate applied to the cash flow forecast refers to the industry’s pre-tax weighted average cost
        of capital (“WACC”) applicable to Daibochi Myanmar. 

        The following key assumptions have been applied in the VIU calculation:  

                                                                                                                                     31.7.2019     31.12.2017
        Key assumptions                                                                                                          (%)                  (%)
                                                                                                      
        Revenue CAGR                                                                                                                14                   16
        Pre-tax discount rate                                                                                                        26                   25
        Long-term inflation rate                                                                                                      7                     7

        Sensitivity analysis

        The following shows the impact on the recoverable amount as a result of 1% favourable or unfavourable
        change in key assumptions used, keeping all other inputs constant. 

                                                                                                      Increase/(Decrease) in                          
                                                                                                      recoverable amount         Percentage
                                                                                                         Favourable  Unfavourable        change *
                                                                                                               RM’000             RM’000                    %

        Assumptions:                                                                                                                                               
        Revenue CAGR                                                                               1,519              (1,483)                  2.7
      Pre-tax discount rate                                                                        2,931              (2,649)                  1.5
      Long-term inflation rate                                                                    1,912              (1,693)                  2.5

        *        Represents percentage change for recoverable amount to equal carrying amount, keeping all other
                 inputs constant.
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14.   DEFERRED TAX ASSETS/(LIABILITIES)

                                                                                                      The Group
                                                                                                            31.7.2019       31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                               RM’000             RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                            
        Deferred tax assets                                                                               115                    117                  119
        Deferred tax liabilities                                                                    (17,390)            (13,016)          (12,860)
                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                               (17,275)            (12,899)          (12,741)

                                                                              
        As of January 1                                                                              (12,899)            (12,741)
        Recognised in profit or loss (Note 8)                                               (2,197)                 (156)
        Recognised in other comprehensive                                                           
      income                                                                                           (2,166)                        -

        Currency translation difference                                                             (13)                     (2)
                                                                              
        As of July 31/December 31                                                            (17,275)            (12,899)

                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                            The Company
                                                                                                            31.7.2019       31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                               RM’000             RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                            
        Deferred tax liabilities                                                                    (18,541)            (14,013)          (13,405)
                                                                                                                            
        As of January 1                                                                              (14,013)            (13,405)                       
        Recognised in profit or loss (Note 8)                                               (2,362)                 (608)                       
        Recognised in other comprehensive                                                                                                           
      income                                                                                           (2,166)                        -                       

                                                                                                                            
        As of July 31/December 31                                                            (18,541)            (14,013)                       
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        The deferred tax assets/(liabilities) are in respect of temporary differences arising from:

                                                                                                                                   The Group
                                                                                                             31.7.2019      31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                                 RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                             
        Deferred tax assets (before offsetting):                                                                                                   
        Inventories                                                                                           1,314               1,601              1,055
        Provisions                                                                                               115                   115                  110
        Others                                                                                                       78                  153                 543
                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                    1,507               1,869              1,708
        Offsetting                                                                                           (1,392)             (1,752)            (1,589)
                                                                                                                             
        Deferred tax assets (after offsetting)                                                  115                   117                  119
                                                                                                                             

        Deferred tax liabilities (before offsetting):                                                                                               
        Property, plant and equipment                                                        (16,616)           (14,768)          (14,449)
        Revaluation of land and buildings                                                     (2,166)                       -                      -
                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                (18,782)           (14,768)          (14,449)
        Offsetting                                                                                             1,392               1,752              1,589
                                                                                                                             
        Deferred tax liabilities (after offsetting)                                      (17,390)           (13,016)          (12,860)

        
                                                                                                                             The Company
                                                                                                             31.7.2019      31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                                 RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                             
        Deferred tax assets (before offsetting)                                                                                                    
        Inventories                                                                                              163                  604                 509
        Others                                                                                                       78                  151                 534
                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                       241                  755              1,043
        Offsetting                                                                                              (241)                (755)            (1,043)
                                                                                                                             
        Deferred tax assets (after offsetting)                                                       -                       -                      -
                                                                                                                             

        Deferred tax liabilities (before offsetting)                                                                                                
        Property, plant and equipment                                                        (16,616)           (14,768)          (14,448)
        Revaluation of land and buildings                                                     (2,166)                       -                      -
                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                (18,782)           (14,768)          (14,448)
        Offsetting                                                                                                241                  755              1,043
                                                                                                                             
        Deferred tax liabilities (after offsetting)                                      (18,541)           (14,013)          (13,405)
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15.   INVENTORIES

                                                                                                                                   The Group
                                                                                                             31.7.2019      31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                                 RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                             
        Raw materials                                                                                    28,746             35,631            28,050
        Work-in-progress                                                                               10,223             17,583            16,349
        Finished goods                                                                                  22,047             31,649            26,773
        Consumables                                                                                      1,422               1,674              1,382
                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                  62,438             86,537            72,554

                                                                                                              1.1.2018 to       1.1.2017 to
                                                                                                                31.7.2019       31.12.2017
                                                                                                            (19 months)     (12 months)
                                                                                                                     RM’000            RM’000
                 
        Recognised as cost of sales:                                                                                                                       
        Inventories                                                                                       478,403           251,465                       
        Inventories written off                                                                             581                       -                       
        Inventories write-down                                                                      11,783               2,557                       
        Reversal of inventories write-down                                                      (984)                (533)                       

                                                                                                                             The Company
                                                                                                             31.7.2019      31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                                 RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                             
        Raw materials                                                                                    20,279             32,359            28,050
        Work-in-progress                                                                                 8,984             17,192            16,349
        Finished goods                                                                                  11,283             19,623            17,671
        Consumables                                                                                         926               1,263              1,382
                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                  41,472             70,437            63,452

                                                                                                              1.1.2018 to       1.1.2017 to
                                                                                                                31.7.2019       31.12.2017
                                                                                                            (19 months)     (12 months)
                                                                                                                     RM’000            RM’000
                 
        Recognised as cost of sales:                                                                                                                       
        Inventories                                                                                       444,208           244,987                       
        Inventories written off                                                                             581                       -                       
        Inventories write-down                                                                      10,686               2,321                       
        Reversal of inventories write-down                                                      (685)                (459)
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16.   TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES 

                                                                                                                                   The Group
                                                                                                             31.7.2019      31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                                 RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Trade receivables:                                                                                                                                       
        Third parties                                                                                     66,117             60,604            52,536
      Other related companies                                                                      351                       -                      -

                                                                                                                                                                             
        Total trade receivables                                                                      66,468             60,604            52,536
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Other receivables:                                                                                                                                        
        Third parties                                                                                       2,167               2,925              4,143
      Other related companies                                                                        42                       -                      -

        Deposit on:                                                                                                                                                  
        Proposed acquisition of a 

    subsidiary (Note 29(b))                                                                  12,500                       -                      -
      Purchase of property, plant and
    equipment                                                                                        7,115               2,707                      -

        Other refundable deposits                                                                      269                  284                 272
        Prepayments                                                                                          741               1,246                 832
                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                  89,302             67,766            57,783

                                                                                                                             The Company
                                                                                                             31.7.2019      31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                                 RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Trade receivables:                                                                                                                                       
        Third parties                                                                                     49,892             49,248            45,984
      Subsidiaries                                                                                     18,189             16,946             11,381
      Other related companies                                                                      351                       -                      -

                                                                                                                                                                             
        Total trade receivables                                                                      68,432             66,194            57,365
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Other receivables:                                                                                                                                        
        Third parties                                                                                       2,015               2,925              4,086
      Subsidiaries                                                                                          669             36,154              4,937
      Other related companies                                                                        42                       -                      -

        Deposit on:                                                                                                                                                   
        Proposed acquisition of a 

    subsidiary (Note 29(b))                                                                  12,500                       -                      -
      Purchase of property, plant and
    equipment                                                                                        5,398               2,608                      -

        Other refundable deposits                                                                      241                  254                 241
        Prepayments                                                                                          515               1,166                 749
                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                  89,812           109,301            67,378
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        As of July 31, 2019, an amount due from a customer to the Group of RM11,901,000 (31.12.2017:
        RM10,014,000; 1.1.2017: RM7,723,000) and amount due from a customer and a subsidiary to the
        Company of RM29,596,000 (31.12.2017: RM22,505,000; 1.1.2017: RM18,248,000) represent more than
        10% of the Group’s and of the Company’s trade receivables respectively. 

        The average credit terms for trade receivables of the Group and of the Company range from 14 to 120
        days (31.12.2017: 14 to 120 days; 1.1.2017: 14 to 120 days). The Group and the Company do not hold
        any collateral or other credit enhancements over these balances nor do they have a legal right of offset
        against any amounts owed by the Group and the Company to the counterparty. No interest was charged
        on overdue outstanding trade receivables.

        Amounts receivable from subsidiaries are unsecured, interest-free and repayable on demand, except for
        trade transactions which are repayable within the normal trade terms of 15 to 90 days (31.12.2017: 15 to
        90 days; 1.1.2017: 90 days). 

        In the previous financial year, the Company advanced a loan of USD6,653,000 to a subsidiary at an
        effective interest rate of 3.75%. As disclosed in Note 11, the Company presented the loan as part of net
       investment in subsidiary in the current financial period as the settlement of the amount is neither planned
        nor likely to occur in the foreseeable future. 

        Other related companies refer to subsidiaries of the holding company, Scientex Berhad. 

        Transactions with related companies are disclosed in Note 24.

        Other receivables from third parties of the Group and of the Company include indirect tax receivables
        amounting to RM1,318,000 (31.12.2017: RM1,732,000; 1.1.2017: RM2,673,000) and RM1,166,000
        (31.12.2017: RM1,732,000; 1.1.2017: RM2,615,000) respectively.

        An impairment analysis is performed as of the end of each reporting period using a provision matrix to
        measure expected credit losses (“ECL”). In measuring the ECL, trade receivables are grouped based on
        similar credit risk characteristics and days past due. The provision rates are based on historical credit
        loss experience, adjusted as necessary to reflect current conditions for trade receivables and forward
        looking information.  There has been no change on the estimation techniques or significant assumptions
        made during the current reporting period.

        Set out below is the information about the credit risk exposure on the Group’s and the Company’s trade 
        receivables using a provision matrix: 

                                                                                          The Group                                                        
                                                                                                      Past due
                                                         Current       1 month      2 months  3 months     >3 months          Total
                                                         RM’000        RM’000          RM’000      RM’000           RM’000      RM’000

        Expected loss rate                            Nil                Nil                  Nil              Nil                    Nil               Nil
                                                                                                                                                                             
        July 31, 2019                            52,144          11,684             1,698            625                  317        66,468
                                                                                                                                                                             
        December 31, 2017                  52,909           6,529                576            424                  166        60,604
                                                                                                                                                                             
        January 1, 2017                        45,176           5,684                764            677                  235        52,536
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                                                                               The Company
                                                                                                      Past due
                                                         Current       1 month      2 months  3 months     >3 months          Total
                                                         RM’000        RM’000          RM’000      RM’000           RM’000      RM’000

        Expected loss rate                            Nil                Nil                  Nil              Nil                    Nil               Nil
                                                                                                                                                                             
        July 31, 2019                            56,955           9,614             1,242            366                  255        68,432
                                                                                                                                                                             
        December 31, 2017                  56,076           8,165             1,001            340                  612        66,194
                                                                                                                                                                             
        January 1, 2017                        49,776           5,907                791            677                  214        57,365                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
        The Group and the Company do not have any default in its trade receivables. The Group set up a
        Management level Credit Committee (“CC”) in Malaysia to evaluate the credit limit and terms being
        extended to the customers with a view to minimise the risk of default. In Daibochi Myanmar, it is the
        responsibility of its Board of Directors to evaluate the credit limit and terms being extended to the customers
        with a view to minimise the risk of default. CC in Malaysia ensures that monies owed to the Group are to
        be collected.

        Any amount outstanding which is past the credit terms for the Group and the Company will need to be
        reviewed by CC. Management determined that there is no ECL for previous financial years and as of July
        31, 2019 as there has not been a significant change in credit quality. The amounts past due are still
        considered recoverable.

        For the purpose of impairment assessment, other receivables are considered to have low credit risks and
        loss allowance is measured at an amount equal to 12 month ECL. In determining the ECL, management
        has taken into account the historical default experience and financial position of the counterparties,
        adjusted for factors that are specific to the debtors and general economic conditions of the industry in
        which the debtors operate. 

        There has been no change in the estimation techniques or significant assumptions made during the
        current reporting period in assessing the loss allowance for other receivables.

17.    DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL ASSETS/(LIABILITIES)

        Derivative financial instruments are carried at fair value through profit or loss.

                                                                                          The Group and the Company
        31.7.2019                   31.12.2017
                                                       Contract                                              Contract
                                                            value         Assets      Liabilities         value        Assets     Liabilities
                                                         RM’000        RM’000          RM’000      RM’000        RM’000         RM’000

        Foreign currency                                                                                                                                          
        forward contracts:                                                                                                                                      
        Buy contracts                                   -                   -                     -         1,461                  6                     -
      Sell contracts                           3,078                   -              (113)                 -                   -                     -

        
                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                1.1.2017
                                                                                                                   Contract
                                                                                                                         value        Assets     Liabilities
                                                                                                                      RM’000        RM’000         RM’000
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Foreign currency forward contracts:                                                                                                            
        Buy contracts                                                                                          2,842                21                     -
      Sell contracts                                                                                        15,942                   -              (570)
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18.   SHARE CAPITAL AND TREASURY SHARES

                                                                                                      The Group and the Company
                                                                                                                             Number of ordinary shares 
                                                                                                                                     31.7.2019     31.12.2017
                                                                                                                                              ’000                ’000
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Issued and fully paid ordinary shares                                                                              
        As of January 1                                                                                                       327,895          273,246
        Bonus shares                                                                                                                      -            54,649
        Exercise of warrants (Note 19)                                                                                           3                      -
                                                                                                      
        As of July 31/December 31                                                                                     327,898          327,895

                                                                                                      The Group and the Company                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  31.7.2019     31.12.2017
                                                                                                                                         RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                      
        Issued and fully paid ordinary shares                                                                              
        As of January 1                                                                                                       164,163          136,623
        Bonus shares                                                                                                                      -            27,324
        Exercise of warrants (Note 19)                                                                                           9                      -
        Gain on disposal of treasury shares                                                                                   4                 216
                                                                                                      
        As of July 31/December 31                                                                                     164,176          164,163

        Treasury shares                                                                                                                  
        As of January 1                                                                                                            (508)            (2,354)
        Acquisition of treasury shares                                                                                   (1,145)            (4,490)
        Disposal of treasury shares                                                                                            508              6,336
                                                                                                      
        As of July 31/December 31                                                                                       (1,145)               (508)

        During the financial period, 3,589 warrants were exercised at RM2.50 per warrant amounting to
        approximately RM8,973 and were credited directly to the Company’s issued share capital.

        In prior year, the Company issued bonus shares of 54,649,038 on the basis of two (2) bonus shares for
        every ten (10) existing ordinary shares. 

        The movement of treasury shares held by the Company as of the end of the reporting period are as follows:

                                                                                                             31.7.2019      31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                                             
        No. of treasury shares repurchased 
        during the financial period/year                                                     550,100        2,023,600       1,602,900
                                                                                                                             
        Total amount paid for the acquisition
        of the treasury shares (RM)                                                        1,144,748        4,490,484       3,370,843
                                                                                                                             
        Average price paid for the shares (RM per share)                                2.08                 2.22                2.10
                                                                                                                             
        No. of treasury shares disposed 
      during the financial period/year                                                     227,400        2,910,900          488,200

        Average disposal price (RM per share)                                                 2.25                 2.25                2.19
                                                                                                                             
        Total net consideration received in the open market (RM)              512,028        6,552,077       1,070,296
                                                                                                                             
        Treasury shares held as of the end of financial period/year            550,100           227,400        1,114,700
                                                                                                                             
        Carrying amount of treasury shares in accordance with
        Section 127(6) of the Companies Act 2016 in Malaysia             1,144,748           508,362       2,354,180
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        The holders of ordinary shares are entitled to receive dividends as and when declared by the Company.
        All ordinary shares carry one vote per share without restrictions and rank equally with regard to the
        Company’s residual assets. In respect of the Company’s treasury shares that are held by the Company,
        all rights are suspended until those shares are reissued.

19.   RESERVES

                                                                                                                                   The Group
                                                                                                             31.7.2019      31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                                 RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Non-distributable reserves:                                                                                                                          
        Share premium                                                                                         -                       -              2,950
        Revaluation reserve                                                                          7,468                       -                      -
      Translation reserve                                                                         (5,055)             (1,472)                 595
      Warrants reserve                                                                                       -               9,837                      -
      Discount on shares                                                                                   -             (9,837)                      -

                                                                                                                                                                             
        Distributable reserve:                                                                                                                                   
        Retained earnings                                                                           40,730             38,665            51,357
                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                  43,143             37,193            54,902

                                                                                                                             The Company
                                                                                                             31.7.2019      31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                                 RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Non-distributable reserves:                                                                                                                          
        Share premium                                                                                         -                       -              2,950
        Revaluation reserve                                                                          7,468                       -                      -
      Warrants reserve                                                                                       -               9,837                      -
      Discount on shares                                                                                   -             (9,837)                      -

                                                                                                                                                                             
        Distributable reserve:                                                                                                                                   
        Retained earnings                                                                           18,953             22,673            36,896
                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                  26,421             22,673            39,846

                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                      The Group and the Company
                                                                                                             31.7.2019      31.12.2017                       
                                                                                                                 RM’000            RM’000                       
                                                                                                                                                     
        Share premium                                                                                                                                          
        As of January 1                                                                                           -               2,950                       
        Bonus shares                                                                                              -             (2,950)                       
                                                                                                                                                     
        As of July 31/December 31                                                                         -                       -                       
                                                                                                      

        Share premium

        The new Companies Act 2016 in Malaysia (“the Act”), which came into effect from January 31, 2017,
        abolished the concept of authorised share capital and par value of share capital. Consequently, the amount
        standing to the credit of the share premium account becomes part of the Company’s share capital pursuant
        to the transitional provisions set out in Section 618(2) of the Act.

        Subsequent to the bonus shares issued during the financial year 2017 as disclosed in Note 18, the amount
        standing to the credit of the share premium account for purposes as set out in Section 618(3) of the Act
        had been fully utilised.
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        Revaluation reserve

        Revaluation reserve arose from increase in the fair value of land and buildings, net of tax, and if applicable,
        decreases to the extent that such decreases relate to an increase on the same asset previously recognised
        in other comprehensive income.

        Translation reserve

        Translation reserve relates to the foreign exchange differences on translation of the financial statements
        of foreign operations whose functional currencies are different from that of the Group’s presentation currency.

        Warrants reserve and discount on shares (Warrants 2017/2022)

        On June 20, 2017, the Company issued 27,324,377 warrants on the basis of one (1) free warrant for every
        ten (10) existing ordinary shares in the Company. The warrants were listed and quoted on the Main Market
        of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad.

        The main features of the warrants are as follows:

                                                                                         Tenure Exercise Period        Exercise price
                                                                                         (Years)     Issue date    Expiry date                  (RM)
                                                                                                                            
        Warrants                                                                             5       20.6.2017       19.6.2022                   2.50

        (a)       The warrants may be exercised at any time during the tenure of the warrants of five (5) years
                   commencing from the issue date of the warrants and ending on the expiry date. Warrants not
                   exercised during the Exercise Period will thereafter lapse and cease to be valid;  

        (b)       Each warrant carries the entitlement to subscribe for one (1) new ordinary share at the exercise
                   price of RM2.50 and subject to the adjustments in accordance with the Deed Poll constituting the
                   warrants;

        (c)       The new shares to be issued upon the exercise of the warrants shall, upon issuance and allotment,
                   rank pari passu in all respects with the existing shares of the Company except that they will not be
                   entitled to any dividends, rights, allotments and/or other forms of distribution which may be declared,
                   made or paid by the Company for which the entitlement date for the distribution precedes the date
                   of allotment and issuance of the new shares; and

        (d)       The exercise price and number of unexercised warrants are subject to adjustments in accordance
                   with the provisions as set out in the Deed Poll.

        The movement of warrants during the financial period/year are as follows:

                                                                                                      The Group and the Company
                                                                              Number of warrants  Warrants reserve
                                                                                      31.7.2019     31.12.2017        31.7.2019     31.12.2017
                                                                                               ’000                ’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                                                                             
        As of January 1                                                          27,324                      -               9,837                      -
        Issued during the financial period/year                                -            27,324                       -              9,837
        Exercised during the financial period/year                        (3)                      -                       -                      -
        Reclassification from discount on shares                             -                      -             (9,837)                      -
                                                                                                                                                                             
        As of July 31/December 31                                        27,321            27,324                       -              9,837

        In the previous financial year, the fair value of the warrants arising from the issuance of warrants, net of
        issue costs, are credited to warrants reserve and debited to the discount on shares respectively.
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        During the current financial period, discount on shares balance has been reclassified to warrants reserve
        to set-off both accounts as the Group and the Company believe such disclosure is more faithfully
        representative of the substance and economic reality of unexercised warrants issued by the Company.

        Retained earnings

        The entire retained earnings as of July 31, 2019 of the Company is available for distribution as dividend
        under the single tier system without incurring additional tax liabilities.

20.   TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES

                                                                                                                                   The Group
                                                                                                             31.7.2019      31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                                 RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Non-current                                                                                                                                                
        Provisions                                                                                                  -                  664                 508
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Current                                                                                                                                                        
        Trade payables:                                                                                                                                         
        Third parties                                                                                   32,648             46,035            40,286

    Other related companies                                                               11,823                       -                      -
                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                  44,471             46,035            40,286
      Other payables                                                                                  3,376               2,321              2,486
      Accrued expenses                                                                             6,348               9,304              8,286
      Provisions                                                                                             276                  252                 239

                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                  54,471             57,912            51,297

                                                                                                                             The Company                     
                                                                                                             31.7.2019      31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                                 RM’000       RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Non-current                                                                                                                                                
        Provisions                                                                                                  -                  664                 508
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Current                                                                                                                                                        
        Trade payables:                                                                                                                                         
        Third parties                                                                                   27,532             40,912            39,676

    Other related companies                                                               11,646                       -                      -
                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                  39,178             40,912            39,676
      Other payables:                                                                                                                                          

        Third parties                                                                                     2,398               1,320              1,920
    Subsidiary                                                                                        1,562                       -                      -

      Accrued expenses                                                                             4,731               8,883              8,052
                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                  47,869              51,115            49,648

        Trade and other payables comprise amounts outstanding for trade purchases and ongoing costs. Trade
        payables are non-interest bearing and the normal trade credit terms granted to the Group and the
        Company range from 7 to 120 days (31.12.2017: 7 to 120 days; 1.1.2017: 7 to 120 days).

        Other payables of the Group and of the Company are unsecured, interest free and have credit terms
        between a range from 14 to 60 days (31.12.2017: 14 to 90 days; 1.1.2017: 14 to 90 days).
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       Other payables of the Group and of the Company include indirect tax payables amounting to RM904,000
        (31.12.2017: RM596,000; 1.1.2017: RM514,000) and RM105,000 (31.12.2017: Nil; 1.1.2017: Nil) respectively.

        Amounts payable to a subsidiary are deposits paid on behalf by a subsidiary that is unsecured, interest-
        free and repayable on demand.

        Other related companies refer to subsidiaries of the holding company, Scientex Berhad. Prior to the
        Company becoming a subsidiary of Scientex Berhad as disclosed in Note 29(a), transactions with
        companies affiliated with Scientex Berhad are classified as third party trade payables.

        Transactions with related companies are disclosed in Note 24.

        Provisions comprise provision for annual and long service leave and defined contribution plan. The
        movement in the provisions account is as follows:

                                                                                                                             The Group
                                                                                                                                     31.7.2019     31.12.2017
                                                                                                                                         RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                                                     
        As of January 1                                                                                                               916                 747
        Provision made during the financial period/year                                                             682                 175
        Utilised during the financial period/year                                                                    (1,294)                      -
        Currency translation difference                                                                                      (28)                   (6)
                                                                                                                                                     
        As of July 31/December 31                                                                                            276                 916

                                                                                                                             The Company
                                                                                                                                     31.7.2019     31.12.2017
                                                                                                                                         RM’000           RM’000

        As of January 1                                                                                                               664                 508
        Provision made during the financial period/year                                                             630                 156
        Utilised during the financial period/year                                                                    (1,294)                      -
                                                                                                                                                     
        As of July 31/December 31                                                                                                 -                 664

21.   BORROWINGS

                                                                                                      The Group and the Company
                                                                                                                     Non-
                                                                                                                 current           Current               Total
                                                                                                                RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                                                                             
        31.7.2019                                                                                                                                                     
        Secured:                                                                                                                                                      
        Finance lease liabilities                                                                         440                  784              1,224
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Unsecured:                                                                                                                                                  
        Term loans                                                                                         4,829             11,554            16,383
      Bankers’ acceptances                                                                               -               3,005              3,005
      Revolving credit                                                                                         -             42,015            42,015

                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                    5,269             57,358            62,627
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                                                                                                      The Group and the Company
                                                                                                                     Non-
                                                                                                                 current           Current               Total
                                                                                                                 RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                                                                             
        31.12.2017                                                                                                                                                   
        
        Secured:                                                                                                                                                      
        Finance lease liabilities                                                                      1,405               2,975              4,380
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Unsecured:                                                                                                                                                  
        Term loans                                                                                       18,723             13,587            32,310
      Bankers’ acceptances                                                                               -             33,175            33,175
      Bank overdrafts                                                                                         -                    10                   10

                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                  20,128             49,747            69,875

        1.1.2017                                                                                                                                                       
        
        Secured:                                                                                                                                                      
        Finance lease liabilities                                                                      4,379               2,834              7,213
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Unsecured:                                                                                                                                                  
        Term loans                                                                                         9,038               4,307            13,345
      Bankers’ acceptances                                                                               -             33,432            33,432

                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                  13,417             40,573            53,990

        Term loans

        As of July 31, 2019, the principal amount of outstanding term loans from licensed banks obtained by the
        Group and the Company amounted to RM43,726,000 (31.12.2017: RM46,941,000; 1.1.2017: RM21,737,000).

        Term loans of the Group and the Company are repayable by 36 to 60 monthly instalments (31.12.2017: 
        36 to 60 monthly instalments; 1.1.2017: 60 monthly instalments).
        
        The non-current portion of the term loans are repayable as follows:

                                                                                                      The Group and the Company
                                                                                                           31.07.2019      31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                                 RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                                                                             
        More than 1 year and less than 2 years                                              3,861             18,093              7,256
        More than 2 years and less than 5 years                                               968                  630              1,782
                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                    4,829             18,723              9,038

        Finance lease liabilities

        The Group’s and the Company’s finance lease liabilities are secured by the financial institutions’ charge
        over the assets under finance lease. The terms of the finance lease liabilities are 5 years (31.12.2017: 5
        years; 1.1.2017: 5 years).
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        The current and non-current portion of finance lease liabilities are repayable as follows:

                                                                                                        The Group and the Company
                                                                                                        Minimum finance lease payments    
                                                                                                                31.7.2019       31.12.2017          1.1.2017
                                                                                                                   RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                                                                                
        Amounts payable under finance lease arrangements:                                                                                    
        Within one year                                                                                       825                3,115               3,115

    In the second to fifth year inclusive                                                         471                1,469               4,583
                                                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                       1,296                4,584               7,698
        Less: Future finance charges                                                                   (72)                (204)               (485)
                                                                                                                                                                                
        Present value of finance lease payables                                               1,224                4,380               7,213
        
        
                                                                                                        The Group and the Company          
                                                                                                        Present value of finance  lease payments
                                                                                                                31.7.2019       31.12.2017          1.1.2017
                                                                                                                   RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                                                                                
        Amounts payable under finance lease  arrangements:                                                                                   
        Within one year                                                                                       784                2,975               2,834

    In the second to fifth year inclusive                                                         440                1,405               4,379
                                                                                                                                                                                
        Present value of finance lease payables                                               1,224                4,380               7,213
        Less: Amount due within 12 months (shown                                                                                                   
        under current liabilities)                                                               (784)             (2,975)            (2,834)
                                                                                                                                                                                
        Non-current portion                                                                                  440                1,405               4,379
                                                                                                                                                                                

        Certain term loans and credit facilities of the Company were granted with a negative pledge over all the
        Company’s assets or guaranteed by a corporate guarantee issued by the holding company, Scientex Berhad. 

22.    DIVIDENDS

                                                                                                                                        31.7.2019      31.12.2017
        The Group and the Company                                                                                  RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                
        Fourth interim single tier dividend for 2017 of 1.30 sen per ordinary
        share, paid on March 21, 2018 (2017: 1.32 sen single tier dividend
        per ordinary share for 2016, paid on April 10, 2017)                                                    4,263               3,604                                                                                
        First interim single tier dividend for 2019 of 1.05 sen per ordinary
        share, paid on June 28, 2018 (2017: 1.32 sen single tier dividend
        per ordinary share, paid on June 22, 2017)                                                                  3,442               3,607                                                                                
        Second interim single tier dividend for 2019 of 0.80 sen per ordinary
        share, paid on September 27, 2018 (2017: 1.00 sen single tier
        dividend per ordinary share, paid on September 20, 2017)                                         2,619               3,275                                                                                
        Third interim single tier dividend for 2019 of 1.00 sen per ordinary
        share, paid on December 21, 2018 (2017: 1.15 sen single tier
        dividend per ordinary share, paid on December 28, 2017)                                          3,273               3,764                                                                                
        Fourth interim single tier dividend for 2019 of 0.50 sen per ordinary
        share, paid on April 26, 2019                                                                                        1,636                       -
                                                                                
                                                                                                                                             15,233             14,250

        The Directors do not recommend the payment of any final dividend in respect of the current financial period
        ended July 31, 2019. 
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23.   STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

        (i)     Purchase of property, plant and equipment

                Purchase of property, plant and equipment during the financial period/year is financed by the following
                means:

                                                                                 The Group           The Company
                                                                                       1.1.2018 to     1.1.2017 to       1.1.2018 to      1.1.2017 to
                                                                                         31.7.2019      31.12.2017         31.7.2019      31.12.2017
                                                                                     (19 months)   (12 months)     (19 months)    (12 months)
                                                                                             RM’000           RM’000            RM’000           RM’000

                Additions to property,
                plant and equipment                                         18,159              4,346             16,223              2,543
                Less: Financed through 
              finance lease arrangements                               (428)                      -                (428)                      -

                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                           17,731              4,346             15,795              2,543
                Less: Deposits paid in prior year                       (2,707)                      -             (2,608)                      -
                                                                                                                                                                             
                Cash outflows                                                    15,024              4,346             13,187              2,543

        (ii)    Cash and cash equivalents

                Cash and cash equivalents comprised the following:

                                                                      The Group         The Company
                                                                                      31.7.2019     31.12.2017        31.7.2019     31.12.2017
                                                                                          RM’000          RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                                                                             
                Cash and bank balances                                   18,562            18,306               9,150              7,613
                Bank overdrafts (Note 21)                                            -                 (10)                       -                 (10)
                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                           18,562            18,296               9,150              7,603

        (iii)   Reconciliation of liabilities arising from financing activities

                The table below details the reconciliation of the opening and closing balances in the statements of
                financial position for the liabilities arising from the financing activities in the statement of cash flows
                of the Group and of the Company:

                                                                                Non-cash changes
                                                                                                                                         Additions
                                                                                                                                                       of  
                                                                                                               Unrealised          property,               As of
                                                                                                                     foreign         plant and           July 31/  
                                                                       As of        Financing       exchange       equipment       December 
                                                                January 1       cash flows      loss/(gain) (Note 23(i))                    31
                                                    Note        RM’000            RM’000           RM’000            RM’000           RM’000

        The Group                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                
        31.7.2019                                                                                                                                                          
        Borrowings                             21          69,865              (8,441)                  775                   428             62,627
                                                                                                                                                                                  
        31.12.2017                                                                                                                                                        
        Borrowings                             21          53,990              17,756            (1,881)                        -             69,865
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                                                                                Non-cash changes
                                                                                                                                     Additions of                        
                                                                                                               Unrealised          property,               As of  
                                                                                                                     foreign         plant and           July 31/ 
                                                                       As of        Financing       exchange equipment       December
                                                                January 1       cash flows      loss/(gain)      (Note 23(i))                    31
                                                   Note         RM’000            RM’000           RM’000            RM’000           RM’000

        The Company                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                
        31.7.2019                                                                                                                                                     
        Borrowings                            21         69,865             (8,441)                 775                  428            62,627
                                                                                                                                                                             
        31.12.2017                                                                                                                                                   
        Borrowings                            21         53,990             17,756            (1,881)                       -            69,865

24.   RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

        As mentioned in Notes 16 and 20, other related companies refer to subsidiaries of holding company,
        Scientex Berhad.

        Other than disclosed elsewhere in the financial statements, set out below are the significant related party
        transactions during the financial period/year:

                                                                                                                                   1.1.2018 to     1.1.2017 to 
                                                                                                                                     31.7.2019     31.12.2017
                                                                                                                                 (19 months)   (12 months)
        The Group                                                                                                               RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                      
        An associate                                                                                                                       
      Dividend income                                                                                                        2,140              2,036

                                                                                                      
        Other related companies                                                                                                    
      Sale of goods                                                                                                             5,719                      -
      Purchase of goods                                                                                                   17,473                      -

        The Company                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                      
        Subsidiaries                                                                                                                       
      Sale of goods                                                                                                         119,921            72,943
      Dividend income (Note 7)                                                                                             334                      -
      Net repayment of advances received                                                                           578              2,036
      Purchase of goods                                                                                                     3,877              1,638
      Sale of property, plant and equipment                                                                               -              1,064
      Net advances granted                                                                                               3,000            32,193
      Loan interest charged                                                                                                   825                 254

                                                                                                      
        Other related companies                                                                                                   
      Sale of goods                                                                                                             5,719                      -
      Purchase of goods                                                                                                   16,272                      -
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        Compensation of key management personnel

        The remuneration of key management personnel, excluding Directors of the Company which is disclosed
        in Note 7 to the financial statements, during the financial period/year are as follows:
                                                                                                         
                                                                                                         The Group and the Company
                                                                                                                                       1.1.2018 to      1.1.2017 to
                                                                                                                                         31.7.2019      31.12.2017
                                                                                                                                     (19 months)    (12 months)
                                                                                                                                             RM’000           RM’000

        Short-term employee benefits                                                                                      3,951              1,725
        Defined contribution plans                                                                                           1,316                 492
                                                                              
                                                                                                                                            5,267              2,217

25.   FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS 

        Categories of Financial Instruments

        The table below provides an analysis of financial instruments categorised as follows:

        -  Amortised cost (“AC”)
        -  Fair value through profit or loss (“FVTPL”)
                                                                                                              Carrying                                               
                                                                                                                amount                   AC            FVTPL
        The Group                                                                                       RM’000            RM’000           RM’000

        31.7.2019                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                             
        Financial assets                                                                                                                                         
        Trade receivables                                                                              66,468             66,468                      -
        Other receivables and refundable deposits                                         1,160               1,160                      -
        Cash and bank balances                                                                  18,562             18,562                      -
                                                                                                                             
        Financial liabilities                                                                                                                                     
        Trade payables                                                                                  44,471             44,471                      -
        Other payables and accrued expenses                                               9,096               9,096                      -
        Derivative financial liabilities                                                                   113                       -                  113
        Borrowings                                                                                         62,627             62,627                      -
                                                                                                                             
        31.12.2017                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                             
        Financial assets                                                                                                                                         
        Trade receivables                                                                              60,604             60,604                      -
        Other receivables and refundable deposits                                         1,477               1,477                      -
        Derivative financial assets                                                                          6                       -                     6
        Cash and bank balances                                                                  18,306             18,306                      -
                                                                                                                             
        Financial liabilities                                                                                                                                     
        Trade payables                                                                                  46,035             46,035                      -
        Other payables and accrued expenses                                             11,945             11,945                      -
        Borrowings                                                                                         69,875             69,875                      -
                                                                                                                             
        1.1.2017                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                             
        Financial assets                                                                                                                                         
        Trade receivables                                                                              52,536             52,536                      -
        Other receivables and refundable deposits                                         1,742               1,742                      -
        Derivative financial assets                                                                        21                       -                   21
        Cash and bank balances                                                                  15,829             15,829                      -
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                                                                                                              Carrying                                               
                                                                                                                amount                   AC            FVTPL
                                                                                                                RM’000            RM’000           RM’000

        Financial liabilities                                                                                                                                     
        Trade payables                                                                                  40,286             40,286                      -
        Other payables and accrued expenses                                             11,005             11,005                      -
        Derivative financial liabilities                                                                   570                       -                 570
        Borrowings                                                                                         53,990             53,990                      -

        The Company                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                             
        31.7.2019                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                             
        Financial assets                                                                                                                                         
        Trade receivables                                                                              68,432             68,432                      -
        Other receivables and refundable deposits                                         1,801               1,801                      -
        Cash and bank balances                                                                    9,150               9,150                      -
                                                                                                                             
        Financial liabilities                                                                                                                                     
        Trade and other payables                                                                  39,178             39,178                      -
        Other payables and accrued expenses                                               8,586               8,586                      -
        Derivative financial liabilities                                                                   113                       -                  113
        Borrowings                                                                                         62,627             62,627                      -

        31.12.2017                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                             
        Financial assets                                                                                                                                         
        Trade receivables                                                                              66,194             66,194                      -
        Other receivables and refundable deposits                                       37,601             37,601                      -
        Derivative financial assets                                                                          6                       -                     6
        Cash and bank balances                                                                    7,613               7,613                      -
                                                                                                                             
        Financial liabilities                                                                                                                                     
        Trade and other payables                                                                  40,912             40,912                      -
        Other payables and accrued expenses                                             10,867             10,867                      -
        Borrowings                                                                                         69,875             69,875                   -

        1.1.2017                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                             
        Financial assets                                                                                                                                         
        Trade receivables                                                                              57,365             57,365                      -
        Other receivables and refundable deposits                                         6,649               6,649                      -
        Derivative financial assets                                                                        21                       -                   21
        Cash and bank balances                                                                  13,040             13,040                      -
                                                                                                                             
        Financial liabilities                                                                                                                                     
        Trade and other payables                                                                  39,676             39,676                      -
        Other payables and accrued expenses                                             10,480             10,480                      -
        Derivative financial liabilities                                                                   570                       -                 570
        Borrowings                                                                                         53,990             53,990                      -
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        Financial Risk Management Objectives and Policies

        The operations of the Group and of the Company are subject to a variety of financial risks, including market
        risk (foreign currency risk and interest rate risk), credit risk, liquidity risk, cash flow risk and investment
        risk. The Group and the Company have taken measures to minimise the Group’s and the Company’s
        exposure to risk and/or costs associated with the financing, investing and operating activities of the Group
        and of the Company.

        (a)     Market risk

                 The Group and the Company enter into derivative financial instruments through profit or loss to
                 manage its exposure to foreign currency risk, including foreign currency forward contracts to hedge
                 the exchange rate risk arising from the collections and payments.

                 There have been no changes to the Group’s and the Company’s exposure to market risks or the
                 manner in which these risks are managed and measured.

                 Market risk exposures are measured and supplemented by sensitivity analysis as disclosed below.

                 (i)     Foreign currency risk

                          The Group and the Company have significant exposure to foreign exchange risk as a result of
                          transactions denominated in foreign currencies arising from normal trading activities. 

                          Exposure to foreign currency risk

                          The Group’s and the Company’s significant exposure to foreign currency risk, based on carrying
                          amounts as of the end of the financial year were as follows:

                                                                                                      Denominated in
                                                                                                      United States       Australian                Thai
                                                                                                                   Dollar              Dollar               Baht 
                         The Group                                                                     RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                      
                          31.7.2019                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                      
                          Trade receivables                                                            10,216                      4             11,935
                          Cash and cash equivalents                                               5,125                      7                      -
                          Trade payables                                                               (7,633)                       -                      -
                          Other payables                                                                    (82)                       -                      -
                          Term loan                                                                        (8,893)                       -                      -
                          Revolving credit                                                             (39,235)                       -                      -

                          31.12.2017                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                      
                          Trade receivables                                                              7,217                       -            10,076
                          Other receivables                                                                   31                       -                      -
                          Cash and cash equivalents                                                4,112                       -                      -
                          Trade payables                                                             (10,912)                (268)                      -
                          Other payables                                                                       (2)                       -                      -
                          Term loan                                                                      (23,229)                       -                      -
                          Bankers’ acceptances                                                     (9,282)                       -                      -
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                                                                                                      Denominated in
                                                                                                      United States       Australian                Thai
                                                                                                                   Dollar              Dollar               Baht 
                                                                                                               RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                      
        1.1.2017                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                      
        Trade receivables                                                                                9,661                       -              7,723
        Other receivables                                                                                   167                       -                      -
        Cash and cash equivalents                                                                 1,281                  485                      -
        Trade payables                                                                                  (4,224)             (1,574)                      -
        Other payables                                                                                     (137)                       -                      -
        Bankers’ acceptances                                                                       (9,903)                       -                      -

        The Company                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                      
        31.7.2019                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                      
        Trade receivables                                                                                7,956             16,674            11,935
        Cash and cash equivalents                                                                 3,805                      7                      -
        Trade payables                                                                                  (3,470)                       -                      -
        Other payables                                                                                 (1,644)                       -                      -
        Term loan                                                                                          (8,893)                       -                      -
        Revolving credit                                                                               (39,235)                       -                      -
                                                                                                      
        31.12.2017                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                      
        Trade receivables                                                                              11,347             10,971            10,076
        Other receivables                                                                                     31                       -                      -
        Cash and cash equivalents                                                                    317                       -                      -
        Trade payables                                                                                  (6,889)                (268)                      -
        Other payables                                                                                         (2)                       -                      -
        Term loan                                                                                        (23,229)                       -                      -
        Bankers’ acceptances                                                                       (9,282)                       -                      -
                                                                                                      
        1.1.2017                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                      
        Trade receivables                                                                                9,911               9,592              7,723
        Other receivables                                                                                   167                       -                      -
        Cash and cash equivalents                                                                 1,178                  485                      -
        Trade payables                                                                                  (4,224)             (1,574)                      -
        Other payables                                                                                     (137)                       -                      -
        Bankers’ acceptances                                                                       (9,903)                       -                      -

        The Group and the Company manage its foreign exchange exposure by matching revenue and costs in 
        the relevant currency and where exposure is certain, the Group and the Company use foreign currency
        forward contracts to manage these foreign risks.
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                Foreign currency sensitivity analysis

                3% (2017: 5%) is the sensitivity rate used when reporting foreign currency risk internally to key
                management personnel and represents Management’s assessment of the reasonably possible
                change in foreign exchange rates. A 3% (2017: 5%) strengthening of the Ringgit Malaysia against
                the following currencies as of the reporting date would have increased/(decreased) profit and equity
                by the amounts shown below:

                 Increase/(Decrease) in
                                                                                                                                 profit and equity
                                                                                                                                        1.1.2018 to      1.1.2017 to
                                                                                                                                         31.7.2019      31.12.2017
                                                                                                                                     (19 months)    (12 months)
                 The Group                                                                                                           RM’000           RM’000

                United States Dollar                                                                                               923              1,021
                Australian Dollar                                                                                                   (380)               (407)
                Thai Baht                                                                                                              (272)               (383)
                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                               271                 231

                The Company
                                                                                                      
                United States Dollar                                                                                               946              1,053
                Australian Dollar                                                                                                   (380)               (407)
                Thai Baht                                                                                                              (272)               (383)
                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                               294                 263

        (ii)    Interest rate risk

                The Group and the Company are exposed to interest rate risk through the impact of rate changes
                on floating interest bearing term loans and short-term borrowings as disclosed in Note 25(c).

                Interest rate sensitivity analysis

                An interest rate as of the end of the financial year is used when reporting interest rate risk internally
                to key management personnel and represents Management’s assessment of the reasonable possible
                change in interest rates.  The Group’s and the Company’s sensitivity based on a change of 25 basis
                points (2017: 25 basis points) in interest rates as of the end of the financial period/year would have
                increased/decreased the profit and equity by the amount shown below. This analysis assumes that
                all other variables remain constant.

                                                                                                                                        1.1.2018 to      1.1.2017 to
                                                                                                                                         31.7.2019      31.12.2017
                                                                                                                                     (19 months)    (12 months)
                 The Group and the Company                                                                           RM’000           RM’000
        
                Increase/Decrease in profit and equity                                                                  ± 31                ± 81

        (b)    Credit risk

                The Group’s and the Company’s exposure to credit risk arises from its receivables and the maximum
                risk associated with recognised financial assets are the carrying amounts as presented in the
                statements of financial position.
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                 Management has a credit policy in place and the exposure to credit risk is monitored on an ongoing
                 basis. Credit evaluations are performed on all customers requiring credit.

                 Other than the customers disclosed in Notes 16 and 27, the Group and the Company have no
                 significant concentration of credit risk with respect to trade receivables. In Malaysia, the credit risk
                 is further mitigated by the ongoing critical evaluation of the creditworthiness of the customers by the
                 Company’s Credit Committee and in Myanmar, by the Board of Directors of Daibochi Myanmar.

                 The Company is also exposed to credit risk mainly from amount owing by subsidiaries. The Company
                 monitors on an on-going basis the results of the subsidiaries and repayments made by the
                 subsidiaries.

                 As of the end of the reporting period, there is no significant increase in credit risk in financial assets
                 since initial recognition and there was no indication that the balances due from trade receivables,
                 other receivables and subsidiaries are not recoverable. 

                 For cash and cash equivalents, the credit risk is minimal as the funds are placed with reputable
                 financial institutions.

                 The Company is exposed to credit risk in relation to a financial guarantee given to a bank in respect
                 of certain credit facilities granted to a subsidiary. The Company monitors the results of the subsidiary
                 and its repayment on an ongoing basis. The maximum exposure to the credit risk representing the
                 amount of the credit facilities utilised by the subsidiary, up to USD3,000,000 (2017: USD3,000,000).
                 As of the end of the financial period, there are no credit facilities utilised by the subsidiary (2017: Nil).

        (c)     Liquidity risk

                 The Group and the Company practise prudent liquidity risk management to minimise the mismatch
                 of financial assets and liabilities and to maintain sufficient credit facilities for contingent funding
                 requirements of working capital. Since liquidity risk is closely linked to credit risk, the previously
                 mentioned credit risk control mechanism applies to the monitoring and managing of liquidity risk.

                Analysis of non-derivative financial liabilities by remaining contractual maturities

                 The table below summarises the maturity profile of the Group’s and of the Company’s non-derivative
                 financial liabilities as of the end of the financial year based on undiscounted contractual repayment
                 obligations.
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                                                               Effective         Carrying   Contractual       Less than  
                                                         interest rate           amount     cash flows             1 year      1 - 5 years
        The Group                                                 %            RM’000          RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                                                                             
        31.7.2019                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                     
        Trade and other payables:                                                                                                                           
        Trade payables                                           -             44,471            44,471             44,471                      -
        Other  payables 
        and accrued expenses                             -               9,096              9,096               9,096                      -
        Borrowings:                                                                                                                                                  
        Finance lease liabilities                4.57-6.53               1,224              1,296                  825                 471
        Term loans                                    3.82-4.25             16,383            17,030             11,972              5,058
        Bankers’ acceptances                  3.78-3.98               3,005              3,025               3,025                      -
        Revolving credit                            0.55-3.88             42,015            42,068             42,068                      -
                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                         116,194          116,986            111,457              5,529
                                                                                                                                                                             
        
        31.12.2017                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                     
        Trade and other payables:                                                                                                                           
        Trade payables                                           -             46,035            46,035             46,035                      -
        Others payables 
        and accrued expenses                             -              11,945            11,945             11,281                 664
        Borrowings:                                                                                                                                                  
        Finance lease liabilities                4.78-5.26               4,380              4,584               3,115              1,469
        Term loans                                    2.59-4.50             32,310            33,637             14,409            19,228
        Bankers’ acceptances                  1.70-4.01             33,175            33,373             33,373                      -
        Bank overdrafts                                    7.75                    10                   10                    10                      -
                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                         127,855          129,584           108,223            21,361

                          
        1.1.2017                                                                                                                                                       
        
        Trade and other payables:                                                                                                                           
        Trade payables                                           -             40,286            40,286             40,286                      -
        Other payables 
      and accrued expenses                             -              11,005            11,005             10,497                 508

        Borrowings:                                                                                                                                                  
        Finance lease liabilities                4.78-5.26               7,213              7,698               3,115              4,583
        Term loans                                    4.12-4.50             13,345            14,314               4,792              9,522
        Bankers’ acceptances                  1.08-3.83             33,432            33,584             33,584                      -
                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                         105,281          106,887             92,274            14,613
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                                                               Effective         Carrying   Contractual       Less than  
                                                         interest rate           amount     cash flows             1 year      1 - 5 years
        The Company                                           %            RM’000          RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                                                                             
        31.7.2019                                                                                                                                                     
        
        Trade and other payables:                                                                                                                           
        Trade payables                                           -             39,178            39,178             39,178                      -
        Other payables 
        and accrued expenses                             -               8,586              8,586               8,586                      -
        Borrowings:                                                                                                                                                  
        Finance lease liabilities                4.57-6.53               1,224              1,296                  825                 471
        Term loans                                    3.82-4.25             16,383            17,030             11,972              5,058
        Bankers’ acceptances                  3.78-3.98               3,005              3,025               3,025                      -
        Revolving credit                              0.55-3.88             42,015            42,068             42,068                      -
                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                         110,391          111,183           105,654              5,529

                                                                              
        31.12.2017                                                                                                                                                  
        
        Trade and other payables:                                                                                                                           
        Trade payables                                           -             40,912            40,912             40,912                      -
        Other payables
      and accrued expenses                             -             10,867            10,867             10,203                 664

        Borrowings:                                                                                                                                                  
        Finance lease liabilities                4.78-5.26               4,380              4,584               3,115              1,469
        Term loans                                    2.59-4.50             32,310            33,637             14,409            19,228
        Bankers’ acceptances                  1.70-4.01             33,175            33,373             33,373                      -
        Bank overdrafts                                    7.75                    10                   10                    10                      -
                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                         121,654          123,383           102,022            21,361
                                                                                                                                                                             

        1.1.2017                                                                                                                                                       
        
        Trade and other payables:                                                                                                                           
        Trade payables                                           -             39,676            39,676             39,676                      -
        Other payables  
      and accrued expenses                             -             10,480            10,480               9,972                 508

        Borrowings:                                                                                                                                                  
        Finance lease liabilities                4.78-5.26               7,213              7,698               3,115              4,583
        Term loans                                    4.12-4.50             13,345            14,314               4,792              9,522
        Bankers’ acceptances                  1.08-3.83             33,432            33,584             33,584                      -
                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                         104,146          105,752             91,139            14,613

(d)    Cash flow risk

        The Group and the Company review the cash flow position regularly to manage its exposure to fluctuations
        in future cash flows associated with its monetary financial instruments.
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        (e)     Investment risk

                 The Company’s subsidiary in Myanmar is subject to certain restrictions as imposed by the Myanmar
                 Investment Commission (“MIC”). For the transfer of foreign currencies out from Myanmar in respect
                 of transfer of shares, dividend and profit repatriation, it will need to apply and obtain the approval
                 from the MIC by submitting the relevant documents.

        (f)      Fair values

                 The table below analyses financial instruments carried at amortised cost for which fair value is
                 disclosed, together with their carrying amounts shown in the statements of financial position. 

                 Fair value of financial instruments not
                                                                              carried at fair value                                  Carrying
                 The Group and                       Level 1            Level 2           Level 3                Total          amount
                 the Company                          RM’000            RM’000          RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                                                                             
                 31.7.2019                                                                                                                                            
                                                                              
                 Financial liability                                                                                                                              
                 Finance lease liabilities                     -              1,125                      -               1,125            1,224
                                                                                                                                                                             
                 31.12.2017                                                                                                                                          
                                                                              
                 Financial liability                                                                                                                               
                 Finance lease liabilities                     -              4,082                      -               4,082            4,380
                                                                                                                                                                             
                 1.1.2017                                                                                                                                              
                                                                              
                 Financial liability                                                                                                                              
                 Finance lease liabilities                     -              6,593                      -               6,593            7,213

                 (i)       Derivatives

                            The fair value of forward exchange contracts in the statements of financial position is estimated
                            between the contractual forward price and the current forward price for the residual maturity
                            of the current contract using a market interest rate (from observable forward exchange rates
                            as of the end of the financial year). The derivative financial instruments are classified as Level 2.

                 (ii)      Non-derivative financial liabilities

                            The fair values of finance lease liabilities and term loans are estimated using discounted cash
                            flow analysis based on the effective interest rates.

                            The effective interest rates used to discount estimated cash flows, when applicable, are as
                            follows:

                            The Group and the Company                                31.7.2019      31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                                          %                     %                    %

                            Finance lease liabilities                                            4.57 - 6.53       4.78 - 5.26      4.78 - 5.26
                            Term loans                                                               3.82 - 4.25       2.59 - 4.50      4.12 - 4.50

                 (iii)     Non-current provisions

                            The carrying amount of provision for long service leave and defined contribution plan are
                            measured at the present value of the estimated future cash flows approximate its fair value.
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                 (iv)     Cash and cash equivalents, short-term borrowings, inter-company indebtedness, trade
                            and other receivables, trade and other payables

                            The carrying amounts approximate their fair values because of the short-term maturity of
                            these instruments.

26.   CAPITAL MANAGEMENT 

        The Group and the Company manage their capital to ensure that entities in the Group and the Company
        will be able to continue as going concern while maximising the return to stakeholders through the
        optimisation of the debt and equity balance. The Group’s and the Company’s approach to capital
        management remain unchanged.

        The capital structure of the Group and of the Company consists of total borrowings as detailed in Note 21
        to the financial statements and equity of the Group and of the Company which are defined as issued
        capital, reserves and retained earnings as detailed in Notes 18 and 19 to the financial statements.

        The gearing ratios of the Group and of the Company were as follows:

                                                                                                                                   The Group
                                                                                                             31.7.2019      31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                                                                                            
        Total borrowings (RM’000)                                                                 62,627             69,875            53,990
        Cash and bank balances (RM’000)                                                 (18,562)           (18,306)          (15,829)
                                                                                                                             
        Total net borrowings (RM’000)                                                           44,065             51,569            38,161
                                                                                                                             
        Equity attributable to owners of the
      Company (RM’000)                                                                       206,174           200,848          189,171

                                                                                                                             
        Net gearing ratios                                                                                  0.21                 0.26                0.20

                                                                                                                             The Company
                                                                                                             31.7.2019      31.12.2017         1.1.2017
                                                                                                      
        Total borrowings (RM’000)                                                                 62,627             69,875            53,990
        Cash and bank balances (RM’000)                                                   (9,150)             (7,613)          (13,040)
                                                                                                                             
        Total net borrowings (RM’000)                                                           53,477             62,262            40,950
                                                                                                                             
        Total equity (RM’000)                                                                       189,452           186,328           174,115
                                                                                                                             
        Net gearing ratios                                                                                  0.28                 0.33                0.24

        With respect to banking facilities that the Group and the Company have with financial institutions, the
        Directors monitor and are determined to maintain an optimal debt-to-equity ratio and comply with relevant
        debt covenants and regulatory requirements.
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27.   OPERATING SEGMENTS 

        Segment reporting is presented in respect of the Group’s business segments in a manner consistent with
        the internal reporting provided to and regularly reviewed by the chief operating decision maker in order to
        allocate resources to a segment and to assess its performance.

        Segment revenue, expenses, assets and liabilities are those amounts resulting from the operating activities
        of a segment that are directly attributable to the segment and the relevant portion that can be allocated
        on a reasonable basis to the segment. Segment revenue, expenses, assets and liabilities are determined
        before intragroup balances and intragroup transactions are eliminated as part of the consolidation process,
        except to the extent that such intragroup balances and transactions are within the Group.

        The Group is primarily engaged in the business segment of manufacturing and marketing of flexible
        packaging materials.

        Geographical Information

        Geographical segments provide products or services within a particular economic environment that are
        subject to risks and returns that are different from those components operating in other economic
        environments. The Group operates in four principal geographical areas - Malaysia, Australia, New Zealand
        and Myanmar.

        The Group’s financial performance from continuing operations and information about its non-current
        assets* by geographical location are detailed below:

                                                                                       New
                                            Malaysia   Australia    Zealand   Myanmar         Total    Elimination       Group
                                               RM’000      RM’000     RM’000       RM’000     RM’000          RM’000      RM’000

        1.1.2018 to 31.7.2019
        (19 months)                                                                                                                                               
                                                                              
        Revenue                                                                                                                                                      
        External                        517,371     124,216        1,241        56,508    699,336                      -     699,336
      Internal                         119,921                 -                -          3,880    123,801        (123,801)                 -

                                                                                                                                                                             
                                              637,292     124,216        1,241        60,388    823,137        (123,801)     699,336
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Profit by geographical
        location                          16,830         2,174               1          7,524      26,529            (3,563)       22,966
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Share of profit of
        equity-accounted

     associate                                                                                                                                           1,913
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Profit before tax                                                                                                                               24,879
                                                                                                                                                                             
        1.1.2017 to 31.12.2017
        (12 months)                                                                                                                                               
                                                                              
        Revenue                                                                                                                                                      
        External                       298,320       72,606        4,430        13,291    388,647                      -     388,647
      Internal                           72,944                 -                -          1,638      74,582          (74,582)                 -

                                                                                                                                                                             
                                              371,264       72,606        4,430        14,929    463,229          (74,582)     388,647
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Profit by geographical
        location                          33,945         1,255           131          3,559      38,890            (4,296)       34,594
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Share of profit of equity-
        accounted associate                                                                                                                         1,154
                                                                                                                                                                             
        Profit before tax                                                                                                                               35,748
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                                                                                       New
                                            Malaysia   Australia    Zealand   Myanmar         Total    Elimination       Group
                                               RM’000      RM’000     RM’000       RM’000     RM’000          RM’000      RM’000

        Non-current Assets *                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                               
        As of July 31, 2019       131,866            188                -        40,609    172,663               (791)     171,872
                                                                                                                                                                             
        As of December
        31, 2017                       129,674              65                -        42,831    172,570                 655     173,225
                                                                                                                                                                             
        As of January
        1, 2017                         141,121            100                -                  -    141,221                   (3)     141,218

        *        Non-current assets do not include investments in subsidiaries or an associate and deferred tax
                 assets.

        Information about major customers

        The following are major customers of which revenue from the transactions with each customer amounted
        to 10% or more of the Group’s revenue:

                                                                                                                                 The Group
                                                                                                                                        1.1.2018 to      1.1.2017 to
                                                                                                                                          31.7.2019      31.12.2017
                                                                                                                                      (19 months)    (12 months)
                                                                                                                                             RM’000           RM’000

        Customer A                                                                                                              126,340            64,487
        Customer B                                                                                                                86,049            44,586
        Customer C                                                                                                                72,736            44,578
        Customer D                                                                                                              42,695#            43,772
                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                        327,820          197,423

        #       Denotes < 10% of the Group’s revenue

       The analysis of the segment revenue of the Group based on the geographical location of its customers
        are as follows:

                                                                                                                                 The Group
                                                                                                                                        1.1.2018 to      1.1.2017 to
                                                                                                                                          31.7.2019      31.12.2017
                                                                                                                                      (19 months)    (12 months)
                                                                                                                                             RM’000           RM’000
                
        Malaysia                                                                                                                   319,660          175,576
        Australia                                                                                                                   113,645            65,346
        Thailand                                                                                                                     88,778            45,749
        Myanmar                                                                                                                    57,110            13,329
        Phillippines                                                                                                                 49,680            50,614
        Others                                                                                                                        70,463            38,033
                                                                              
                                                                                                                                        699,336          388,647
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28.   COMMITMENTS

        (a)     Capital commitments

                 As of the end of the reporting period, the Group and the Company have the following capital
                 commitments in respect of the purchase of property, plant and equipment:

                                                                              The Group         The Company
                                                                                      31.7.2019     31.12.2017        31.7.2019     31.12.2017
                                                                                          RM’000          RM’000            RM’000           RM’000
                                                                                                                                                     
                 Authorised and contracted for                           13,482              5,867             12,440              5,867

        (b)     Lease commitments

                 The future minimum lease payments payables under non-cancellable operating lease commitments
                 are:

                                                                                                                             The Group
                                                                                                                                     31.7.2019     31.12.2017
                                                                                                                                         RM’000           RM’000
                            
                 Future minimum lease payments payables:                                                                
               Not later than 1 year                                                                                           944                   94
               Later than 1 year but not later than 2 years                                                        863                 472
               Later than 2 years but not later than 5 years                                                       792              2,124

                            
                                                                                                                                            2,599              2,690

                 Operating lease commitment is in respect of premises. The lease is negotiated for a term of
                 5 years (2017: 3 and 5 years).

29.   SIGNIFICANT EVENTS DURING AND SUBSEQUENT TO THE FINANCIAL PERIOD

        (a)     On November 14, 2018, the Company announced that the Board had received a letter from certain
                 shareholders of the Company (“Vendors”) informing the Board that the Vendors had entered into a
                 heads of agreement with Scientex Berhad (“Scientex”) for the proposed disposal of 139,062,766
                 ordinary shares in the Company (“Sale Shares”), representing 42.48% of the total number of issued
                 shares in the Company (exclude treasury shares) to Scientex (“Proposed Disposal”). 

                 Subsequently, on December 10, 2018, the Vendors entered into a conditional share sale agreement
                 (“CSSA”) with Scientex for the Proposed Disposal. The total consideration for the Proposed Disposal
                 was RM222,500,426 (equivalent to RM1.60 per Sale Share) which was satisfied by a share
                 exchange through the issuance of 1 new Scientex’s share for every 5.5 ordinary shares in the
                 Company held by the Vendors, subject to any adjustments pursuant to paragraph 6.03(1) of the
                 Rules on Take-Over, Mergers and Compulsory Acquisitions.

                 On February 11, 2019, the CSSA became unconditional. Scientex subsequently served a notice of
                 conditional Mandatory General Take-over Offer (“MGO”) to the Company to acquire all the remaining
                 shares and warrants not already owned by Scientex. The share exchange in accordance to the
                 CSSA was completed on February 19, 2019, resulting in Scientex holding 42.48% (exclude treasury
                 shares) stake in the Company. On the event date, Scientex became the single largest shareholder
                 of the Company and has control over the Company. Accordingly, the Company became a subsidiary
                 of Scientex.
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                 On March 18, 2019, Scientex had fulfilled the acceptance condition by receiving a total of 52.54%
                 voting shares in the Company. Hence, the MGO became unconditional.

                 On April 1, 2019, the Company announced that the Company had received a press notice from RHB
                 Investment Bank Berhad, on behalf of Scientex, informing that the MGO has closed, with acceptances
                 level of 61.89% or equivalent to 202,587,460 shares and 4.24% or equivalent to 1,158,967 warrants,
                 respectively. The MGO was completed on April 5, 2019.

       (b)     On May 3, 2019, the Company announced that the Company had entered into a conditional sale
                 and purchase agreement (“SPA”) with Tan Chai Koon, Chong Choi Chun, Ng Yuk Ming, Proshin
                 Enterprise Sdn Bhd, Phang Chak Thong, Ng Pey Ching and Lee Chee Keong (collectively, the
                 “Vendors”) for the proposed acquisition of 4,500,000 ordinary shares in Mega Printing & Packaging
                 Sdn Bhd (“MPP”) representing the entire equity interest in MPP, for a total indicative cash purchase
                 consideration of RM125,000,000 (“Proposed Acquisition”).

                 As of the end of the reporting period, the Group and the Company paid an initial deposit of
                 RM12,500,000 which is disclosed in Note 16.

                 On August 5, 2019, all conditions precedent under the SPA have been fulfilled and that the remaining
                 balance purchase consideration under the SPA has been paid in full, hence marking the completion
                 of the Proposed Acquisition. Accordingly, MPP became a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company.
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Statement By Directors
Pursuant to Section 251(2) & (3) of the Companies Act 2016 

The Directors of DAIBOCHI BERHAD (formerly known as Daibochi Plastic and Packaging Industry Bhd.) state
that, in their opinion, the accompanying financial statements are drawn up in accordance with Malaysian
Financial Reporting Standards, International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of the
Companies Act 2016 in Malaysia so as to give a true and fair view of the financial position of the Group and of
the Company as of July 31, 2019 and of their financial performance and the cash flows for the financial period
from January 1, 2018 to July 31, 2019.

Signed on behalf of the Board in accordance with a resolution of the Directors,

HENG FU JOE LIM SOO KOON

Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan
October 22, 2019

Declaration By The Director Primarily Responsible For The Financial
Management Of The Company
Pursuant to Section 251(1) of the Companies Act 2016

I, HEONG MUN FOO, the director primarily responsible for the financial management of DAIBOCHI BERHAD,
do solemnly and sincerely declare that the accompanying financial statements are, in my opinion, correct and
I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions
of the Statutory Declarations Act 1960.        

HEONG MUN FOO
MIA Membership No. 35366

Subscribed and solemnly declared by the abovenamed HEONG MUN FOO at KUALA LUMPUR, WILAYAH
PERSEKUTUAN this 22nd day of October, 2019.

Before me,

TAN KIM CHOOI
COMMISSIONER FOR OATHS 
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Total number of lssued Shares               :  327,898,483 ordinary shares
Issued Share Capital                               :  RM164,175,860
Class of shares                                       :  Ordinary shares                        
Voting rights                                            :  One vote per ordinary share                                           
                                                                                                                    
DISTRIBUTION OF SHAREHOLDINGS                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                    
Size of shareholdings       No. of shareholders              %       No. of shares held*             %*
                                                               
1 - 99                                                                                      94          4.99                              3,072                ^
100 - 1,000                                                                           273        14.49                            82,994           0.03
1,001 - 10,000                                                                      623        33.07                       3,159,624           0.96
10,001 - 100,000                                                                  796        42.25                     19,973,946           6.10
100,001 to less than 5% of issued shares                             95          5.04                     51,613,571         15.77
5% and above of issued shares                                               3          0.16                   252,515,176         77.14
                                                                                                                                 
Total                                                                                  1,884      100.00                   327,348,383       100.00

SUBSTANTIAL SHAREHOLDERS
                                    
                                                                Direct interests                            Deemed interests                  
Name                                                             No. of shares held             %*          No. of shares held             %*
                              
Scientex Berhad                                                     202,587,460        61.89                                      -                           -
HSBC Nominees (Asing) Sdn Bhd
- TNTC for Apollo Asia Fund Ltd.                              30,708,576          9.38                                      -                -
HSBC Nominees (Asing) Sdn Bhd
- KBL Euro PB for Samarang UCITS -
Samarang Asian Prosperity                                    19,219,140          5.87                                      -                -

Scientex Holdings Sdn Berhad                                                  -                -                 202,587,460 1              61.89
Lim Peng Jin                                                                              -                -                 202,587,460 2              61.89
Lim Peng Cheong                                                                      -                -                 202,587,460 3              61.89
                                                               

DIRECTORS' SHAREHOLDINGS IN THE COMPANY
                                                              
                                                                Direct interests                            Deemed interests                  
Name                                                             No. of shares held             %*          No. of shares held             %*
                              
Lim Soo Koon                                                               518,400          0.16                                      -                -
Heng Fu Joe                                                                              -                -                                      -                -
Low Geoff Jin Wei                                                                    -                -                                      -                -
Heong Mun Foo                                                                         -                -                                      -                -
Caroline Ang Choo Bee                                                             -                -                                      -                -
Faris Salim Cassim                                                                   -                -                                      -                -

Statement Of Shareholdings
AS AT 17 OCTOBER 2019

Note:
*    Excluding a total of 550,100 ordinary shares purchased by the Company and retained as treasury shares.
^    Less than 0.01%. 
1.    Deemed interest through Scientex Berhad.
2.    Deemed interest through Scientex Berhad by virtue of his interests in Scientex Holdings Sdn Berhad, Scientex Leasing Sdn Bhd, Scientex
      Infinity Sdn Bhd, TM Lim Sdn Bhd, Sim Swee Tin Sdn Bhd, Malacca Securities Sdn Bhd, Progress Innovations Sdn Bhd and Mplusonline
      Sdn Bhd.
3.    Deemed interest through Scientex Berhad by virtue of his interests in Scientex Holdings Sdn Berhad, Scientex Leasing Sdn Bhd, Scientex
      Infinity Sdn Bhd, TM Lim Sdn Bhd, Sim Swee Tin Sdn Bhd, Malacca Securities Sdn Bhd, Mplusonline Sdn Bhd and Paradox Corporation Sdn
      Bhd.
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30 LARGEST SHAREHOLDERS
As at 17 October 2019
(Without aggregating the securities from different securities accounts belonging to the same registered holder)

                                                                                                                                                                   % of
                                                                                                                                               No. of        issued
   No.   Name                                                                                                                        shares       shares                                                               
   1      Scientex Berhad                                                                                               202,587,460         61.89
   2      HSBC Nominees (Asing) Sdn Bhd - TNTC for Apollo Asia Fund Ltd.                30,708,576           9.38
   3      HSBC Nominees (Asing) Sdn Bhd - KBL Euro PB for
         Samarang UCITS - Samarang Asian Prosperity                                              19,219,140           5.87
   4      Amanahraya Trustees Berhad - Public Islamic Opportunities Fund                      13,245,228            4.05
   5      Amanahraya Trustees Berhad - Public Islamic Select Treasures Fund                  7,598,160           2.32
   6      HSBC Nominees (Tempatan) Sdn Bhd - HSBC (M) Trustee Bhd for
         Manulife lnvestment Progress Fund (4082)                                                       2,554,360           0.78
   7      Amanahraya Trustees  Berhad - Public Islamic Emerging
           Opportunities Fund                                                                                             1,855,280           0.57
   8      Citigroup Nominees (Tempatan) Sdn Bhd - Kumpulan Wang 
           Persaraan (Diperbadankan) (ESPG IV SC E)                                                    1,643,380           0.50
   9      Amanahraya Trustees  Berhad - Public Strategic Smallcap Fund                       1,266,912           0.39
   10    Bukit Gambir Company Sdn Bhd                                                                         1,002,700           0.31
   11     Jayaplus Bakti Sdn Bhd                                                                                          922,600           0.28
   12    Chan Lee Yuen                                                                                                        890,784           0.27
   13    Dr Ong Soon Hoe @ Patrick Ong                                                                           870,912           0.27
   14    Tribest Sendirian Berhad                                                                                         820,400           0.25
   15    Yeo Soo Sia @ Yeo Soo Seng                                                                                788,200           0.24
   16    Yap Kar Weng                                                                                                         582,140           0.18
   17    Malgold Construction Sdn Bhd                                                                                574,600           0.18
   18    Pang Tse Ming                                                                                                         540,000           0.16
   19    Lim Soo Koon                                                                                                          518,400           0.16
   20    Yeo Soo Sia @ Yeo Soo Seng                                                                                515,700           0.16
   21    Lee Hau Hian                                                                                                          475,200           0.15
   22    Kenanga Nominees (Tempatan) Sdn Bhd
           - Pledged Securities Account for Lim Kuan Gin                                                    474,300           0.14
   23    Thai Plantations Sdn Bhd                                                                                        450,000           0.14
   24    Kemuncak Raya Sdn Bhd                                                                                       430,000           0.13
   25    HLB Nominees (Tempatan) Sdn Bhd - Pledged Securities Account
           for Oh Kim Sun                                                                                                      400,000           0.12
   26    Yeo Shay Fern                                                                                                         391,500           0.12
   27    Bukit Gambir Company Sdn Bhd                                                                            383,700           0.12
   28    Yeo Soo Jeng                                                                                                          368,200           0.11
   29    Koh Lee Piow                                                                                                          348,400           0.11
   30    Lim Seng Qwee                                                                                                       348,032           0.11

           Total                                                                                                                  292,774,264         89.44

DIRECTORS' SHAREHOLDINGS IN THE HOLDING COMPANY                                                              
                                                                Direct interests                            Deemed interests                  
Name                                                             No. of shares held             %*          No. of shares held             %*                              
Low Geoff Jin Wei                                                     8,587,972          1.67                                      -                -
Caroline Ang Choo Bee                                                     3,121               ^                            14,048              ^1

Heong Mun Foo                                                               26,800          0.01                            26,100         0.011

Heng Fu Joe                                                                              -                -                                      -                -
Lim Soo Koon                                                                           -                -                                      -                -
Faris Salim Cassim                                                                   -                -                                      -                -

Note:
*    Based on 515,261,372 ordinary shares of Scientex Berhad in issue (excluding a total of 100 treasury shares held by Scientex Berhad).
^    Less than 0.01%. 
1.    Deemed interest through spouse.
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Statement Of Warrant Holdings
AS AT 17 OCTOBER 2019

Total number of lssued Warrants            :  27,324,377
Total number of unexercised warrants    :  27,320,788
Exercise price per warrant                      :  RM 2.50                                    
Expiry date of warrants                           :  19 June 2022                            
                                                                                                                    
DISTRIBUTION OF WARRANT HOLDINGS                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                    
Size of warrant holdings                          No. of warrant holders              %     No. of warrants held              %
                                                                                                   
1 - 99                                                                                    378        23.15                              9,349           0.03
100 - 1,000                                                                           673        41.21                          387,284           1.42
1,001 - 10,000                                                                      468        28.66                       1,313,979           4.81
10,001 - 100,000                                                                    80          4.90                       2,605,222           9.54
100,001 to less than 5% of issued warrants                          30          1.84                     12,923,952         47.30
5% and above of issued warrants                                            4          0.24                     10,081,002         36.90
                                                                                                                                 
Total                                                                                  1,633      100.00                     27,320,788       100.00

DIRECTORS’ WARRANT HOLDINGS                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                    
                                                                           Direct interests                            Deemed interests                  
Name                                                         No. of warrants held              %      No. of warrants held              %

Lim Soo Koon                                                                43,200          0.16                                     -                 -
Caroline Ang Choo Bee                                                     1,440          0.01                            6,480^           0.02
Heng Fu Joe                                                                             -                -                                      -                 -
Low Geoff Jin Wei                                                                   -                -                                      -                 -
Heong Mun Foo                                                                        -                -                                      -                 -
Faris Salim Cassim                                                                   -                -                                      -                 -

^  Deemed interest through spouse.
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THIRTY LARGEST WARRANT HOLDERS
(Without aggregating the warrants from different accounts belonging to the same depositor)                          

                                                                                                                                                                   % of 
                                                                                                                                               No. of        issued
   No.   Name                                                                                                                     warrants    warrants

   1      Low Chan Tian                                                                                                     3,601,701         13.18
   2      HSBC Nominees (Asing) Sdn Bhd - TNTC for Apollo Asia Fund Ltd.                  2,559,048           9.37
   3      Lim Koy Peng                                                                                                       2,312,233           8.46
   4      HSBC Nominees (Asing) Sdn Bhd - KBL Euro PB For
           Samarang UCITS - Samarang Asian Prosperity                                                1,608,020           5.89
   5      Scientex Berhad                                                                                                   1,158,967           4.24
   6      Amanahraya Trustees Berhad - Public Islamic Opportunities Fund                        1,124,844            4.12
   7      Cimsec Nominees (Tempatan) Sdn Bhd - CIMB for Yulina Binti 
           Baharuddin (PB)                                                                                                     1,105,920           4.05
   8      Huan Mee Kiew                                                                                                       846,000           3.10
   9      Chew Soon Heng                                                                                                    844,469           3.09
   10    Chua Ah Nee                                                                                                           818,998           3.00
   11     Tan Booi Charn                                                                                                        805,400           2.95
   12    Wong Soon Lim                                                                                                       737,330           2.70
   13    Amanahraya Trustees Berhad - Public Islamic Select Treasures Fund                     633,180           2.32
   14    Yeo Soo Jeng                                                                                                          629,600           2.30
   15    Koh Lee Piow                                                                                                          593,000           2.17
   16    Citigroup Nominees (Tempatan) Sdn Bhd - Exempt An For
           Bank of Singapore Limited (Local)                                                                        420,000           1.54
   17    Public Invest Nominees (Tempatan) Sdn Bhd - Pledged Securities
           Account for Wong Yoke Fong @ Wong Nyok Fing (M)                                          414,648           1.52
   18    Yeo Soo Sia @ Yeo Soo Seng                                                                                372,200           1.36
   19    CGS-CIMB Nominees (Tempatan) Sdn Bhd
           - Pledged Securities Account for Mak Tian Meng (MY0343)                                 369,252           1.35
   20    Lau Geak Siam                                                                                                        200,300           0.73
   21    RHB Nominees (Tempatan) Sdn Bhd
           - Pledged Securities Account for Ooi Lee Peng                                                    200,000           0.73
   22    Khoo Seng Keat                                                                                                      188,900           0.69
   23    Kenanga Nominees (Tempatan) Sdn Bhd
           - Pledged Securities Account for Mak Tian Meng                                                  158,968           0.58
   24    Yew Tuan Boon                                                                                                       140,000           0.51
   25    Yeo Soo Sia @ Yeo Soo Seng                                                                                136,300           0.50
   26    Lee Kok Yap                                                                                                            130,000           0.48
   27    Tay Sock Hong                                                                                                        130,000           0.48
   28    Tan Chin Kee                                                                                                           127,300           0.47
   29    CGS-CIMB Nominees (Tempatan) Sdn Bhd
           - Pledged Securities Account for Teh Khai Thee (MY0953)                                   114,000           0.42
   30    Maybank Nominees (Tempatan) Sdn Bhd
           - Pledged Securities Account for Ng Teong Joo                                                    108,000           0.40

           Total                                                                                                                    22,588,578         82.68
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List Of Properties
                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                                    Net
                                                                                                                                                                  carrying
                                                                                                                                                                   amount
                                                                                                                                                                        as of
                                                                                                                                                                    31 July
                                                               Age of buildings                                            Date of last          2019
Location                  Description                             (Year)           Area           Tenure     revaluation      RM’000
                                                                                                                                                              
Lot 3531 - 3533,       Land &                                         3 - 6          2.118        Freehold        8 February       16,389
Jalan Bemban,         factory                                                     hectares                                        2019                  
Kawasan                  buildings                                                                                                                                  
Perindustrian
Jasin, 77000
Jasin, Melaka                                                                                         

Lot 7, Air Keroh        Land &                                     23 - 26          2.692      Leasehold   8 February       16,279
Industrial Estate,      factory                                                     hectares     expiring on                  2019                  
Phase IV, 75450      buildings                                                                    24.05.2091                                            
Melaka                                                                                

Lot 3, Air Keroh        Land &                                     14 - 26          2.062      Leasehold        8 February       13,333
Industrial Estate,      factory                                                     hectares     expiring on                  2019                  
Phase IV, 75450      buildings                                                                    24.05.2091                                            
Melaka                                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                           
PT 2598,                  Land &                                       8 - 25          0.831      Leasehold        8 February         7,428
Mukim of                  warehouse                                               hectares     expiring on                  2019                  
Bukit Baru,               cum office                                                                  11.05.2094                                            
75450 Melaka          building
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I/We……………………………………………………………………………………………...............(FULL NAME IN BLOCK CAPITAL)

*NRIC No./Passport No./Company No....................................................................................................................................

of…………………………………………………………………………………………........................................... (FULL ADDRESS)

being *a member(s) of DAIBOCHI BERHAD,

hereby appoint ………………………………...………........……………………..….........................(FULL NAME IN BLOCK CAPITAL)

*NRIC No./Passport No. ....….….…………………………………………………........………………………......................................

of …………………………………………………………………………………………….........…….……...............(FULL ADDRESS) 

and/or failing him/her………………………………………………………………...........…………….(FULL NAME IN BLOCK CAPITAL)

*NRIC No./Passport No. ....….….………………………………………………………………........………….....................................

of …………………………………………………………………………………….........………………....................(FULL ADDRESS)

or failing *him/her, the CHAIRMAN OF THE MEETING as *my/our proxy to attend, participate, speak and vote for *me/us
on *my/our behalf at the Forty-sixth (“46th”) Annual General Meeting (“AGM”) of the Company to be held at Bunga Teratai,
7th Floor, Ramada Plaza Melaka, Jalan Bendahara, 75100 Melaka on Friday, 13 December 2019 at 11.30 a.m. or at any
adjournment thereof.

*My/our proxy/proxies is/are to vote as indicated below.

    ORDINARY BUSINESS                                                                                                                FOR  AGAINST
    1.  To approve the payment of Non-Executive Directors' fees                         Resolution 1
    2.  To approve and ratify the payment of Non-Executive Directors'                 Resolution 2
          benefits up to an amount of RM88,000.00
    3.  To approve the payment of benefits payable to Non-Executive                  Resolution 3
          Directors up to an amount of RM176,600.00                                                                               
    4.  To re-elect Ms. Caroline Ang Choo Bee as a Director of the Company      Resolution 4             
    5.   To re-elect Mr. Heong Mun Foo as a Director of the Company                  Resolution 5                              
    6.   To re-appoint Deloitte PLT as Auditors of the Company and                      Resolution 6
          to authorise the Directors to fix their remuneration
    SPECIAL BUSINESS                                                                                                                    FOR  AGAINST
    7.   To retain Mr. Heng Fu Joe as an Independent Non-Executive Director      Resolution 7
          of the Company 
    8.  To authorise the Directors to issue and allot shares pursuant to                Resolution 8 

     the Companies Act 2016                                                                                                             
    9.  Proposed Renewal of Share Buy-Back Authority                                       Resolution 9
    10. Proposed Renewal of Shareholders’ Mandate for Recurrent                   Resolution 10
          Related Party Transactions of a Revenue or Trading Nature
    11. Proposed Adoption of New Constitution of the Company                         Resolution 11                              

(Please indicate with an “X” in the spaces provided how you wish your vote to be cast. If no specific direction as to voting is given, the proxy
will vote or abstain at his/her discretion)

* Strike out whichever is not applicable

                                                                                                                                                           
    

NOTES: -
1.   A member entitled to attend, participate, speak and vote at the meeting is entitled to appoint up to two (2) proxies to attend, participate, speak and vote in his/ her stead and where
      a member appoints two (2) proxies, he/ she shall specify the proportion of his/ her shareholdings to be represented by each proxy. A proxy need not be a member of the Company.
2.   Where a member of the Company is an authorised nominee as defined under the Securities Industry (Central Depositories) Act 1991, it may appoint at least one (1) proxy in respect
      of each securities account it holds with ordinary shares in the Company standing to the credit of the said securities account. Where a member of the Company is an exempt
     authorised nominee as defined under the Securities Industry (Central Depositories) Act 1991 which holds ordinary shares in the Company for multiple beneficial owners in one
      (1) securities account ("omnibus account"), there is no limit to the number of proxies which the exempt authorised nominee may appoint in respect of each omnibus account it holds.
3.   The instrument appointing a proxy shall be in writing under the hand of the appointor or his/ her attorney duly authorised in writing or if such appointor is a corporation, under
      its common seal or the hand of its attorney or officer.
4.   The form of proxy must be deposited at the registered office of the Company at No. 9, Persiaran Selangor, Seksyen 15, 40200 Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan, not less than forty-
      eight (48) hours before the time appointed for the holding of the meeting or any adjournment thereof.
5.   In respect of deposited securities, only members whose names appear in the Record of Depositors as at 6 December 2019 shall be regarded as a member and entitled to attend,
      participate, speak and vote at the meeting or appoint proxies to attend, participate, speak and/ or vote on his/ her behalf.
6.   Pursuant to Paragraph 8.29A(1) of the Main Market Listing Requirements of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad, the resolutions set out in this Notice of Annual General Meeting
      will be put to vote by poll.
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No. of shares held

CDS Account No.
Form Of Proxy

For appointment of two proxies, percentage of
shareholdings to be represented by the proxies:                                                                             
                              No. of shares       Percentage
Proxy 1                                                              %
                                                                             
Proxy 2                                                              %
                                                                             
Total                                                            100%

Signature/Common Seal

Contact No. :

Date:
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